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Aij function used to calculate the thermal conductivity of gases
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c0 Kozeny’s constant
cF inertia coefficient
c molar concentration, in [mol m−3]
cp constant pressure specific heat, in [J kg−1 K−1]
D diffusion coefficient, in [m2 s−1]
Dˆ diffusion conductance
E electric potential difference between two points or voltage, in [V]
Eact activation energy, in [J mol−1]
e elementary charge, e = 1.602 176 620 8 · 10−19 C
E center of the east control volume
e interface between control volumes P and E
eˆ specific molar energy, in [J mol−1]
ex x unit vector, ex = [1, 0, 0]
ey y unit vector, ey = [0, 1, 0]
ez z unit vector, ez = [0, 0, 1]
F Faraday constant, F = NAe, F = 96 485.332 89 C mol−1
f¯ weighting factor
Fˆ convection conductance
f decay rate, in [s−1]
xi
xii Nomenclature
G Gibbs free energy, in [J]
g number of grid points
∆rgˆ change of specific molar Gibbs free energy due to (electro-)chemical reaction, in
[J mol−1]
gˆ specific molar Gibbs free energy, in [J mol−1]
H height, in [m]
∆rhˆ change of specific molar enthalpy due to (electro-)chemical reaction, in [J mol−1]
I electric current, in [A]
i current density, in [A m−2]
i current density vector, in [A m−2]
j0 exchange volumic current density, in [A m−3]
jano,TPB0 exchange current density per m of TPB, in [A m
−1]
jcath,DPB0 exchange current density per m
2 of DPB, in [A m−2]
j volumic current density, in [A m−3]
J flux vector (unit is case dependent)
J reaction rate, in [mol m−3 s−1]
K permeability, in [m2]
k thermal conduction coefficient, in [W m−1 K−1]
Ki (A,y) i-th Krylov subspace for the matrixA and the vector y
koi thermal conduction coefficient for a polyatomic gas, in [W m
−1 K−1]
L length, in [m]
m˙ mass flow rate, in [kg s−1]
m¨ mass source, in [kg m−2 s−1]
M molar mass, in [kg mol−1]
N number of species in the system
NA Avogadro constant, NA = 6.022 140 857 · 1023 mol−1
Ncell number of cells in a stack
N center of the north control volume
n interface between control volumes P and N
ne− number of moles of electrons transferred during electrochemical reactions, in
[mol]
n number of moles, in [mol]
P system pressure, in [Pa]
p Bi-CGSTAB search direction vector
P center of the central control volume
Pe Peclet number
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Pout total power output, in [W]
p partial pressure, in [Pa]
Q charge, in [C]
q˙V heat source, in [W m−3]
qˆ specific molar heat, in [J mol−1]
R universal gas constant, R = 8.314 459 8 J mol−1 K−1
r specific gas constant, r = R
M
, in [J kg−1 K−1]
〈r2 (t)〉 mean square displacement, in [m]
r¯ average radius, in [m]
ReK permeability-based Reynolds number
r vector of residuals
rˆ vector orthogonal to the vector of residuals
S center of the south control volume
s interface between control volumes P and S
s specific molar entropy generation, in [J mol−1 K−1]
sˆ specific molar entropy, in [J mol−1 K−1]
s degree of residuals reduction
Sϕ source term
S¯ϕ average source term per control volume
SV surface-to-volume ratio, in [m m−3]
T temperature, in [K]
t Bi-CGSTAB auxiliary vector
t time
tol tolerance
u x-component of the velocity vector, in [m s−1]
Uf fuel utilization factor
uˆ specific molar internal energy, in [J mol−1]
V volume, in [m3]
v y-component of the velocity vector, in [m s−1]
v¯ specific volume, v¯ = 1
ρ
, in [m3 kg−1]
vDarcy Darcy velocity vector, in [m s−1]
∆V volume of the control volume, ∆V = ∆x∆y∆z, in [m3]
vˆ specific molar volume, in [mol m−3]
v velocity vector, in [m s−1]
W width, in [m]
w z-component of the velocity vector, in [m s−1]
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xiv Nomenclature
W center of the west control volume
w interface between control volumes P and W
wˆ specific molar work, in [J mol−1]
xˆ direction of electrical connection
x, y, z spatial dimensions, in [m]
zˆ charge number
z¯ compressibility factor
Greek symbols
α anodic charge-transfer coefficient
αCG Bi-CGSTAB constant
β cathodic charge-transfer coefficient
βCG Bi-CGSTAB constant
χ mole fraction
∆ distance between two adjacent control volumes’ faces, in [m]
δ distance between two adjacent control volumes’ centers, in [m]
δ% relative percent error, in [%]
 efficiency
ε porosity or volume fraction of pore phase (ε ≡ ψpore)
η overpotential, in [V]
Γϕ diffusion coefficient
Γ diffusivity of random walkers
µ˚ electrochemical potential, in [J mol−1]
µˆ molar chemical potential, in [J mol−1]
µ dynamic viscosity coefficient, in [Pa s]
µ˘ effective dynamic viscosity coefficient, in [Pa s]
ν Bi-CGSTAB auxiliary vector
ν kinematic viscosity coefficient, ν = µ
ρ
, in [m2 s−1]
ω mass fraction
ωCG Bi-CGSTAB constant
ωϕ under-relaxation factor
Φ electric potential of a phase, in [V]
φ electric potential, in [V]
ϕ column vector of variables
ϕ dependent variable
ϕ˙ flux
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Nomenclature xv
pi pi number, pi = 3.141 592 653 5
Π probability
ψ volume fraction
ρA area density, in [m2 m−3]
ρCG Bi-CGSTAB constant
ρ density, in [kg m−3]
ρL length density, in [m m−3]
ρϕ pseudo-density
Σ atomic diffusion volume
σ conductivity, in [S m−1]
τ tortuosity
τ 2 tortuosity factor
τ¯ mean lifetime, in [s]
τ viscous stress tensor, in [Pa]
τ˘ effective viscous stress tensor, in [Pa]
ϑ constant used to calculate the thermal conductivity of gases, ϑ = 1
υ stoichiometric coefficient
ζ factor of partial pressure dependence of exchange current density
Subscripts
act activation
anoch anode channel
ano anode
avg average
back backward reaction
bench benchmark
cathch cathode channel
cath cathode
conc concentration
c cold thermal reservoir
CV control volume
DPB double phase boundary
e− electrons
eff effective
el electrons conducting phase
elec electric
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xvi Nomenclature
FC fuel cell
forw forward reaction
H2 hydrogen
H2O water
H2xO2 reaction of hydrogen and oxygen
HE heat engine
heat heat transfer
h hot thermal reservoir
i general index
ion ions conducting phase
j general index
K Knudsen diffusion
mass mass transfer
max maximal
mix mixture
num numerical
O2 oxygen
OC open circuit
Ohm ohmic
OP operational
ph index for phase
pore pore phase
prod product of a chemical reaction
reac reactant for a chemical reaction
r chemical reaction
red reduced
solid solid phase
str straight path
surf surface
tot total
TPB triple phase boundary
Superscripts
ano anode
BC boundary condition
bulk bulk property
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Nomenclature xvii
cath cathode
cons consumed
conv convection
cr critical
diff diffusion
DPB double phase boundary
eff effective
el electrons conducting phase
eq equilibrium
H2O water
ion ions conducting phase
iter iteration
Joule Joule heat
prov provided
rev reversible
−◦ standard reference state
TPB triple phase boundary
Abbreviations
AFC alkaline fuel cell
Bi-CG bi-conjugate gradients method
Bi-CGSTAB bi-conjugate gradients stabilized method
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CG conjugate gradients method
CHP combined heat and power
CV control volume
DGM dusty gas model
DIR-SOFC direct internal reforming solid oxide fuel cell
DMFC direct methanol fuel cell
DPB double phase boundary
EAST Easy-to-Assemble Stack Type
FDM finite difference method
FEM finite element method
FIB focused ion beam
FIB-SEM focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope
FM Fick model
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xviii Nomenclature
FVM finite volume method
GDC gadolinia-doped ceria
GMRES generalized minimal residual method
HHV higher heating value
HOR hydrogen oxidation reaction
IT-SOFC intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cell
KMC Kinetic Monte Carlo
LBM Lattice-Boltzmann method
LHV lower heating value
LSCF lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite
LSM lanthanum strontium manganite
LTE local thermal equilibrium
MCFC molten carbonate fuel cell
MIEC mixed ionic-electronic conductor
MINRES minimal residual method
MMS method of manufactured solutions
MSTB modular stack test bench
OCV open circuit voltage
ORR oxygen reduction reaction
PAFC phosphoric acid fuel cell
PDE partial differential equation
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEN positive electrode - electrolyte - negative electrode
P-SOFC planar solid oxide fuel cell
RAM random access memory
REV representative elementary volume
SEM scanning electron microscope
SMM Stefan-Maxwell model
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
SOFC-MGT solid oxide fuel cell - micro gas turbine
SRM statistical region merging
TPB triple phase boundary
T-SOFC tubular solid oxide fuel cell
USC ultra-supercritical steam turbine
YSZ yttria-stabilized zirconia
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Because of increasing demand for energy, there is a need to develop a highly efficient way to
generate electric power. Moreover, humanity is more and more aware of the civilization’s impact
on Earth’s environment, therefore there is a search for a “clean” method to convert the chemical
energy of fuels into the electricity.
One of the most promising among energy conversion devices for the future are SOFCs. Good
scalability from small (domestic) to large (industry) system sizes, low emissions of greenhouse
gases and no emissions of toxic substances, fuel flexibility, possibility to produce combined
heat and power and, last but not least, outstanding energy conversion efficiency makes it a
perfect choice for basis of new power production systems [1, 2]. Moreover, progress in the
SOFC science and engineering is among the key expectations in the development of the future
“hydrogen economy” and “hydrogen society” [3, 4].
1.1. General information about fuel cells
Fuel cells fall into a group of electrochemical devices, which can convert the chemical energy
directly into the electricity, i.e. galvanic cells [5, 6]. Fuel cells, however, are different than primary
and secondary batteries, because the fuel and oxidant should be provided continuously to achieve
electricity production [1] (similar to heat engines).
On the other hand, comparing fuel cells with heat engine-based electric energy generators,
the fuel cell (as well as any other galvanic cells) converts the chemical energy of a fuel into the
electricity in one step, whereas the thermal power plant process is combined from several steps
[1]. The efficiency of the energy conversion in a power plant is limited by the sum of the losses
from every single step.
1.1.1. Fuel cells basis
The design and working principle of fuel cells are in general similar to the primary and
secondary galvanic cells, except for the reactants supply - for primary/secondary galvanic cells
1
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reactants are usually also electrodes and the galvanic process leads to electrodes decomposition
[5], while in fuel cells reactants are supplied from the external sources to the fuel cell and
electrodes serves as reaction sites and electrocatalysts only [1].
Pt electrode
acid
(e.g. H2SO4)
H+
H2 O2
e− e−
I I
Figure 1.1. Basic principle of fuel cell (based on [2])
The very basic principle of any fuel cell is shown on Figure 1.1, on an example of a simple
hydrogen-oxygen cell with an acid electrolyte. A fuel cell contains of two electrodes, which
can conduct an electric current and to which the potential difference is applied [7] (platinum
on Figure 1.1) separated by an electrolyte, electron insulator (acid on Figure 1.1). A fuel - e.g.
hydrogen, the typical fuel for the fuel cells - is provided to the anode, where the fuel oxidation
reaction occurs; in case of hydrogen fuel, this reaction is called hydrogen oxidation reaction
(HOR) and for a cell with the proton-conducting electrolyte (as the one shown on Figure 1.1) it
can be written as:
H2 2 H
+ + 2 e−, (1.1)
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and an oxidant (pure oxygen or air) is supplied and reduced on the cathode in so-called oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) (for a cell with the proton-conducting electrolyte):
1⁄2 O2 + 2 H
+ + 2 e− H2O. (1.2)
The potential difference generates an electric field. Since the acid occurs in the solution
in dissociated form, the electric field induces motion of an ionic charge (in the case shown on
Figure 1.1 - hydrogen cations, H+) from the anode to the cathode across the electrolyte [7].
Electrons, produced on the anode, are forced to be transported to the cathode by an external
load (marked with the light bulb on Figure 1.1), which closes the circuit, and the energy of
electrons may be converted to the useful work [2]. Please note that overall cell reaction is the
water formation reaction:
H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O. (1.3)
1.1.2. Comparison of fuel cells and heat engines
It is common claim that the fuel cells are somewhat “better” than the heat engines. This
statement may be confirmed by detailed examination of fuel cells and heat engines. Here, the
difference in the maximal possible or reversible efficiency of energy conversion, based on sec-
ond law of thermodynamics (“second law efficiency” [1]) will be shown. Efficiency of energy
conversion  is defined as a ratio of the useful work wˆ to the energy possible to convert eˆmax:
 =
wˆ
eˆmax
. (1.4)
Th
Tc
heat engine
w
qh
qc
Figure 1.2. Sample heat engine, which is realizing the Carnot cycle between the hot (Th) and cold (Tc)
thermal reservoirs
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It can be derived that the reversible efficiency of the heat engine, shown on Figure 1.2, is
given by the efficiency of Carnot cycle, realized between two thermal reservoirs with different
temperatures Tc and Th [8]:
revHE = 1−
Tc
Th
. (1.5)
For the fuel cells, a maximal possible work is given by the change of the Gibbs free energy of
cell’s reaction, ∆rgˆ and the total energy possible to convert is described by the enthalpy change
of reaction in the standard reference state or the enthalpy of formation, ∆rhˆ−◦ , thus the efficiency
is given by the following relation:
revFC =
∆rgˆ
∆rhˆ−◦
. (1.6)
If one considers a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell (for example the one shown on Figure 1.1), the
overall cell reaction is given by:
H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O, (1.7)
and the term ∆rhˆ−◦ in Equation (1.6) means the change of enthalpy of reaction (1.7), or enthalpy
of water formation in the standard reference state (∆H2xO2hˆ
−◦ = −286 kJ mol−1). It is assumed
that the water is in liquid form after the reaction, therefore a fuel cell’s efficiency is based on the
higher heating value (HHV).
Figure 1.3. The reversible efficiency at the standard pressure as a function of the temperature for a
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell (HHV-based) and for a steam turbine
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Figure 1.3 reveals the relation between the reversible efficiency and temperature for a hy-
drogen fuel cell and a steam turbine (Tc ≈ 300 K [9]). Two marks show the maximal possible
performance of the typical steam turbine (Th ≈ 650 K [9]) and the ultra-supercritical steam
turbine (USC) (Tc ≈ 950 K [10]).
Based only on the second law of thermodynamics, it can be shown that the reversible effi-
ciency of a fuel cell is higher than the reversible efficiency of a steam turbine in a wide range of
temperature (see Figure 1.3). But efficiency of a fuel cell, opposite to a steam turbine, decreases
with the temperature, and it is lower for high temperature cells than the Carnot cycle efficiency,
with ∆T = Th − Tc ' 700 K. However, in practice high temperature fuel cells stand with lower
irreversible losses than low temperature cells [11] and a waste heat from high temperature cells
is more useful in subsequent processes or as a residential heat [11]. Moreover, as shown, even
the advanced USC has the theoretical reversible efficiency about 70 %, and this value is exceeded
by fuel cells which works in temperature less than 1000 K. Additionally, a fuel cell keeps its
high efficiency in different scales of the systems, from small to large, whereas a steam turbine is
devoted to work only in the large systems, like commercial power plants.
1.1.3. Fuel cells advantages and disadvantages
Fuel cells and their systems have several advantages.
– Fuel cells stand with high theoretical efficiency, as discussed in Section 1.1.2. Energy
conversion in a fuel cell occurs in one step (electrochemical generation of electricity),
in contrast with common heat engine-based systems (combustion of a fuel converts the
chemical energy into the heat, the heat is converted to the mechanical energy in a turbine or
a heat engine and the mechanical energy propels an electric generator to produce electricity
[1]).
– According to above, fuel cells itself have no moving parts and therefore they are silent and
the operation is potentially reliable and long lasting (there is no need to maintain moving
elements) [2, 11].
– In contrast with batteries, which have limited and depletable amount of reactants, fuel cells
could work as long as a fuel is provided. Furthermore, the battery voltage drops in time
due to reactants exhaustion.
– Emission of the toxic products (i.e. SOx, NOx) and the dust from fuel cell systems theoret-
ically does not occurs. For example, a fuel cell fueled with the hydrogen is producing only
water. (However, present large-scale hydrogen production technologies lead to generation
of CO2 [11]).
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– Modular design and ease of cells stacking make possible to build systems of desirable size
[2], in contrast to other types of galvanic cells, which performance is not satisfactory for
large systems [2]. Beside, this allows to use fuel cells in the distributed power generation
systems [12].
– High temperature fuel cells may be used in the combined heat and power systems, whereas
low temperature fuel cells allow mobile applications (powering of portable computers, cell
phones, vehicles etc. [11]).
– Fuel cells, depending on their type, may utilize a wide range of fuels directly or through
the reforming process: hydrogen, carbon, carbon oxide, methane and other hydrocarbons,
methanol, ethanol, formic acid or ammonia [2, 13]. These fuels often can be obtained from
the fossil fuels or from the renewable sources [1].
However, fuel cells reveal also some serious disadvantages, which should be terminated by the
fuel cell scientists and engineers.
– Fuel cells are expensive, which is a major obstacle to their commercialization. Fuel cells
are competitive technologies only in several specialized applications (e.g. space flights)
[2].
– Fuel cells has high power densities (gravimetric and volumetric) [14]. But hydrogen does
not occur on the Earth in pure form and - because of low energy density - hydrogen is
hard to store [15, 16]. Other fuels often require reforming [2].
– There are some issues specific to the type of cell, i.e. the thermal management inside the
high temperature cells or a low tolerance to the impurities in fuel, especially for the low
temperature cells.
1.2. Brief history of fuel cells, with emphasis on solid oxide
fuel cells
From the ancient times people were interested with the static electricity phenomenon. How-
ever, the science of electricity has its roots in the late 16th century, in the works of William
Gilbert, who in his book De magnete, magneticisque corporibus, et de magno magnete tellure;
Physiologia nova plurimus et argumentis et experimentis demonstrata divided known materials
for those which can get an electrostatic charge due to a friction and for those which cannot
[17]. Later, in the 17th and early 18th centuries, Otto Guericke and Francis Hauksbee invented
independently two types of an electrostatic generator [17].
An milestone, which gives an impact to later development of the electrochemical cells, was
given by Luigi Galvani. He discovers the motion of muscles of a frog legs in the vicinity of
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an electrostatic generator when a metal touches a nerve of a frog [18]. Upon these researches,
Alessandro Volta, who was interested in Galvani’s work, in the 1800 built a pile, later called
the voltaic pile [19]. Soon after Volta’s discovery was announced at the Royal Society meeting,
William Nicholson and Anthony Carlisle found, that the voltaic pile operation leads to the water
decomposition, giving birth to the science of electrochemistry [17, 20, 21]. Further works on the
galvanic phenomena were conducted by many scientists, such as sir Humphry Davy [22–24],
who obtained new results on electrolysis (i.e. he produced metallic potassium, sodium, barium,
magnesium, strontium and calcium using a voltaic pile) [17, 24] and gave a proper chemical
explanation of a frog’s legs movement and the voltaic pile principle [19] (Galvani thought that
the source of electricity is in an animal body and Volta believed that electricity is generated by
contact between two metals and a wet substance [17, 19]).
Further researches were conducted by people as Hans Christian Oersted, who observed the
influence of an electric circuit on a compass needle [19, 24]. Oersted’s work was developed
by Andre-Marie Ampere, who created electrodynamics [17], Biot and Savart, Seebeck, Peltier,
and many more [17–19]. The greatest of Davy’s students was Michael Faraday [18], excellent
experimentalist. Faraday discovered in the 1831 the electromagnetic induction phenomena [17,
24]. Upon Faraday works on induction, Hyppolite Pixii in the 1832 invented first dynamo [25],
which made possible to generate the electric current with no electrochemical processes involved
and started a development of the present professional electric power production systems, based
on turbines and electric generators [26] and on internal combustion heat engines to power these
generators [27]. Notwithstanding, Faraday also investigated the electric current flow through
liquids and found the electrolysis laws [17].
However, in the 1838, based on earlier works on piles and batteries, Christian Friedrich
Schoenbein discovered so-called “fuel cell effect” [27–29]. Schoenbein observed the voltage
and the current in the hydrogen-oxygen cell [29]. One month later William Grove reported
invention of the “gaseous voltaic battery” [30], which was in fact the first fuel cell ever built. The
“gaseous voltaic battery” was a glass vessel filled with a diluted sulfuric acid. In two initially
empty tubes, platinum strips were mounted. Tubes were filled with the hydrogen and oxygen by
carrying out the electrolysis (using a voltaic pile as a source of the electromotive force). After
electrolysis stoppage, Grove observed the electric current between the platinum electrodes [30].
Grove leaded further experiments on his invention and build the first fuel cell stack [31, 32]. It
is interesting to note that Grove thought that fuel cells will never be used to produce electricity
on large scale [29, 33]
Later, in the 1889, Ludwig Mond and Carl Langer developed original Grove’s idea [32] and
invented new types of fuel cells [33]. Their cells had efficiency about 50 % at the voltage of
0.73 V [33]. It is believed that Mond and Langer cells were in principle phosphoric acid fuel
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cells [29]. It is worth to note that the name “fuel cell” was first proposed by Mond and Langer
[29]. In the 1893, Friedrich Wilhelm Ostwald explained the role of fuel cell components and the
operation principles (electrolyte, electrodes, reduction and oxidation reactions) [21]. Moreover,
Ostwald shown advantages of the direct electrochemical oxidation of coal over heat engine-based
systems [34].
First fuel cell of practical use was proposed in the 1896 by William White Jacques [21, 29].
It was a high temperature direct coal fuel cell designed for the powering of ships. Walter Nernst,
a student of Ostwald [29], in the 1899 conducted researches on a production of the infrared
radiation (so-called “Nernst glower”) [29, 35] and he accidentally found that certain oxides
(ZrO2/zirconia-based [35]) have good ion conductivity at the elevated temperatures [21, 29, 35].
This discovery put a foundation for further development of solid oxide fuel cells.
Emil Baur was a scientist, who works with almost all types of fuel cells, especially high
temperature [29]. In the 1922, he invented the molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) [21] and
in the 1937, Baur and his co-worker, Hans Preis, found that zirconia-based electrolytes, earlier
described by Nernst, are a good choice for high temperature cells [29, 34, 35]. They constructed
the first solid oxide fuel cell ever.
In the meantime, Thomas Francis Bacon found many solutions still used in the fuel cell
industry [21, 29], for example a fuel cell/electrolyzer [29], a pressurized fuel cell [36], nickel
sintered electrodes and layered electrodes [29], the alkaline fuel cell (AFC) [21], fuel cells for
the submarines and spacecrafts [21, 29].
Going back to the SOFCs, the first constructions were planar cells. These early cells suffer
from electrolyte design problems (e.g. difficulties in fabrication of a thin electrolyte, thermal
stresses, chemical degradation) [35]. Initially, electrodes were produced from the zirconia, and in
the 1960s, platinum-based electrodes were introduced [35]. Anodes made from the nickel mixed
with the electrolyte material were introduced in the 1964 [34]. In the 1973, a perovskite-structure
compound, La1−xSrxMnO3 [37], so-called lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM), was found
as a material of choice for the cathodes [34]. Another perovskite with a mixed electronic and
ionic conductivity properties, Ln1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ, refereed as lanthanum strontium cobalt
ferrite (LSCF), was introduced to the SOFC technology in the 1980s [38]. In the 1981, Isenberg
demonstrated the first tubular SOFC [39].
The first demonstration of the SOFC power plant was performed in the 1987 by the group
from the Tokyo Gas and Osaka Gas companies. Using tubular cells from the Westinghouse, they
achieved 3000 hours of operation of the 3 kW unit [40]. The stack of the 1152 tubular cells,
designed by the Siemens-Westinghouse, was used in the 100 kW demonstration plant located in
the Netherlands [41]. Operation of this plant started in the early 1998 and at that time it was the
longest SOFC system power generation experiment - more than 15 000 hours of discontinuous
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operation was achieved [41]. The last record of the SOFC operation was accomplished in the
November 2017 by the group from the Forschungszentrum Julich - their short stack reached 10
years of continuous operation [42, 43].
1.3. Modern fuel cells classification
Nowadays, several types of fuel cells are investigated. It is possible to distinguish the five
major fuel cell designs [2], classified on the basis of the used electrolyte:
– phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC),
– polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC),
– alkaline fuel cell (AFC),
– molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC),
– solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC).
Basic information about various fuel cell types are shown in Table 1.1. Please note that the
cell reactions are shown only for the hydrogen fuel. Direct liquid-fueled fuel cells, such as direct
methanol fuel cell (DMFC), are similar in principle to the proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs), therefore in Table 1.1 are DMFCs treated as a subtype of PEMFCs.
The cell operating temperature is determined by the choice of electrolyte [44] and it is possi-
ble to divide fuel cells into the low temperature (PAFC, PEMFC, AFC) and the high temperature
(MCFC, SOFC).
The consequence of the operating temperature is also a level of fuel processing required [44].
For the low temperature cells, the fuel can be only hydrogen (except for direct liquid-fueled
fuel cells), therefore reforming and purification of the hydrocarbon-based fuels is necessary. The
content of the carbon monoxide and sulfur in fuel is extremely dangerous for the low temperature
cells because of the common usage of the platinum catalysts, which are poisoned by the CO and
sulfur compounds [2, 44, 45]. Tolerance for the CO and sulfur strictly limited (for example, for
a PEMFC’s anode, the carbon monoxide tolerance level is reported 0.5 % – 1.5 % [2] and the
H2S and COS tolerance is reported at the level 50 vol ppm [45]). On the other hand, the high
temperature cells may use the syngas as a fuel, since it is possible to convert electrochemically
CO [11] and even CH4 [44] (however, the electrochemical oxidation of methane is difficult
and requires advanced catalysts [46] and usually methane undergoes reforming process [47]).
However, the desulfurization is still necessary [45].
It is also possible to distinguish direct liquid-fueled cells, which are attractive because of
the high energy density and the convenience of a fuel [2]. Liquids which can be used as a fuel
are: methanol, ethanol, formic acid, borohydride solutions [2]. The most important is the direct
methanol fuel cell, which is considered as a mobile power source [2].
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Table 1.1. Overview of basic fuel cell types (based on [2, 11, 44])
type PAFC PEMFC AFC MCFC SOFC
electrolyte
liquid H3PO4 in SiC
matrix
hydrated polymer aqueous KOH
molten carbonate in
LiAlO2 matrix
solid ceramic
electrodes graphite porous carbon
porous carbon or
transition metals
porous nickel or
chrome (anode) /
porous nickel oxide
(cathode)
metal/electrolyte
material cermet
(anode) / perovskite
(cathode)
electrocatalyst platinum platinum
platinum or
nonprecious metals
electrodes’ materials electrodes’ materials
interconnector graphite carbon or metal metal steel or nickel
steel, nickel or
ceramic
operating
temperature
180 ◦C–220 ◦C 30 ◦C–90 ◦C 50 ◦C–250 ◦C ~650 ◦C 500 ◦C–1000 ◦C
charge carrier H+ H+ OH− CO 2−3 O2−
anode
reaction
H2
2 H+ + 2 e−
H2
2 H+ + 2 e−
H2 + 2 OH
−
2 H2O + 2 e
−
H2 + CO
2−
3
CO2 + H2O + 2e
−
H2 + O
2−
H2O + 2e
−
cathode
reaction
1⁄2 O2 + 2 H
+
+ 2 e− H2O
1⁄2 O2 + 2 H
+
+ 2 e− H2O
1⁄2 O2 + 2 e
−
+ H2O 2 OH
−
1⁄2 O2 + CO2
+ 2 e− CO 2−3
1⁄2 O2 + 2 e
−
O2−
used fuels hydrogen
hydrogen, methanol,
formic acid
hydrogen
hydrogen, syngas,
hydrocarbons
hydrogen, syngas,
hydrocarbons
applications
medium scale CHP
systems
vehicles, mobile
devices
space vehicles
medium-to-large
scale CHP systems
small-to-large scale
CHP systems
M
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According to the type of a chemical substance used as a fuel, fuel cells may be classified on
the basis of the overall cell reactions. The most important cell reactions are as follows [13]:
– hydrogen oxidation (product in liquid state): H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O(l),
– hydrogen oxidation (product in gaseous state): H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O(g),
– ammonia oxidation: NH3 + 3⁄4 O2 1⁄2 N2 + 3⁄2 H2O,
– carbon partial oxidation: C + 1⁄2 O2 CO,
– carbon oxidation: C + O2 CO2,
– carbon monoxide oxidation: CO + 1⁄2 O2 CO2,
– methanol oxidation: CH3OH + 3⁄2 O2 CO2 + 2 H2O,
– methane oxidation: CH4 + 2 O2 CO2 + 2 H2O.
Above reactions may be compared using a concept of the reversible cell potential, which de-
scribes the maximal possible potential difference between the anode and cathode or the maximal
possible electrical output [1]. The reversible cell potential Erev is a function of the temperature
and pressure and it is defined as follows (for more detailed discussion of the cell potential see
Chapter 3):
Erev (T, P ) = −∆rgˆ (T, P )
ne−F
, (1.8)
where ∆rgˆ is the change of the Gibbs free energy of the reactions listed above, ne− is the number
of moles of transferred electrons during the reaction and F stands for the Faraday constant.
Figure 1.4 shows, how the reversible cell potential depends on the temperature for the various
cell’s reactions. As can be seen, fo the most of the reactions, the reversible voltage decreases
with the temperature. This is an important effect for the high temperature cells, since crucial
reactions are the hydrogen oxidation and the carbon monoxide oxidation.
Figure 1.4. Relation between the reversible cell potential and the temperature for various cell’s reactions
at 1 atm
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1.4. Solid oxide fuel cells
Among all of the fuel cell’s types, the high temperature solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is one of
the most promising energy conversion device. The reason can be seen on Figure 1.5, which shows
comparison of the efficiency (on the LHV basis) and the system scale between possible SOFC-
based power plants and other common stationary electric power production technologies. As can
be noticed, the SOFC systems are the most efficient solution for small-to-large power generation
systems (from 1 kW to 1 GW). Even for the smallest systems, the theoretical efficiency is about
50 %, which is the practical upper efficiency limit for the advanced ultra-supercritical steam
turbines [10]. However, it can be seen that for the smallest systems, the SOFCs are not possible
be implemented, due to the high working temperature. For these systems, the PEMFC-based
generators are in practical use, and in fact the first commercially-matured fuel cell systems,
especially in the automotive sector, was based on the PEMFCs [48–50].
Figure 1.5. Relation between the efficiency (LHV based) and the system scale (in terms of the electric
power generation) for several stationary power generation systems (based on [11, 51–54])
Due to the scale flexibility, shown on Figure 1.5, solid oxide fuel cells are possible to apply in
several configurations i.e. to provide a residential combined heat and power (for example ENE-
FARM type S, financed by the Japanese government [49, 55] or BlueGEN by SOLIDPower
[56]), for a medium-to-large scale power generation in the combination with a gas turbine (for
example HYBRID-FC demonstration plant, built by the Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems
[57, 58]). There are also plans to power data centers using SOFCs and PEMFCs [59] or build
extraordinary efficient power plants, based on so-called “triple-combined cycle”, combination
of a SOFC stack, a gas turbine and a steam turbine [54].
Typically, SOFCs work at the elevated temperature, up to 1000 ◦C [1] to guarantee sufficiently
high ionic conductivity of an electrolyte [37]. This allows to utilize generated high quality waste
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heat to produce not only electricity, but also heat (combined heat and power) [60], which leads to
the further efficiency improvement. Moreover, the high working temperature allows to convert
electrochemically the carbon monoxide and to convert the hydrocarbons to the syngas during
the in-stack reforming process [61]. Third advantage of the high working temperature is fast
kinetics without need to use a platinum catalyst [1]. Furthermore, large temperature leads to the
higher fuel impurities tolerance. In fact, SOFCs have the highest sulfur tolerance among all of
the fuel cells [45].
Between the other SOFCs advantages, it may be mentioned that all of the components are
solid, which leads to the simpler design than another fuel cells [1].
However, there are some problems which are a barrier on the way of the SOFC commercial-
ization. The high operating temperature results in the lower reversible cell potential, as shown
on Figure 1.4. The high temperature leads also to the thermal degradation and corrosion of the
materials [37] and the sealing issues [2]. Current trend is to develop so-called intermediate tem-
perature solid oxide fuel cell (IT-SOFC), which works in the lower temperatures (500 ◦C–700 ◦C)
[62].
Sometimes SOFCs are refereed to as “the third generation fuel cell technology” [1], because
it is believed that the SOFCs reaches commercialization after the PEMFCs and the MCFCs.
1.4.1. Solid oxide fuel cell design
A solid oxide fuel cell takes its name from a solid ceramic electrolyte, which is impermeable
for the gases and electrons flow. The electrolyte is sandwiched between two porous electrodes,
made from the ceramic materials or metal/ceramic cermets. The electrolyte and electrodes
together form so-called positive electrode - electrolyte - negative electrode (PEN) structure. A
gaseous fuel is provided to the anode and an gaseous oxidant is provided to the cathode. The
oxygen anions O2− are conducted from the positive electrode, cathode, through the electrolyte
to the negative electrode, anode. The working principle of a SOFC is shown on Figure 1.6.
Single cell has the low electric potential output (0.7 V–0.8 V [1]). Therefore, the techniques
of cell stacking, i.e. connecting several cells in series or in parallel, are required to achieve more
realistic loads. Because of the usage of solid ceramic materials in the solid oxide fuel cells, the
SOFCs have several design possibilities, which leads to different stacking procedure. The best
known are [1, 63]:
– planar,
– tubular.
Sometimes a monolithic SOFC is also distinguished, but it may be treated as a kind of the planar
SOFC and some authors does not separate monolithic design [63, 64].
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Figure 1.6. Working principle of a solid oxide fuel cell
In addition, the novel type of a solid oxide fuel cell, so-called Easy-to-Assemble Stack
Type (EAST) design, has been recently proposed [65]. Because of its unique properties and
possibilities, it is worth to be distinguished and examined separately.
Planar SOFC
The planar solid oxide fuel cell (P-SOFC) design is based on the flat structure of electrodes
and electrolyte. The planar SOFC channels are usually filled with the ribs, which serve as the
electric connection between electrodes and bipolar plates or interconnectors [66]. Purpose of the
bipolar plates is not only current collection, but also it prevents against mixing the fuel and air
in the stacks [1]. The P-SOFC is shown on Figure 1.7.
Since the most common planar cells production technology is tape casting [67, 68], the
ohmic resistance is lower than for the tubular cells (for the tubular cells, production technology
leads to the pore blocking problems [67]). Moreover, the bipolar current collection also results
in the reduction of the ohmic resistance [1]. As a consequence, P-SOFCs can achieve the power
densities up to 1 W cm−2 [69].
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electrolyte
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Figure 1.7. Planar design of a solid oxide fuel cell
The main disadvantages of the planar SOFC technology are the high temperature sealing
problems and very strict requirements on the thermal expansion of the PEN materials [1]. Fur-
thermore, fabrication of the large area sheets of thin ceramic materials is a challenge [70].
Table 1.2. Common mechanical supporting methods of the planar solid oxide fuel cells [1, 2]
support
electrolyte-
supported
anode-supported cathode-supported
th
ic
kn
es
s anode 50 µm–200 µm 300 µm – 2 mm 50 µm–200 µm
electrolyte ≥ 150 µm < 20 µm < 150 µm
cathode 50 µm–200 µm 50 µm–200 µm 300 µm – 2 mm
disadvantage
large ohmic
overpotential
large concentration
overpotential
large concentration
overpotential
A P-SOFC may be mechanically supported on the electrolyte (technology for the cells work-
ing up to 1000 ◦C [1]) or on the electrodes (design appropriate for the intermediate temperature
cells). Table 1.2 shows comparison of these methods. The most promising technology is the
anode-supported SOFC, because ease of fabrication and a good performance at the intermediate
temperature [71, 72].
Tubular SOFC
The tubular solid oxide fuel cell (T-SOFC) technology is primary developed by the Siemens-
Westinghouse [70, 73]. This design is shown on Figure 1.8. The tubular SOFC technology solves
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Figure 1.8. Tubular design of a solid oxide fuel cell
several of the P-SOFC disadvantages, such as the sealing problems, since it can be produced as
a tube with single inlet [44].
Among the other advantages, the T-SOFC has a faster start-up and shut-down than the planar
design [63]. However, it is harder to manufacture [63], the power density of a single cell is
significantly lower and the current path is usually long, because of the circumferential current
collection [1, 44]. This leads to a lower power density, comparing to the planar cells - it is
reported, that the power density of the T-SOFC is about 0.3 W cm−2 [1]. Nevertheless, an ease
of sealing and interconnecting of the cells gives this design a serious advantage [63].
For the tubular SOFC, structural support tube has to be applied to ensure a mechanical
stability [1]. Electrolyte forms middle tube and on the outside either an anode or a cathode can
be located [1].
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It is interesting to note that the HYBRID-FC hybrid plant by the Mitsubishi Hitachi Power
Systems is based on the T-SOFC stack [57, 58]. Alike, the Siemens-Westinghouse demonstration
plant utilized the tubular cells [41].
EAST design
fuel flow
air flow
ceramic tube
electrolyte
anode with platinum
mesh (current
collector)
cathodes’ side
(not visible)
Figure 1.9. Easy-to-Assemble Stack Type design (cross-section)
EAST is an abbreviation from the “Easy-to-Assemble Stack Type”. This design is shown on
Figure 1.9. This is a novel proposal of the stacked SOFC, described in the Polish patent [65].
The EAST contains the single electrolyte of rectangular shape. On this electrolyte, several
anodes and cathodes are placed symmetrically. Electric connection should be ensured between
the anodes and cathodes (it can be done in series or parallel). Whole structure is enclosed in a
ceramic tube. This tube forms also the pathways for the gases flow.
The EAST design is very interesting. It is known that the microstructure of a SOFC evolves
during its operation [74]. In the EAST stack it is possible to fabricate adjacent electrodes with
a different microstructure. The knowledge about the relation between the microstructure and
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SOFC operation, and the microstructure evolution may lead to the fabrication of a stack with an
optimized microstructure distribution, which leads to the advantageous performance. Construc-
tion of the EAST stack seems to be simpler than construction of P-SOFC or T-SOFC stacks,
especially because of the ease of sealing. The tubular cover opens possibility to bundle the EAST
stack with the tubular reformer in internal indirect configuration. The waste heat from the stack
may be used as a thermal support for the endothermic reforming reaction.
Among disadvantages the anticipated volumetric power density of this design is lower than
the volumetric power density of a planar SOFC, because the whole structure is necessarily
electrolyte-supported. No working prototypes of this design are known and numerical simula-
tions of this system might be beneficial and lead to a proposal of the proper thermal management
in the EAST system and to solutions how achieve higher current density, for example by the
control of microstructure of the adjacent electrodes.
1.5. SOFC materials
The special attention should be taken to the materials used to fabricate a SOFC. This is wide
topic and a comprehensive overview may be found in the open literature [37, 75–77]. In this
section, summary of the most important SOFC materials, with emphasis on the materials used
in cells analyzed within this thesis, will be presented.
It should be noted that to allow safe operation, all of the components need to exhibit thermal
and chemical compatibility [37].
1.5.1. Electrolytes
A dense electrolyte serves as an electrical separation between an anode and a cathode. More-
over, it should be impermeable for the gases flow. Therefore, main requirement for the electrolyte
is the high ionic conductivity [37]. It should be also an insulator for the electrons [75]. Because
the electrolyte is in direct contact with the fuel and air, it should be stable in both reducing and
oxidizing atmosphere [75].
Typically, ZrO2-based materials are used for the electrolytes. Pure ZrO2, frequently called
a zirconia, is an electronic conductor [37] and occurs in the 3 different structures (monoclinic,
tetragonal and cubic) [78]. The transition temperature between the monoclinic and the tetragonal
phase is 1170 ◦C and the transformation between the tetragonal and the monoclinic phase occurs
at 950 ◦C [78], which are the temperatures of the typical SOFC operation. This phase transi-
tion leads to the non-neglectable changes in the zirconia volume [78, 79]. To overcome these
problems and to stabilize material in the cubic structure, the doping of the zirconia is widely
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practiced [37, 78]: the Zr4+ cations are substituted by metals with the lower valence state and
forms vacancies in the oxygen sublattice [79]. The alkaline earth metal oxides and rare earth
metal oxides, such as CaO, MgO Y2O3, Sc2O3, Yb2O3, Dy2O3, Gd2O3, Nd2O3, Sm2O3, are in
use [79]. Moreover, doping procedure gives a rise to the zirconia ionic conductivity.
Zirconia doped by 8 mol % yttria (Y2O3) is a common material in the SOFC technology [78,
80, 81]. This is called an yttria-stabilized zirconia (8YSZ or YSZ). It has good stability and
ionic conductivity, especially in the high temperatures [80] (for example, at 1000 ◦C, the YSZ
has the ionic conductivity σion = 0.05 S cm−1). As an alternative, a scandia-stabilized zirconia
(i.e. Sc2O3 − ZrO2 system, ScSZ) may be used, because of the very high ionic conductivity [78].
However, it is hard to be obtained in the equilibrium [78].
Another choice are CeO2-based electrolytes [78]. CeO2 is refereed to as ceria. However,
in the low temperature ceria is an electron conductor [82]. Therefore, doping of ceria with
gadolinia (Gd2O3), so-called gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC or CGO) [78, 80], or with samaria
(Sm2O3, samaria-doped ceria, SDC) is practiced. Moreover, LaGaO3 and La2Mo2O9 (LAMOX),
δ Bi2O3 and Bi4V2O11 ceramics are investigated as perspective electrolyte materials [77, 78,
80].
1.5.2. Anodes
An anode should support the fuel oxidation reaction. In addition, in planar SOFC design, the
anode is usually a mechanical supporting component [71, 75].
Because of the oxidation reactions support, anode should have the good ionic and electronic
conductivity, the high electrocatalytic activity and the large amount of reaction sites [75, 83].
To achieve the direct oxidation of hydrocarbon-based fuels, the anode materials should also be
resist to the carbon deposition and sulfur poisoning [75, 83], however, this is not reached yet
[83]. Moreover, the anode material should be stable in the highly reducing environment [75].
Nickel is a material of choice for the SOFC anodes, because of the good electric conductivity,
the good electrocatalytic activity and a low price [77]. The main problem is the thermal expansion
coefficient mismatch between the anode and electrolyte, therefore nickel (40 % vol–60 % vol)
is usually mixed with the electrolyte material (i.e YSZ) [75, 77] to form so-called Ni/YSZ
cermet [37]. The electrical conductivity of the conventional Ni/YSZ cermet at 1000 ◦C (solid
part contains 50 % of Ni and 50 % of YSZ, and in the whole anode is 20 %–40 % of pores) is
σe− = 1 · 102 S cm−1 − 1 · 103 S cm−1 [83, 84]. Addition of the YSZ leads also to extension of
the anode reaction zone [83].
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Among disadvantages of the Ni/YSZ there are a high catalytic activity for the hydrocarbon
cracking, which leads to the carbon deposition when operating on a hydrocarbon fuel [37] and
the nickel agglomeration [37].
Other materials, such as Ni/GDC or Ni/SDC cermet anodes are in use because of a high cat-
alytic activity for the methane electrochemical oxidation [85]. SDC has also the high electronic
conductivity, therefore the reaction zones are further expanded [86]. Usage of Ru/YSZ [87],
Ni/RDC (rare earth oxides-doped ceria) [88] cermet anodes has also been reported. Moreover,
the mixed ionic-electronic conductor (MIEC) anodes, such as Cu/CeO2/YSZ, are investigated
[88].
1.5.3. Cathodes
A cathode supports the reduction of oxygen to O2− anions. It should the have good electronic
and ionic conductivity, the large amount of reaction sites and it should catalyze dissociation of
O2 [75].
Usually, the cathodes are made of the perovskite-type oxides [89]. Among them, the most
important are LaMnO3-based oxides, such as La1−xSrxMnO3−δ, refereed as a lanthantium stron-
tium manganite (LSM) [37, 89, 90]. LSM has almost pure electronic conductivity in the high
temperature [37], however, at the low temperature its properties decreases [37]. Moreover, in
the temperatures higher than 1300 ◦C LSM reacts with YSZ electrolyte [75]. Pure LSM cathode
has rather high overpotential in the low temperatures [89, 91] and composite cathodes, such as
LSM/YSZ [91] or LSM/GDC [92] are investigated. Moreover, LSM cathode has negligible ionic
conductivity [89].
Another choice can be Ln1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ (where Ln stands for lanthanide, such as La,
Sm, Nd, Gd, La, Nd, Pr), so-called lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) [37]. LSCF has
a mixed ionic-electronic conductivity (MIEC) [93]. LSCF also reacts with the electrolyte and
barrier layer, made from the GDC or SDC, can be used [94, 95].
1.5.4. Role of the microstructure
The microstructure of porous electrodes significantly impacts on SOFC performance [74, 94,
96], therefore studies devoted to find the correlation between microstructure and SOFC behavior
and to optimize the microstructure are necessary. Some microstructural considerations seems
to be pretty obvious. For example, a large amount of reaction sites and a good design of the
solid materials results in the reduction of an activation overpotential; the pore structure which
supports short transport pathways for the gases leads to lowering a concentration polarization.
Nevertheless, there is no answer to a question what is an optimal SOFC microstructure [97, 98].
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The key primary microstructural parameters are [94]:
– volume fraction of each phase;
– average pore size;
– average solid particles size;
– tortuosity / tortuosity factor;
– surface-to-volume ratio;
– triple phase boundary (TPB) length density and double phase boundary (DPB) area den-
sity.
The volume fraction ψ informs, how much of the total electrode volume is occupied by the
appropriate phase ph:
ψph =
Vph
Vtot
. (1.9)
Since the transport properties of the composite materials decrease when the conductive volume
of a phase decreases, the volume fraction describes this phenomenon.
Lpore
Lstr
Figure 1.10. The concept of the tortuosity
The tortuosity shows the structural complexity of the porous medium [99]. For a geometry
of bunch of sine capillary tubes, the concept of the tortuosity is easy to illustrate [100, 101]. In
such case, the tortuosity τ is a fraction of the real diffusion path in porous media to the path in
case of a straight channel [100, 102]:
τ =
Lpore
Lstr
. (1.10)
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This case is shown on Figure 1.10. The tortuosity factor for a bunch of capillary tubes is defined
as a square of the tortuosity [101]:
τ 2 =
(
Lpore
Lstr
)2
. (1.11)
The role of the tortuosity factor is to reduce transport coefficients, for example for the mass
diffusion within porous media it can be written as:
Deff =
ε
τ 2
D. (1.12)
For the 3-D anisotropic media, such as the porous microstructure of SOFC electrodes, the tor-
tuosity is impossible to be evaluated. However, the relation given by Equation (1.12) is still
valid and the tortuosity factor is possible to be measured, for example by measuring change of
diffusion in a porous structure and in a void space [101, 103]. Therefore, the tortuosity factor
is defined as a parameter, which reduces diffusive transport coefficients. Please note that the
tortuosity factor defined in this way is not a square of the tortuosity, however, to be consistent
with the literature, the symbol τ 2 is used to describe the tortuosity factor.
The surface-to-volume ratio of an phase ph, SV , is an parameter, which describes, how
complex is the porous structure - the larger SV , the larger is the surface of porous media [99]:
SVph =
Aph
Vph
. (1.13)
The concept of the phase boundary is crucial in the analysis of fuel cells. The phase boundary
is a place inside the electrode, when the electronic conducting phase, ionic conducting phase
and pore are in contact and form a site for the electrochemical reactions [2]. In the case of the
typical three-phase electrode, reaction sites are called the triple phase boundaries (TPBs) [104]
and in the case of the MIEC electrode the reaction occurs at the entire surface of the electrode
and only two phases are in contact (pore and electronic-ionic conductor) - this is refereed as the
double phase boundary (DPB) [62]. It is worth to note that inside the MIEC cathode there are
some sites where the electrode, pore and electrolyte or buffer material (e.g. GDC) are in contact
and these sites form the cathodic TPBs. The cathodic TPB has a non-negligible impact on the
current production [105].
The important averaged parameters, which characterize the phase boundaries, are the densi-
ties of the phase boundaries, which describe, how much of the volume of an electrode is occupied
by the phase boundaries. The TPB length density, in m m−3 is defined as:
ρLTPB =
LTPB
Vtot
, (1.14)
and the DPB area density, in m2 m−3 is defined as:
ρADPB =
ADPB
Vtot
. (1.15)
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1.5.5. Fuel oxidation at the TPBs
At the cermet Ni/YSZ anode, the TPB may be identified. Hydrogen oxidation in the SOFC
occurs due to the following global reaction [106]:
H2 + O
x
O,YSZ H2O + v
••
O,YSZ + 2 e
−. (1.16)
The symbol v ••O,YSZ represents a vacancy in the YSZ oxygen sublattice.
O2−
e−
H2
O2−
e−
H2O
H2O
H2
TPB
Ni
YSZ
from cathode
to load
to load
Figure 1.11. The hydrogen oxidation process at the triple phase boundary
The hydrogen oxidation process is not fully understood and further researches are needed
[107, 108]. For example, de Boer proposed the following anode reaction mechanism [106, 108,
109]:
1. adsorption of the hydrogen at the nickel surface: H2 + 2 sNi 2 HNi; sNi stands for an
empty site on the nickel surface;
2. charge-transfer reactions at the TPB: HNi + O
x
O,YSZ + sYSZ v
••
O,YSZ + OH
−
YSZ + e
− + sNi
and
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3. HNi + OH
−
YSZ H2OYSZ + e
− + sYSZ; sYSZ is an empty site on the YSZ surface;
4. desorption of the water from the YSZ surface: H2OYSZ H2O + sYSZ.
In addition, the oxygen ions are transferred between the bulk YSZ and the YSZ surface
according to the following mechanism [108]:
O xO,YSZ + sYSZ O
2
YSZ + v
••
O,YSZ.
The process of hydrogen oxidation at the TPB is shown schematically on Figure 1.11. The
hydrogen is provided across the porous electrode structure from the bulk channel flow and the
produced water is lead away from the TPB. The electrons produced during the charge-transfer
process are transported through the metal as the free electrons to the external load and the oxygen
ions, produced at the cathode, are transported via the vacancies in the oxygen sublattice in the
YSZ to the TPB to take part in the charge-transfer process.
1.5.6. Oxygen reduction at the DPBs
Global oxygen reduction reaction at the LSCF’s DPB may be written as [110]:
1⁄2 O2 + v
••
O,LSCF + 2 e
− O xO,LSCF, (1.17)
where v ••O,LSCF is an oxygen vacancy in LSCF oxygen sublattice.
The oxygen reduction is also not well-known process. Adler et al. and Fleig proposed the
following mechanism [111–113]:
1. adsorption of the oxygen at the LSCF surface: 1⁄2 O2 + sLSCF + e
− 1⁄2 O −2,LSCF; sLSCF
stands for void site on LSCF surface;
2. ionization of the absorbed oxygen molecule: 1⁄2 O −2,LSCF + sLSCF + e
− 2 O −LSCF;
3. incorporation of the adsorbed oxygen ion into the cathode bulk:
2 O −LSCF + v
••
O,LSCF O
x
O,LSCF + 2 sLSCF.
The oxygen reduction reaction is shown in simplification on Figure 1.12 - the gaseous oxygen
is transported via the pores to the DPB. The electrons come from the anode through the external
load and the produced oxygen ions are further transported via the LSCF bulk to the electrolyte
and to the anode.
1.6. Numerical modeling of SOFC systems
Construction and testing of the solid oxide fuel cells are a time-consuming and expensive
processes. Moreover, an experimental examination of the energy, mass and charge transport
phenomena inside the SOFC is a complex task, because of the large temperature, thin channels
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Figure 1.12. The oxygen reduction process at the double phase boundary
and complicated electrodes’ microstructure, where most of the electrochemical reactions take
place. Thus, the mathematical modeling of the SOFCs is used to describe and determine, what
of the transport phenomena occurs inside the cell. The mathematical models are often awkward
to solve analytically without introducing a large number of simplifications. However, progress in
the computational technology made possible to simulate a large variety of physical phenomena
using computers. Therefore, the appropriate mathematical models and numerical simulations
are used to examine the SOFC-based systems, the heat and mass transfer within a cell or a stack
and even to investigate the reaction kinetics or to predict the physical properties of materials [2,
114] in fast and inexpensive way (comparing to experimental analysis).
1.6.1. Scales of modeling
The SOFC mathematical description might be formulated in different length scales to reveal
variety of the physical phenomena [115]. The scales of modeling might be roughly assigned into
2 groups: microscale modeling and macroscale modeling. These groups are defined in Table 1.3.
Additionally, multiscale models, that connect two different scales, may be distinguished.
The macroscale modeling is usually not very detailed and for the solid oxide fuel cells it
covers scales from the large, highly efficient systems to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
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analysis of the mass and heat transfer within the single cells. Also, a variety of techniques can
be used. The zero-dimensional models (0-D) or lumped models are useful especially in the
macroscale systems modeling [116]. The lumped models are often based on the macroscopic
energy balances. The one-dimensional (1-D) models of the single cells and stacks sometimes
treat the cell like a set of layers (electrodes and electrolyte, channels etc.) [116, 117]; sometimes
even the PEN may be treated as a single layer, which is a great simplification of SOFC-modeling
problems [118]. 1-D, 2-D and 3-D CFD analysis reveals miscellaneous heat and mass transfer
issues.
The micro-models of the SOFCs focus on the mass and charge transport phenomena within
the electrodes. The less simplifications than in the macroscale models are in use and the concept
of the area-specific resistance-based calculations is not possible in the microscale. The micro-
models focus on the scales from the electrodes to the molecular and quantum level. The averaged
continuous CFD-like models with various dimensionality (1-D, 2-D or 3-D) are utilized to
reveal the mass transfer within the electrode. This task is also realized by the Lattice-Boltzmann
method (LBM). The 0-D kinetic and Monte Carlo models are used to analyze the electrochemical
reactions and the structure of materials.
Table 1.3. Scales of SOFC mathematical modeling
modeling
level
macroscale microscale
system stack single cell
micro-
structure
reaction
kinetics
length scale > 1 m
50 cm –
1 m
100 µm –
50 cm
10 nm –
100 µm < 10 nm
principle
analysis of
thermo-
dynamics,
energy and
mass
balances
thermo-
dynamics or
thermofluid
analysis
thermofluid
analysis
analysis of
transport
phenomena
within
electrodes,
properties
of materials
hetero-
genous
kinetics
The multiscale approach is a method of mathematical modeling which combines at least two
different length scales [115]. The hierarchical multiscale modeling is a technique, where results
from the simulation at a chosen resolution are applied to the simulation at a different resolution
[114, 115]. On the other hand, the hybrid multiscale modeling implies a description of single
region with methods from a different scale [115]. Both approaches may be used to simulate
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SOFC operation. Usually, multiscale SOFC models focus on the interaction between the cell
microstructure and the performance of the module.
1.6.2. Current status of SOFC modeling
Macroscale models
Probably the first mathematical model of the SOFC was the macroscale model and was
published in the open literature in the 1985 [119]. The work of Vayenas et al. focuses on the
monolithic cell stack and the preliminary parametric studies are presented [119]. The CFD
model of the one-dimensional gas flow inside the fuel cell stack was proposed by Costamagna
et al. [120]. This model was pure fluid dynamics, since no electrochemical performance was
considered. The results were compared with the experimental investigation of the stack con-
taining of 100 bipolar plates and it was shown that the calculated pressure distribution is in a
good agreement with the experimental data. The 3-D model of Yakabe et al. [121] was used to
analyze the mass and heat flow within the cell. Authors show also the finite element method
(FEM) analysis of the stress distribution based on the obtained temperature field [121]. A co-flow
configuration is suggested as a preferable for the SOFCs. The three-dimensional thermofluid
model of the planar SOFC stack was proposed by Recknagle et al. [122]. This paper also shows
that the co-flow configuration is optimal for the analyzed system. Yoshida and Iwai designed the
model to analyze the thermal management within the solid oxide fuel cell system containing of
the fuel and air preheaters, the methane reformer, the steam generator, the hydrogen superheater
and the waste heat recuperation and recovery systems [123]. From the results, the correlation
between composition of the fuel provided to the reformer, the air utilization and the exhaust
gas temperature may be extracted. Authors also discussed, how these parameters impacts the
thermal management in a stack of cells [123]. Suzuki et al. showed the model of the flat-tube
fuel cell [124]. This model is CFD-based and simplified electrochemistry is in use. The effect
of the overpotential on a cell operation is discussed. Saloni and Colonna proposed the dynamic
lumped model of the SOFC for use in the SOFC-based systems engineering [125]. The quasi-3D
thermofluid model of the short stack was developed by Tan et al. [126]. The area-specific resis-
tance approach was used to evaluate the current density. An analysis of the flow configuration
impact on the stack was presented.
The SOFCs are considered to be fueled not with the hydrogen directly, but by the reformed fu-
els and the reforming is an important part of the SOFC science. Modeling of an indirect reforming
is important, because of the thermal management. A direct reforming of the hydrocarbon-based
and renewable fuels on a SOFC anode is the key technology to achieve in the future. Therefore,
several works are devoted to the direct internal reforming solid oxide fuel cell (DIR-SOFC) sys-
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tem. Campanari used the 0-D thermodynamic model to analyze the tubular cell with the internal
reforming [127]. Parametric analyses on the variation of several operating parameters, such as
electric load, the fuel utilization or the inlet gas composition have been undertaken and the neces-
sity of the proper design of the air preheater and the heat recovery subsystems was punctuated.
Nishino, Iwai and Suzuki proposed the model of tubular cell with the indirect in-cell reformer
[128, 129]. The coupled chemical and electrochemical analysis helps in design of the thermal
management within the cell and it was shown that the patterned catalyst leads to the reduction
of temperature gradient. Andersson et al. analyzed the SOFC fueled with different renewable
fuels (biogas, methanol, ethanol) [130]. The fuels are reformed on the SOFC anode directly. It
is concluded that the renewable fuels are a perspective alternative for the high temperature fuel
cells. Iwai et al. presented the 2-D model of the DIR-SOFC based on an equivalent circuit [131].
Interesting analysis of the heat loss through the sidewall showed, that an improper insulation
affects the flow field and complicates the thermal management. Schluckner et al. designed the
model of the industrial scale SOFC system [132, 133]. They prove that feeding the cell with the
synthetic diesel reformat is possible. Beigzadeh et al. analyzed the planar SOFC with the direct
natural gas reforming [134] to examine the impact of various parameters on the performance.
They showed that for the optimal operation of such system, the air-to-fuel ratio should be 9.
Since its importance and perspectives, several papers were devoted to analyze the highly
efficient hybrid solid oxide fuel cell - micro gas turbine (SOFC-MGT) system. For example,
Costamagna et al. [135] built the 0-D SOFC-MGT model based on the macroscale heat and
mass ballances. The relations between the power and efficiency, the power and current density
and the temperature versus current density were captured. Similar analysis was conducted by
Campanari, who used the lumped model of the solid oxide fuel cell in the design of the 250 kW
integrated SOFC-MGT system [136]. Using this approach, he predicted the power output, the
plant efficiency and the heat production. Moreover, two control strategies of such systems have
been analyzed. The group of professor Suzuki developed the quasi-2D model of the SOFC
module with the indirect internal reforming [137]. This model treats the SOFC as a set of
interacting layers and the PEN structure is modeled as a single layer [137]. Song et al. used this
model to test performance of the SOFC-MGT hybrid system using a parametric study approach
[138]. On the other hand, Sucipta, Kimijima and Suzuki applied this model to the SOFC-MGT
system fueled with a biogas [139]. This model was further expanded by Komatsu, Kimijima
and Szmyd to the time-dependent model intended to analyze the SOFC operation under load
[140]. Komatsu et al. also proposed an appropriate control scheme to achieve the proper dynamic
operation of a SOFC stack. Wongchanapai et al. proposed the model of the SOFC-MGT CHP
system fueled with the biogas [141]. It was used to evaluate a performance of the system and, on
basis of the parametric study, authors proposed optimal operating conditions. The overall model
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is 0-D, however, the cell model is based on an earlier work of the same group [142], where the
1-D macroscale model of the DIR-SOFC was proposed.
Another systems based on a SOFC module are also in scientists’ interest. Chen et al. on
basis of the macroscale model results, designed the hybrid plant containing of the coal gasifier,
the SOFC, the chemical looping combustion, the gas turbine, the steam turbine and the CO2
capture system [143]. The exergy analysis results indicate that the plant of this type can reach
net efficiency up to 50 %. Mozdzierz et al. [144] designed the 0-D electrochemical model to
analyze the efficiency of the SOFC fueled with the reformed methane. The reforming subsystem
was heated by the high temperature nuclear reactor.
An interesting example of the cell-level macroscale model was proposed by Milewski and
S´wirski [145]. They reported the black-box model based on artificial neural networks. Their
model in limited range can predict behavior of the SOFC with a different microstructure (anode
porosity).
Microscale models
The micromodels may be based on partial differential equations (PDEs) if the assumption
of a continuous medium is undertaken. Sunde published first known results of the microscale-
based calculations connected with the SOFC in the 1996 [146]. The Monte Carlo model was
proposed to calculate the polarization resistance of the electrodes. The results were compared
with the continuous model and the validity of continuous models was confirmed. Costamagna
et al. proposed the model of the SOFC electrochemistry [147]. The analytical solution of this
simple 1-D model was presented and the results indicate that the choice of proper thickness of
the electrodes should be supported by the calculations. Chan et al. studied the SOFC polariza-
tion in the microscale [71]. Essentially 0-D electrochemical model was combined with the 1-D
mass transport equations and the effect of a thickness of various components was tested. The
microstructure introduced into the model was taken from the open literature. Chan et al. showed
that an anode-supported cell has the best performance of all of the possible planar SOFC configu-
rations (please refer to Table 1.2). The 1-D continuous model of the SOFC was published by Shi
and Cai [148]. The microstructure was introduced into the governing equations using averaged
values of the microsructural parameters, however, some factors, like the tortuosity, were fitted.
Shi et al. proposed also the 2-D button cell micro-model with the surface diffusion [149] and
performed parametric studies on the cell performance.
The diffusion and charge transport processes are important for a cell performance, because
a good knowledge about these phenomena leads to the possibility to control the overpotentials.
Many microscale studies were devoted to an isothermal analysis of the diffusion and charge
transport in a porous anode. Chan and Xia developed the full microscale model of the SOFC an-
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ode [150]. The charge transport was connected with the mass transport and the electrochemical
model. Results indicate that a particle size is a key parameter - the smaller size of particles lowers
the cell overpotential, however, the concentration overpotential is higher. Suwanwarangkul et
al. designed the model of the SOFC anode to compare common mass transfer models [151] and
it is concluded that the dusty gas model (DGM) is the most suitable model for the solid oxide
fuel cell simulations. Jiang and Virkar measured microstructural properties of the SOFC anode
and introduced them into the mathematical micro-model [152]. Performance on the different
fuel composition was analyzed. Suzue et al. prepared the model of the anode using the LBM
technique [153]. The microstructure was reconstructed from the 2-D microscopic images and
the model was used to evaluate, which anode sintering temperature is optimal. Shikazono et
al. proposed the fully 3D micromodel of SOFC anode utilizing the focused ion beam-scanning
electron microscope (FIB-SEM) reconstruction [154]. The model couples electrochemical reac-
tions with the gas transport inside the anode. The LBM method was used to calculate the species
transport.
The microscale models enable a prediction of the material properties and design of novel so-
lutions in the SOFCs fabrication. Furthermore, fundamentals of the SOFC physics are exploited
using the micro-models. Jeon, Nam and Kim proposed the random resistor network model of
the anode [155] and analyzed numerically the cell with the electrolyte penetrated by teh anode.
Iwai et al. [103] obtained the anisotropic local conductivities from the solution of the transport
equations using the LBM. Matsuzaki et al. focused on the reconstruction from the FIB-SEM
images and the modeling of the LSCF cathode [156]. Kishimoto et al. elaborated the numerical
techniques to quantify the microstructure parameters from the FIB-SEM photographies [157].
Authors introduced computed parameters into the 1-D micro-model of the SOFC anode. Kishi-
moto et al. designed the sub-grid scale model [158], which enabled the simulations with a great
accuracy. The microstructure was observed directly with the FIB-SEM. This model was later
used by Kishimoto et al. [159] to show, that not total TPB density, but its distribution on the
anode is a key factor, which can explain an anode performance. Brus et al. proposed the method
to calculate the tortuosity of electrodes from the saturation currents and the mass transfer model
[101]. This method has limited application and it is appropriate for a quick-and-dirty estimation
of the tortuosity. The material properties of the LSCF during sintering were analyzed by Yan et
al. [160]. They use the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method combined with the artificial neural
network to predict properties of the LSCF (tortuosity, phase size, surface etc.). The microstruc-
tural parameters measured using the FIB-SEM were used by Prokop et al. to construct the fully
3-D model of the SOFC anode [161]. The analysis shows that the TPB does not have to be
distributed uniformly, but may be concentrated in the vicinity of an electrolyte. He, Gong and
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Shikazono applied the marching cubes method to perform the microstructure reconstruction
[162]. Simulation of the mass and charge transfer was performed with the LBM.
Please note that all of the micromodels shown in this section are isothermal and the energy
balance is neglected.
Multiscale models
There exist several multiscale models of single SOFC cells, which combine properties of the
macro- and microscale models. This task is commonly achieved by incorporating the averaged
microstructure parameters into the macroscale governing equations.
Zhu et al. developed the multiscale model, where mass and charge balances were connected
with the heterogenous electrochemistry [107]. However, most of the microstructural data comes
from the unknown source, some are taken form the measurements of Jiang and Virkar ([152])
and some come from the data fitting. The heterogenous reactions are introduced into the model
using the modified Butler-Volmer equation. This model is isothermal. The multiscale model
was developed by Ho et al. [163–166] in the STAR-CD software. Source of the microstructural
data is also unknown. The model was applied to the various SOFC designs, e.g. the anode-
supported cell [164], the cathode-supported cell [165] or the DIR-SOFC [166]. Authors shown
that the change of microstructure slightly affects the cell performance. Sohn et al. prepared
the microscale random binary packing model to evaluate the electrodes’ microstructure and
introduced the results to the macroscale SOFC model [167]. The velocity profile was prescribed.
Parametric studies focused on the co-flow vs. counter-flow configurations and various operating
parameters on the cell performance. Authors later expanded this model to the direct internal
reforming cell model [168]. Chen et al. developed the multiscale model, based on the designed
equivalent circuit [62, 169, 170]. The microstructure information were taken form the published
experimental data and some of the parameters are fitted. Authors show, how change of the
microstructure affects the cell performance [169]. The 2-D multiscale model of the anode-
supported SOFC was presented by Zieyana et al. [171]. The microstructure information come
from the FIB-SEM measurements. Brus et al. on basis of the simple isothermal 2-D cell model
[94] show, that the introduction of the microstructure on the stack-level simulations is also crucial.
Results indicate that artificial change of the averaged microstructural parameters leads to the
discrepancy with the experimental data. Tan et al. examined the cell fueled with the reformed
ammonia using the multiscale model with the averaged microstructure parameters [172]. Effect
of the aspect ratio on the performance was analyzed.
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1.7. Summary
As can be seen from the fuel cell technology overview and the literature review, solid oxide
fuel cells are perspective energy conversion devices, which might commonly be used in the
future to produce the electrical energy and useful heat. However, to achieve this goal, some
technical and fundamental issues are still waiting to be solved; for example, a proper design
of the thermal management, lowering the price or answering fundamental questions about the
microstructure and the reaction kinetics and their relations with the performance etc. Therefore,
the further intense researches are required. Presented thesis tries to correspond with this trend.
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Chapter 2. Aim and scope of the thesis
Based on the presented literature review and the various issues outlined in Chapter 1, there
is an emerging need to design the proper thermal management inside SOFC stacks and single
cells. Since new development in the SOFC science reveals ultimate role of the microstructure
on cells and stacks performance, the proper thermal management should be dependent on the
microstructure optimization. Unfortunately, the relation between the electrodes’ microstructure
and the performance of a cell is still unclear and only some general guidelines how to design the
microstructure arise from the published results.
The multiscale mathematical model of a solid oxide fuel cell is chosen as the proper tool to
achieve this aim, because it combines possibility to analyze the thermal management with the
microstructre. The multiscale models existing in the open literature are simplified, based on the
data fitting or introduces the artificial microstructure. A numerical examination of the relation
between the microstructure and a performance is rare. Moreover, no one proposed the SOFC
multiscale model appropriate to simulate not only single cells, but also stacks. Therefore, this
thesis is focused on the preparation of the proper multiscale model of SOFC. This is a tough task,
since the model complexity requires advanced numerical methods to allow the computations in
reasonable time, for example advanced linear solver, proper grid system, tests of the proposed
solver etc.
Moreover, the complex set of experimental data is necessary to prepare a reliable model. In
this work, the experimental examination of the short stack of solid oxide fuel cells and the direct
FIB-SEM observation of the complex electrodes microstructure have been prepared.
The aim of this thesis will be realized in several steps:
– the mathematical description of the solid oxide fuel cell behavior will be formulated
(Chapter 3);
– results of the experimental electrochemical investigation of the SOFC stack will be dis-
cussed (Chapter 4);
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– the microstructure of the cell electrodes will be observed using the FIB-SEM method and
the averaged microstructural parameters will be quantified from the three-dimensional
reconstruction (Chapter 5);
– the numerical method to solve the mathematical model will be formulated and tested
(Chapter 6);
– the results of the numerical computations will be discussed (Chapters 7 and 8);
– the general conclusions and the guidelines for a future work will be presented (Chapter 9).
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Chapter 3. Mathematical description of a SOFC
Solid oxide fuel cells and their stacks operation depends on the complex interaction between
the electrochemical reactions and the different transport phenomena, such as the mass, momen-
tum, energy, species and charge carriers transfer. The transport phenomena strongly influence
the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions, which causes the voltage losses, mainly due to the
limitations of the mass and charge transfer. Moreover, the electrochemical reactions have their
own intrinsic kinetic restrictions, which also contribute to the voltage losses. To grasp these
relations, this Chapter is devoted to the formulation of mathematical description of the SOFC
behavior.
It is possible to describe the transport processes within a SOFC using the macroscale con-
tinuum methods [173, 174], i.e. to describe the balance of some quantity using the partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs). However, the transport phenomena as well as the kinetics of the
electrochemical reactions strongly depends on the complex microstructure of the electrodes
[94, 175]. Thus, the multiscale approach, specified in the Section 1.6.1, is used to formulate the
mathematical description of the thermo-electrical behavior of a SOFC. The macroscale PDEs of
the classical continuum mechanics are connected with the microscale description of the porous
microstructure. Moreover, the microstructure is included in the electrochemical model.
Firstly, the modeling domain is specified. All of the modeling assumptions are listed in
order to ensure the clarity of the model presentation. Because a SOFC is primarily an energy
conversion device, the thermodynamics may be used to describe its maximal possible perfor-
mance and the deviations from the ideal behavior. Moreover, as stated above, the impact of the
transport phenomena on the electrochemistry inside SOFCs is substantial and cannot be omitted
during the mathematical formulation of the problem. To describe this relation quantitatively, the
electrochemical reactions’ model, based on the Butler-Volmer equation, is presented and the sub-
sequent phenomena which causes voltage losses are specified. Then, the transport phenomena
are described using the conservation laws in form of the partial differential equations.
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3.1. Solid oxide fuel cell design
The model presented in this section will be adjusted to the several possible configurations of
SOFC units. The SOFC designs examined in this study are as follows:
a) the single planar SOFC cell,
b) the EAST-type stack [65].
However, the configurations listed above may be presented as a combination of the 5 common
elements:
– cathode channel,
– anode channel,
– cathode,
– electrolyte,
– anode,
These elements form the basic structure of a SOFC cell, which is schematically shown on
Figure 3.1.
cathode channel
anode channel
cathode
electrolyte
anode
porous
porous
solid
O2
N2
H2
H2O
N2
interconnector
interconnector
Figure 3.1. Basic configuration of a SOFC cell
Within the cathode and anode channels there is a flow of the air and fuel mixture, respectively.
Please note that in the 2-D model, the connections between electrodes and interconnector are
not observed explicitly. However, the SOFC channels can be treated as filled with a porous
material, which is desirable due to uniformity of the flow distribution and improved current
collection [131] and may be considered as the model of the ribs. The flow within the channels
may also be treated as a free-path gas flow, as in an example of EAST-type stack. In this case
the current collector is in the direct contact with the electrodes (for example, platinum mesh)
and it is assumed that the current collection does not influence the flow or temperature fields, or
species distribution.
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The gases diffuse from the channel flow into the electrodes’ interior through the pores. The
electrochemical reactions occurs within the volume of the porous electrodes, on the reaction
sites, i.e. phase boundaries. The solid electrolyte serves as the conductor for the oxygen ions,
but it is impermeable to the electrons and gases flow.
Due to the different physical phenomena involved with the subdomains shown on Figure 3.1,
the different set of the governing equations should be applied to the every part of the cell.
The continuum model should be completed with the thermodynamics and the electrochemistry
submodels. However, to formulate the model properly, several assumptions are necessary in
order to reduce the complexity of the problem.
3.2. Modeling assumptions
– The problem may be described in the two dimensions with only limited information about
the behavior of the involved variables in the third dimension, which leads to the quasi
three-dimensional (quasi-3D) formulation of the proposed model.
– A SOFC under the constant load operation works in the steady state, moreover, the re-
lations between the input and output of a SOFC system are essential [176], thus the
time-independent model is introduced.
– Because of the high working temperature of a SOFC, all of the species are always in the
gaseous state. In the thermodynamics calculations the water is always treated as the dry
vapor.
– All of the gaseous species behave like the Newtonian fluid.
– All of the gases inside a system are treated as the ideal gases (see Appendix B for the
justification).
– The gases flows inside a system are laminar, which is typical in SOFC stacks [2]. Flow
structure inside a planar SOFC usually contains a large number of the small flow channels
and the gases should flow with an extraordinary speed to ensure the turbulent flow [66].
– Because of the small pressure gradient inside the SOFC channels, the flow of the gases
inside a system is treated as the incompressible flow.
– The porous media (electrodes, channels) are treated as the isotropic media. Because of
this, some of the coefficients, like the permeability, the tortuosity or the heat conductivity,
are the scalars, not the second order tensors, like in a general case, which leads to the great
simplification of the model.
– All of the void space inside the porous material is connected.
– The gases are in the local thermal equilibrium with the solid parts inside the solid material.
– Adsorption of the gaseous species in the porous electrodes is not considered.
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– The anode is made from the Ni/8YSZ composite and the cathode is made from the
LSCF6428, which is the mixed ionic-electronic conductor.
– The electrolyte is made of the dense yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and it is treated as
impermeable to the mass transport.
– It is assumed that there are no electricity leaks in a cell and stack; the YSZ electrolyte is
treated as the perfect electrons insulator and could conduct only the oxygen anions.
– An effect of the cathodic triple phase boundaries on the current production is neglected.
– The radiation heat transfer is treated as negligible [177, 178]
– The viscous dissipation of the energy and the effects of the gravity as well as other body
forces are neglected.
3.3. Thermodynamics of a solid oxide fuel cell
Since a solid oxide fuel cell is the reacting system, which converts the chemical energy of the
fuel into the electrical energy, the SOFC’s maximum possible performance, namely the reversible
cell potential, is based on the thermodynamic concepts [1]. In this section the definition of the
reversible cell potential, its sensitivity on the temperature and pressure variations, as well as
the Nernst equation to calculate the open circuit voltage (OCV) are presented. Moreover, the
sources of the irreversibility are identified.
3.3.1. The reversible cell potential
For a fuel cell, the useful work output per mole of fuel, wˆ, is the electrical energy output wˆelec,
which is the energy necessary to move an electric charge between two points with the different
electric potential. Since the electric charge in a fuel cell is carried through the external load by
the electrons, the total transfered charge Qe− is defined as Qe− = ne−NAe = ne−F , where ne−
is the number of moles of electrons transferred per mole of fuel consumed and F stands for the
Faraday constant (which is the product of the Avogadro constant and the elementary electric
charge F = NAe). Thus the electric work done by a cell is given by the following equation:
wˆelec = ne−FE, (3.1)
where E is the electric potential difference between two points or the cell voltage.
The hydrogen-fueled cell’s overall reaction is the reaction of the hydrogen with the oxygen to
form the water (please note that all of the components are in the gaseous state for cells working
in the temperatures above 100 ◦C, e.g. solid oxide fuel cells):
H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O. (3.2)
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During this reaction 2 moles of the electrons are transferred per mole of fuel consumed to form
1 mole of the water molecules, hence ne− = 2 moles.
Now, it is possible to connect the electrical work output, given by the Equation (3.1), with
the thermodynamics of the cell’s reaction, Equation (3.2). Since the Gibbs free energy is the
quantity that tells, how much energy is needed to create a system, it also represents what is the
maximum of the energy possible to take back from a system. The variation of the specific molar
Gibbs free energy d gˆ, i.e. Gibbs free energy per mole of reactant, may be defined as:
d gˆ = d uˆ− T d sˆ− sˆ dT + P d vˆ + vˆ dP, (3.3)
where uˆ is the specific molar internal energy, T stands for the temperature, sˆ is the specific molar
entropy, P is the pressure and vˆ is the specific molar volume.
The first law of thermodynamics may be written as (please note that the work term contains
the mechanical and electrical work done by a cell, d wˆ = P d vˆ + d wˆelec):
d uˆ = d qˆ − d wˆ = d qˆ − P d vˆ − d wˆelec, (3.4)
where qˆ is the specific molar heat. Introducing the expression for the derivative of the heat qˆ
from the second law of thermodynamics:
d q = T d sˆ+ T d s, (3.5)
where s stands for the entropy generation, it is possible to reformulate Equation (3.3) to:
d gˆ = −sˆ dT + vˆ dP − d wˆelec + T d s, (3.6)
or, for the isothermal (dT = 0) and isobaric (dP = 0) process:
d gˆ = − d wˆelec + T d s. (3.7)
For a chemical reaction, e.g. the hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell reaction, given by Equation (3.2),
the Gibbs free energy per mole of fuel can be written as the difference between the free energy
of the products and reactants, i.e. the change of the Gibbs free energy associated with a reaction
∆rgˆ:
∆rgˆ = −wˆelec + T s, (3.8)
where wˆelec is the total electric work done and s is the total generated entropy.
The change of the Gibbs free energy associated with any chemical reaction describes its
spontaneity [179]; for the reaction (3.2) the Gibbs free energy change is negative in a wide range
of the temperature [2], which means that the forward reaction is spontaneous. Therefore, from
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Equation (3.8) it is clear that the maximum work output will occurs when there is no generation
of the entropy (s = 0), thus an ideal hydrogen-oxygen cell should be reversible:
wˆmax = −∆H2xO2gˆ. (3.9)
Introducing Equation (3.1) into Equation (3.9) and keeping in mind that for the hydrogen-
oxygen cell’s reaction ne− = 2 moles, it is possible to formulate the relationship, which describes
the maximal possible cell electric potential; since this potential describes the reversible cell, it is
usually referred as the reversible cell potential Erev:
Emax = Erev = −∆H2xO2gˆ
2F
. (3.10)
3.3.2. Variation of the reversible cell potential with the temperature
Because in the general case the specific molar Gibbs free energy change of the hydrogen-
oxygen reaction (Equation 3.2) is a function of the temperature and pressure, ∆H2xO2gˆ =
∆H2xO2gˆ (T, P ), hence the reversible cell potential is also dependent on the process tempera-
ture and pressure: Erev = Erev (T, P ). To examine the temperature and pressure impact on the
reversible cell potential, it is convenient to define the standard state reversible cell potential E−◦rev
as:
E−◦rev = Erev
(
T−◦ , P−◦
)
= −∆H2xO2gˆ (T
−◦ , P−◦ )
2F
= −∆H2xO2gˆ
−◦
2F
. (3.11)
Here, the standard state of reference is defined as: T−◦ = 298.15 K = 25 ◦C and P−◦ =
101 325 Pa = 1 atm.
The change of the reversible cell voltage with the temperature can be related to the stan-
dard state cell potential using the Taylor series approximation truncated after the second term.
Assuming that the pressure is kept constant and equals the standard state pressure:
Erev
(
T, P−◦
)
= E−◦rev +
(
∂Erev
∂T
)
P
(
T − T−◦ ) = E−◦rev +
∂
(
∆H2xO2gˆ
−◦
2F
)
∂T

P
(
T − T−◦ ) (3.12)
For a process with no net electrical work and no entropy generation, Equation (3.6) may be
used to determine the change of the Gibbs free energy associated with a chemical reaction with
the temperature as: (
∂ (∆rgˆ)
∂T
)
P
= −∆rsˆ. (3.13)
Combination of the identity given by Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.12) yields to the
general formula for the reversible cell potential in any temperature and in the standard state
pressure:
Erev
(
T, P−◦
)
= E−◦rev +
∆H2xO2sˆ
2F
(
T − T−◦ ) . (3.14)
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3.3.3. Variation of the reversible cell potential with the concentration
When the concentration of a single species i in a mixture of gases changes, the Gibbs free
energy of this mixture also changes. For the constant temperature, pressure and other species
concentrations, this change is described for a single species i by the chemical potential µˆi as:
µˆi =
(
∂G
∂ni
)
T,P,nj 6=i
, (3.15)
where ni is the number of moles of a species i.
The chemical potential of a species i is a function of the chemical potential in the standard
state, µˆ−◦i , and the natural logarithm of the activity ai. However, for the ideal gas mixture the
activity equals the gas partial pressure pi, relative to the standard state pressure [179]:
µˆi = µˆ
−◦
i +RT ln ai = µˆ
−◦
i +RT ln
( pi
P−◦
)
, (3.16)
or, since the standard state pressure equals 1 atm, it is possible to take the partial pressure in the
atmospheres and to rewrite Equation (3.16) as:
µˆi = µˆ
−◦
i +RT ln pi (for pi in atm). (3.17)
Above equations, Equations (3.15) and (3.17), yields to the relation between the Gibbs free
energy and the chemical potential:
dG =
∑
i
(µˆ−◦i +RT ln pi) dni (for pi in atm), (3.18)
or, for the finite change of the specific molar Gibbs function associated with a chemical reaction,
calculated per mole of fuel:
∆rgˆ =
∑
i
(µˆ−◦i +RT ln pi) = ∆rgˆ
−◦ +RT ln
(∏
p
υi/υH2
prod,i∏
p
υi/υH2
reac,i
)
(for pi in atm), (3.19)
where υ stands for the stoichiometric coefficient. This equation can be rewritten in terms of the
cell potential:
Erev
(
T−◦ , P
)
= E−◦rev −
RT
ne−F
ln
(∏
p
υi/υH2
prod,i∏
p
υi/υH2
reac,i
)
(for pi in atm), (3.20)
which is the Nernst equation for the ideal gases, applicable to any type of a gaseous electrochem-
ical cell.
Application of Equation (3.20) to the cell reaction given by Equation (3.2) yields to the
Nernst equation for any gaseous hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, as follows:
Erev
(
T−◦ , P
)
= E−◦rev −
RT
2F
ln
(
pH2O
pH2p
1/2
O2
)
(for pi in atm). (3.21)
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Equation (3.21) makes also possible to predict the effect of the pressure on the cell perfor-
mance [2], because of the dependence of the partial pressure on the total pressure for the ideal
gases (pi = P · χi).
3.3.4. Open circuit voltage and irreversible losses
The Nernst equation, Equation (3.21), takes into account effect of the pressure and concentra-
tion on a cell performance, however, the temperature equals the standard reference temperature.
It is possible to introduce the effect of the temperature from Equation (3.14) to obtain the rela-
tion:
Erev (T, P ) = EOC = E
−◦
rev +
∆H2xO2sˆ
2F
(
T − T−◦ )− RT
2F
ln
(
pH2O
pH2p
1/2
O2
)
(for pi in atm).
(3.22)
This transformation of the Nernst equation allows to calculate the local thermodynamic re-
versible potential [180]. For SOFCs, the potential difference of a cell disconnected from any
external load, so-called the open circuit voltage (OCV) EOC, is close to the Nernst potential
(which is not applicable for another types of fuel cells, e.g. a PEMFC) [180]. This is true if
the irreversible phenomena - such as the internal short-circuiting or corrosion reactions - are
negligible [181] at the OCV state.
Taking into account above considerations, it is assumed that in the presented model at the
open circuit conditions there are no irreversible phenomena and the theoretical OCV is calculated
using Equation (3.22).
In the OCV conditions there is no external current flow, therefore the OCV is the measure
of the maximal possible electromotive force of a fuel cell [182]. When a cell is connected to
an external load, the current starts to flow and the actual cell potential E drops below the OCV.
Combining Equations (3.1) and (3.8):
E = −∆H2xO2gˆ
2F
− T s
2F
= −∆H2xO2gˆ
2F
− ηtot, (3.23)
where the term ηtot =
T s
2F
is called the total overpotential or the total polarization, or the total
voltage losses due to the irreversible phenomena (the entropy production) [1]. Value of the
overpotential represents the degree of deviation of the cell performance from the reversible
conditions [1].
Examining the sources of the irreversibilities, the total polarization may be rewritten as a
sum of the partial polarizations [72]:
ηtot = η
cath
act + η
ano
act + η
cath
conc + η
ano
conc + ηOhm, (3.24)
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where the particular terms stand for [72]:
– ηcathact - the activation overpotential at the cathode - the voltage loss related to the oxygen
reduction reaction kinetics;
– ηanoact - the activation overpotential at the anode - the voltage loss related to the hydrogen
oxidation reaction kinetics;
– ηcathconc - the concentration overpotential at the cathode - the voltage loss related to the
limitations in the transport of the gaseous species inside the porous cathode;
– ηanoconc - the concentration overpotential at the anode - the voltage loss related to the limita-
tions in the transport of the gaseous species inside the porous anode;
– ηOhm - the total ohmic overpotential - the voltage loss related to the ohmic resistances for
the current flow (in the anode, electrolyte and cathode).
The activation polarization comes from the electrochemical limitations, whereas the concen-
tration and ohmic polarization is caused by the mass and charge transport resistance, respectively.
Therefore, the description of the electrochemical reactions’ kinetics is necessary to calculate the
activation overpotential and to evaluate, how much of the current is produced.
3.4. The electrochemical model
Since the activation overpotential is conected with the kinetics of electrode reactions, the
electrochemistry forms a basis for the mathematical description of a real fuel cell performance.
The formulation of the rate of the charge transfer reactions in the proposed model is based on
the Butler-Volmer electrochemical kinetics model. But at first, the origin of current production
during electrochemical reactions should be explained.
3.4.1. The current density and electrochemical reactions
The overall cell reaction of a hydrogen-fueled SOFC unit may be divided into the two half-
cell reactions:
– the anodic reaction - hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR):
H2 + O
2− H2O + 2 e
−, (3.25)
– the cathodic reaction - oxygen reduction reaction (ORR):
1⁄2 O2 + 2 e
− O2−, (3.26)
– the overall cell reaction:
H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O. (3.27)
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The half-cell reactions have their own intrinsic activation barriers, as shown on Figure 3.2
in terms of the Gibbs free energy and the distance from the reaction site (phase boundary).
According to the Figure 3.2, the reactants which take part in a reaction should overcome the
energy barrier to become the products. When the Gibbs free energy of the species equals the
free energy of the barrier, the species form so-called activated complex, which is the unstable
intermediate form of species during a reaction. The activation barriers for the forward and
backward reactions are unequal and in the case shown on Figure 3.2, the forward reaction (from
reactants to products) is favorable, because a lower energy is necessary to form the activated
complex.
activated complex∆g
distance from phase boundary
reactants
products
∆greac
∆rg
∆gact ∆gprod
Figure 3.2. A schematic view on the activation barrier ∆gact of an electrochemical reaction; ∆rg is the
Gibbs free energy change of a reaction, ∆greac and ∆gprod are the differences between the free energy
of the activated complex and the reactants/products, respectively
The probability of the reactants to form the activated complex, Πact, comes from the Boltz-
mann distribution [183] as:
Πact = exp
(
−∆greac
RT
)
. (3.28)
The activated state is unstable and species in the activated space may form the reactants as well
as the products. Since it is crucial to form products, a quantity which tells, how many of species
in the activated state form the products. This quantity is called the decay rate from the activated
state to the products and may be formulated using the probability of conversion of the activated
complex to the products Πact→prod and the mean lifetime of species in the activated form τ¯act:
fr =
Πact→prod
τ¯act
. (3.29)
Using above formulas, Equations (3.28) and (3.29), it is possible to write the rate of the
forward reaction Jforw as:
Jforw = creacfforwΠact = creacfforw exp
(
−∆greac
RT
)
. (3.30)
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In similar fashion, the rate of the backward reaction Jback may be formulated:
Jback = cprodfback exp
(
−∆gprod
RT
)
. (3.31)
Terms creac and cprod in Equations (3.30) and (3.31), respectively, represents the concentration
of reagents per unit volume of the electrode, in [mol/m3]. The net reaction rate J is defined as:
J = Jforw − Jback = creacfforw exp
(
−∆greac
RT
)
− cprodfback exp
(
−∆gprod
RT
)
. (3.32)
According to the Faraday’s law of electrolysis, the volumic current density produced during
the electrochemical reaction j is proportional to the net reaction rate, Equation (3.32):
j = ne−FJ, (3.33)
Ni
YSZ
electron
oxygen anion
(a) Schematic view
∆g
distance from phase boundary
−ne−F∆φ
(b) Potential difference
Figure 3.3. The charge accumulation at the phases boundary during the hydrogen oxidation reaction at
the equilibrium results in the electric potential difference
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thus the volumic current densities produced during the forward and backward reactions are,
respectively:
jforw = ne−Fcreacfforw exp
(
−∆greac
RT
)
, (3.34a)
and
jback = ne−Fcprodfback exp
(
−∆gprod
RT
)
. (3.34b)
Because g = −ne−Fφ, the volumic current density may be written as:
j = ne−Fcf︸ ︷︷ ︸
j0
exp
(
ne−F
RT
∆φ
)
, (3.35)
where term ∆φ is the potential difference and j0, an product of several terms, is the volumic
exchange current density, connected to the kinetics of the electrode processes. Origin of the
exchange current density is in the equilibrium state of an electrochemical reaction.
3.4.2. An electrochemical reaction at the equilibrium
∆g
distance from phase boundary
reactants products
∆gact
Figure 3.4. At the equilibrium, the forward and backward reaction rates are the same
As indicated by Figure 3.2, the forward reaction is spontaneous. However, for electrochem-
ical reactions at the equilibrium, the favorable reaction direction is balanced by the electric
potential difference between the products and reactants. This difference is caused by the accu-
mulation of the electric charge. For example, in case of the HOR (Equation (3.25)), the reaction
occurs at the TPB. The reaction is favorable in the forward direction, which results at first in
rapid collection of the electrons inside the metal and depletion of the oxygen ions inside the ionic
conductor (see Figure 3.3). This process continues until the potential difference between both
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phases counterpoises the energy barrier of the reaction. This situation is illustrated on Figure 3.3
as a relation between the distance from the phase boundary and the electrical energy (since
∆g = −ne−F∆φ).
Summing plots from Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, it can be seen that at the equilibrium the
forward and backward reactions have the same possibilities, the rates and - what follows - the
current densities are the same (see Figure 3.4). Moreover, since the current densities are the
same, in the equilibrium the net volumic current density produced in electrochemical reactions
is 0, hence:
jforw = jback = j0, (3.36)
where j0 is the exchange volumic current density [1, 2], here in A m−3. It is dependent on the
rate-limiting step.
Ni
YSZ
electron
oxygen anion
(a) Schematic view
∆g
distance from phase boundary
−ne−F∆φ
at equilibrium
during normal operation
−ne−Fηact
(b) Potential difference
Figure 3.5. During the cell operation, the charge accumulation at the phase boundary is balanced by the
potential difference between the anode and cathode, which results in the activation overpotential
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∆g
distance from phase boundary
reactants products
∆geqact
at equilibrium
during normal operation∆gact −ne−Fηact
−αne−Fηact
Figure 3.6. During the cell operation, the activation overpotential reduces the cell activation barrier and
the forward reaction is favorable
3.4.3. The activation overpotential and the Butler-Volmer equation
The driving force of the SOFC is the potential difference between the electrodes [7, 184].
During the cell operation, the charge accumulation at the phase boundaries is balanced by the
constant flow of the electrons (from the anode to cathode) and the flow of the oxygen anions
(from the cathode to anode) or by the potential difference between the electrodes. This situation
is shown on Figure 3.5 for the anodic HOR (Equation (3.25)). Therefore, the activation barrier
is reduced by so-called activation polarization (or activation overpotential) ηact and the forward
reaction is favorable (see Figure 3.6).
The volumic current densities of the forward and backward reactions may be connected with
the exchange volumic current density (see Equation (3.35)):
jforw = j0 exp
(
αne−F
RT
ηact
)
, (3.37a)
jback = j0 exp
(−βne−F
RT
ηact
)
. (3.37b)
Symbols α and β are called the anodic and cathodic charge-transfer coefficients, respectively.
The charge-transfer coefficients are factors, which describe, how strongly the activation barrier
is reduced by the activation overpotential (reefer to Figure 3.6).
The net volumic current density produced during an electrochemical reaction is given by the
difference between the forward and backward currents:
j = jforw − jback = j0
[
exp
(
αne−F
RT
ηact
)
− exp
(
−βne−F
RT
ηact
)]
(3.38)
Above equation is called the Butler-Volmer equation [1].
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3.4.4. The activation overpotential and the cell potential
The activation overpotential is connected with the cell potential, since the cell potential is a
difference between the anode and cathode potential and this difference leads to the activation
losses, as discussed before. The mathematical description of this phenomena is possible using
a concept of the electrochemical potential µ˚i, which describes the total potential energy of the
charged species i [2, 5]:
µ˚i = µˆi + zˆiFφi, (3.39)
where zˆi is the charge number of a species i and φi describes the electric potential experienced
by a species i.
In the anode side at the equilibrium, the forward and backward rates of the hydrogen ox-
idation reaction (Equation (3.25): H2 + O
2− H2O + 2 e
−) are the same and no net current
density is produced, therefore the electrochemical potentials of the reactants and products should
be the same [5, 170, 174]:
µ˚H2 + µ˚O2− = µ˚H2O + 2µ˚e−. (3.40)
Activity of the electrons in a metal is defined as a = 1 [2] and the standard state chemical poten-
tial of the electron gas in metal is µˆ−◦e− = 0 [185], therefore the chemical potential of electrons in
nickel is µˆe− = 0. Moreover, for the uncharged species (H2, H2O), the electrochemical potential
equals the chemical potential of species. Therefore:
µˆH2 + µˆO2− − 2FΦano,eqion = µˆH2O − 2FΦano,eqel , (3.41)
where Φ denotes the local potential of the ionic or electronic phase. Rearranging Equation (3.41)
it is possible to estimate the equilibrium potential difference between two phases:
Eeqano = Φ
ano,eq
ion − Φano,eqel =
1
2F
(
µˆH2 + µˆO2− − µˆH2O
)
. (3.42)
Similarly, for the cathodic oxygen reduction (Equation (3.26): 1⁄2 O2 + 2 e
− O2−) at the
equilibrium the electrochemical potentials equate:
0.5µ˚O2 + 2µ˚e− = µ˚O2−. (3.43)
Electrons in the cathode are transported much faster than the oxygen ions [38]. It follows from
this that probably transport of the electrons is similar to the electrons’ transport in the anode, i.e.
the chemical potential of electrons in LSCF equals 0 (µˆe− = 0). This assumption is also used by
various researchers [62, 170, 186]. Equation (3.43) can be rearranged to:
0.5µˆO2 − 2FΦcath,eqel = µˆO2− − 2FΦcath,eqion , (3.44)
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and the local equilibrium potential difference is given by:
Eeqcath = Φ
cath,eq
el − Φcath,eqion =
1
2F
(
0.5µˆO2 − µˆO2−
)
. (3.45)
However, during the normal operation the electrochemical potentials are not equal, Equations
(3.41) and (3.44) are not valid and the local potential differences between the phases deviate
from the equilibrium voltage. This deviation is in fact the activation overpotential (see also
Figure 3.5):
ηanoact = E
eq
ano − (Φanoion − Φanoel ) = Φanoel − Φanoion +
1
2F
(
µˆH2 + µˆO2− − µˆH2O
)
, (3.46a)
and
ηcathact = E
eq
cath −
(
Φcathel − Φcathion
)
= Φcathion − Φcathel +
1
2F
(
0.5µˆO2 − µˆO2−
)
. (3.46b)
Calculated activation overpotentials may be introduced to the Butler-Volmer equation, Equation
(3.38), to evaluate the current produced during an electrochemical reaction.
To calculate the activation overpotential using Equations (3.46), the knowledge of the chem-
ical potential of the oxygen ions is a requisite. However, such data are unavailable since it is not
possible to determine the chemical potential of the charged oxygen anions [5]. Therefore, poten-
tials can be shifted by a constant reference amount, which does not affect the potential profile
but simplifies the activation overpotential calculations [170]. Chen identified four possibilities,
how to shift the potentials [62]. In this study, the following approach is adopted [94]:
φanoel = Φ
ano
el +
1
2F
(
µˆbulkH2 − µˆbulkH2O
)
, (3.47a)
φcathel = Φ
cath
el −
1
2F
(
0.5µˆbulkO2
)
, (3.47b)
φion = Φ
cath
ion −
1
2F
(µˆO2−) . (3.47c)
Here, symbol φi denotes the shifted potential and the bulk chemical potentials are taken at an
inlet. Introducing Equations (3.47) into Equations (3.46), the new formulation of the activation
overpotential is obtained as follows:
ηanoact = φ
ano
el − φanoion −
RT
2F
ln
(
pbulkH2
pH2
pH2O
pbulkH2O
)
, (3.48a)
ηcathact = φ
cath
ion − φcathel −
RT
4F
ln
(
pbulkO2
pO2
)
. (3.48b)
Now the activation overpotentials depends only from the inlet partial pressures and the local par-
tial pressures at the reaction sites. The last terms in Equations (3.48) are called the concentration
overpotentials, ηconc.
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3.4.5. The microstructure impact on the current production
It is assumed that the electrochemical reactions occurs only in the anodic TPBs (HOR, Equa-
tion (3.25)) and the cathodic DPBs (ORR, Equation (3.26)). But so far connection between
the electrodes’ microstructure and the current generation has not been underlined. Here, the
microstructure is introduced implicitly (as it will be discussed later, the potentials of the con-
ducting phases, the partial pressures of gases and the temperature distribution are affected by
the microstructure) and explicitly. Latter case is done using the term representing the exchange
volumic current density in the Butler-Volmer equation (Equation (3.38)), j0, not yet discussed.
The volumic exchange current density may be divided into two terms: the exchange current
density per unit length/area of the phase boundary, jano,TPB0 /j
cath,DPB
0 , and the dependence of the
total phase boundary density ρLTPB/ρ
A
DPB, as follows:
anode:
jano0 = j
ano,TPB
0 ρ
L
TPB, (3.49a)
cathode:
jcath0 = j
cath,DPB
0 ρ
A
DPB. (3.49b)
The exchange current densities per unit of the phase boundary length/area have different
units: for the anode it is [A m−1] and for the cathode it is [A m−2]. Generally these current
densities are dependent on the concentrations and the temperature, and follow the Arrhenius-like
expression [5, 94, 153, 156]:
anode:
jano,TPB0 = Canop
ζH2
H2
p
ζH2O
H2O
exp
(
−E
ano
act
RT
)
, (3.50a)
cathode:
jcath,DPB0 = Ccathp
ζO2
O2
exp
(
−E
cath
act
RT
)
, (3.50b)
whereC stands for the pre-exponential constant, ζ is the factor of the partial pressure dependence
and Eact is the activation energy for a reaction at the phase boundary. The kinetic data for
Equations (3.50) and the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients for the Butler-Volmer equation,
Equation (3.38), are available in the open literature: the data about the porous Ni/YSZ cermet
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Table 3.1. Kinetic data for the anodic and cathodic reactions
hydrogen oxidation reaction (anode)
parameter
anodic
charge-transfer
coefficient αano
cathodic
charge-transfer
coefficient βano
pre-exponential
constant Cano
H2 partial pressure
dependence ζH2
H2O partial
pressure
dependence ζH2O
activation energy
Eanoact [J mol
−1]
value 0.7 0.4 31.4 −0.06 0.43 152 000
reference [109] [109] [153] [109] [109] [109]
descrip-
tion
from Tafel plot
value is fitted to
the experimental
data
from measurements for different
partial pressures; values depend on
overpotential and partial pressure
from Arrhenius
plot
oxygen reduction reaction (cathode)
parameter
anodic
charge-transfer
coefficient αcath
cathodic
charge-transfer
coefficient βcath
pre-exponential
constant Ccath
O2 partial pressure dependence ζO2
activation energy
Ecathact [J mol
−1]
value 0.6 0.5 1.47 · 106 0.23 85 859
reference [187] [187] [156] [38] [156]
descrip-
tion
from Tafel plot
value is fitted to
the experimental
data
from measurements for different
partial pressure
from two-electrode
symmetrical
measurements
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anode were published by de Boer [109] and the data for the LSCF cathode were released by
Esquirol et al. [38] and by Fleig et al. [187]. The summary is shown in Table 3.1.
Values of the pre-exponential constants are possible to be extracted from the electrochemical
reaction kinetics [5] and the coverage of the electrode’s surface [109], however, since this process
is not well known, several authors use parameters, which fits the experimental data best [153,
156].
3.5. Summary of the thermo-electric model
The proposed thermo-electric model allows to describe the electrochemical performance of
a SOFC. For the cell overall reaction given by Equation (3.27):
H2 + 1⁄2 O2 H2O, (3.27)
it is possible to write the whole model as a set of equations, as follows:
a) Change of the Gibbs free energy of the reaction (3.27) is used to calculate the cell’s voltage
at the standard reference state (Equation (3.11)):
E−◦rev = −
∆H2xO2gˆ
−◦
2F
. (3.51)
b) The Nernst equation, Equation (3.22), is used to calculate the OCV:
EOC = E
−◦
rev +
∆H2xO2sˆ
2F
(
T − T−◦ )− RT
2F
ln
(
pH2O
pH2p
1/2
O2
)
(for pi in atm) (3.52)
c) The Butler-Volmer equation, Equation (3.38) is utilized to compute the volumic exchange
current density at the phase boundaries [109, 187]:
janoTPB = j
ano,TPB
0 ρ
L
TPB
[
exp
(
1.4F
RT
ηact
)
− exp
(
−0.8F
RT
ηact
)]
, (3.53a)
jcathDPB = j
cath,DPB
0 ρ
A
DPB
[
exp
(
1.2F
RT
ηact
)
− exp
(
− F
RT
ηact
)]
. (3.53b)
d) The activation overpotentials are calculated as a difference between the local phase poten-
tials and the concentration overpotential (Equation (3.48)):
ηanoact = φ
ano
el − φanoion −
RT
2F
ln
(
pbulkH2
pH2
pH2O
pbulkH2O
)
, (3.54a)
ηcathact = φ
cath
ion − φcathel −
RT
4F
ln
(
pbulkO2
pO2
)
. (3.54b)
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e) The exchange current densities per unit length of the TPB / unit area of the DPB are
computed with the kinetic equations, Equations (3.50) [38, 109, 153, 156]:
jano,TPB0 = 31.4p
−0.06
H2
p0.43H2O exp
(
−152000
RT
)
, (3.55a)
jcath,DPB0 = 1.47 · 106 · p0.23O2 exp
(
−133150
RT
)
. (3.55b)
As can be noticed, Equations (3.52) - (3.55) are dependent on the local values of the tem-
perature, the partial pressures of gases and the phase potentials. To get to know, what are the
profiles of the above mentioned parameters, the transport model is necessary.
3.6. Transport phenomena
The presented transport model is based on the set of the partial differential equations, which
describe the species, energy and charge conservation. To describe the gases flow, the mass and
momentum conservation principles are introduced. However, to save the computational time,
these phenomena are described with the simplified models.
3.6.1. The equation of state
It is assumed, that the gases behave like the ideal gases and obey the ideal gas law:
PV = nRT, (3.56)
where P is the pressure, V is the volume, n is the number of moles, R stands for the universal
gas constant and T is the temperature; or, in terms of specific volume v¯:
P v¯ =
R
M
T, (3.57)
where the ratio
R
Mi
= ri is the specific gas constant for gas i.
This equation connects the specific volume (or the density, since ρ = v¯−1), the pressure
and the temperature for a mixture of gases. The change of the pressure along a system is not
significant, however, since the temperature gradient is large, the temperature differences have
strong impact on the density. Therefore, the equation of state, Equation (3.57), is used to compute
the density if necessary.
3.6.2. Porous media treatment
The electrodes of a SOFC are porous. Moreover, in some of the considered geometries, it
is assumed that the air and fuel channels are filled with the porous material, which also serve
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as the electrons conductor between the electrodes and interconnectors (reefer to Section 3.1).
Therefore, a special treatment of the transport phenomena within the porous media is necessary.
In this model, the method of local spatial averaging is introduced [188]. The idea of the
local averaging lies in the division of the flow domain into so-called representative elementary
volumes (REVs). The dimension of the REV should be larger than the size of the individual pores,
but smaller than the size of the macroscopic flow domain, which is illustrated schematically on
Figure 3.7. The flow variables are then averaged over the porous and void parts of the REV.
Please note that it is presumed that the result of an averaging is independent of the size of chosen
REV.
solid phase
fluid phase
REV
flow domain
Figure 3.7. The idea of the representative elementary volume
When the concept of the spatial averaging over the REV is taken into account, the mean
velocity vector may be defined in two different ways [188]:
– with respect to the volume of the whole element (fluid and solid subdomains) - in this case,
the resulting velocity is called the Darcy velocity or the seepage velocity vDarcy, because
this is the velocity, which is calculated from the Darcy’s law - or
– with respect to the volume of a fluid only - this is the intrinsic velocity vector v, which
can be understood as the actual velocity of the fluid within the porous material.
Both of the velocities are linked by the porosity ε by the Dupuit-Forchheimer relationship
[188]:
vDarcy = εv. (3.58)
Using the formula given by Equation (3.58), all of the governing equations can be formulated
using intrinsic velocity. Please note that within the electrodes’ volume, the porosity ε equals the
volume fraction of pore phase ψpore.
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3.6.3. The mass and momentum transport
The mass and momentum conservation equations should be considered within the domains
that contain a fluid. However, within the porous electrodes the pressure gradient is small and
the convective transport may be treated as negligible [148, 189–191], especially when the mean
pore diameter is of order 1 µm [191] (as usual in the case of SOFCs). Therefore, the mass and
momentum conservation are considered in the channels only (see Figure 3.1).
The mass conservation is described by the continuity equation:
(∇· ρv) = 0, (3.59)
where, in a general case, the velocity vector has 3 components: v = uex + vey + wez and ρ
stands for the density.
The Newtonian fluid flow within the void gas channels is described by the Navier-Stokes
equation:
ρ [v ·∇v] = −∇P − [∇· τ ] . (3.60)
The symmetric viscous stress tensor τ for ideal gases is given by the following equation [192]:
τ = −µ
{
{∇v}+ {∇v}T
}
, (3.61)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient.
For the flow through porous media, the momentum conservation is generally described by
the Darcy-Forchheimer-Brinkman equation [193, 194] with an inclusion of results from the
variable effective viscosity assumption [195]. This model can be derived from the Navier-Stokes
equation for the microscopic flow inside the porous channels averaged over the REV [196]. For
the incompressible flow in terms of the intrinsic fluid velocity it can be expressed as [194, 195]:
ρ [v ·∇v] = −∇P − [∇· τ˘ ]− εµ
K
v − ε
3
2 cFρ
K
1
2
|v|v, (3.62)
where ε is the porosity, K is the permeability of the porous medium and cF stands for the inertia
coefficient. The effective viscous stress tensor is given by [195]:
τ˘ = −µ˘
{
{∇v}+ {∇v}T
}
. (3.63)
The symbol µ˘ in Equation (3.62) is the effective viscosity, which is the semi-empirical parameter
[197]. However, due to the simplified description of the momentum transport and the model
uncertainties, especially in calculation of the permeability, in this model it is assumed that the
effective viscosity µ˘ equals the fluid viscosity µ [198]. This assumption was firstly proposed by
Brinkman [199], who introduced the Laplacian term into the Darcy’s model, and it is a quite
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common practice among the researches in the numerical methods for a flow inside porous media
[193, 194, 196, 200–202].
The permeability of a porous medium is in the general case the second order tensor, however,
for an isotropic porous medium, it reduces to the scalar [188]. The permeability K comes from
the Kozeny-Carman equation [203]:
K =
d2pore
180
ε3
(1− ε)2 . (3.64)
For the porous channels, mean pore diameter, dpore, is calculated as a hydraulic diameter.
The last term in Equation (3.62) is so-called Forchheimer term, which describes the form
drag effects on the flow within a porous medium [198]. This form drag is comparable with the
surface drag when the permeability-based Reynolds number is of order 102 [188] and it can be
treated as a negligible when this Reynolds number is smaller [188, 198]. The permeability-based
Reynolds number is defined as:
ReK =
u
√
K
ν
. (3.65)
In a typical SOFC channel, the velocity u order is 10−1, the permeability order is 10−8 and the
kinematic viscosity ν order is 10−3–10−4, therefore the ReK is of order 10−1–10−2. Thus, the
Forchheimer term may be safely neglected.
Using above assumptions, the momentum equation in porous material, Equation (3.62),
simplifies to:
ρ [v ·∇v] = −∇P − [∇· τ ]− εµ
K
v. (3.66)
Using the averaging methods, it is possible to solve analytically Equations (3.60) and (3.66),
and introduce the mass flow rate m˙ to describe the velocity profile inside void channels. The
exact deviation is shown in Appendix C. The use of prescribed velocity profiles greatly reduces
the complexity of problem and helps to save computational time. For the void channel, the flow
may be described by the following relationship:
u(y) =
6m˙
ρavgWH3
(
Hy − y2) , (3.67)
where W and H are the dimensions of the channel and ρavg is the averaged density. For the
porous channel the solution does not have simple form, therefore it is left in Appendix C (see
Equations (C.14) and (C.15)).
3.6.4. The species transport
In the considered system, the following gases are present: the hydrogen H2, the water vapor
H2O and the nitrogen N2 on the anode side and the oxygen O2 and the nitrogen N2 on the cathode
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side. These species are in constant interaction with themselves and with the solid components
of the porous material. Therefore, to formulate the species transport equation, the definition of
the diffusive mass flux of a species is necessary. A few models of the mass diffusion exist and
commonly used in the SOFC modeling are: the Fick model (FM), the Stefan-Maxwell model
(SMM) and the dusty gas model (DGM) [151]. There exist the mathematical models of a SOFC,
which utilize any of them, for example the FM is used in the References [149, 166, 204], the
SMM is used in the References [205–207] and the DGM is used in the References [162, 208,
209].
In this work, the species conservation equation is based on the Fick’s laws of diffusion. The
diffusive mass flux of a species i in terms of the mass concentration ρi may be written as:
Jdiffmass,i = −Deffi ∇ ρi, (3.68)
where Deffi is the effective mass diffusion coefficient; or, utilizing the fact that the mass fraction
ωi is a fraction of the mass concentration of a species i to the density of a mixture ωi =
ρi
ρ
:
Jdiffmass,i = −ρDeffi ∇ωi. (3.69)
Special care should be taken to evaluate the effective diffusion coefficient Deffi . The Fick’s
laws are formulated for binary mixtures of gases, whereas on the anode of the modeled cell, it
is possible to provide some amount of the nitrogen to form the tertiary gas mixture. Moreover,
the FM does not include the effect of the Knudsen diffusion. However, the diffusion coefficient
may be calculated using the Bosanquet formula [151], the modified method of calculating the
diffusion coefficient for the FM, with inclusion of the Knudsen diffusionDi,K and the assumption
of the equimolar counter diffusion:
Di =
(
1
Di,mix
+
1
Di,K
)−1
. (3.70)
The diffusion coefficient of a species i in the mixture of gases Di,mix is calculated using the
binary diffusion coefficients Dij and the modified Blanc’s law [210, 211]:
Di,mix =
 N∑
j=1
j 6=i
pj
PDij

−1
, (3.71)
where the binary diffusion coefficient is calculated using the Fuller, Shettler and Giddings method
for mixture at low pressure [211, 212]:
Di,j =
0.00143T 1.75
PM
1/2
ij
(
Σ
1/3
i +Σ
1/3
j
)2 . (3.72)
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In the above equation, the pressure should be in bar and the molar masses should be in g mol−1
Symbol Mij stands for the average molar mass: Mij = 2
(
M−1i +M
−1
j
)−1. The data about the
atomic diffusion volumes Σ can be found in Appendix A. The Knudsen diffusion coefficient is
calculated using the following formula [210]:
Di,K =
2
3
(
8RT
piMi
)1/2
r¯pore, (3.73)
where the average pore radius r¯pore comes from the microstructure examination.
The diffusion coefficient is also dependent on the microstructure (i.e. on the porosity ε and
on the tortuosity factor of the pore phase τ 2pore) and the effective diffusion coefficient may be
formulated as follows (refer to Section 1.5.4):
Deffi =
ε
τ 2pore
Di. (3.74)
When the bulk motion of a fluid is present, i.e. in the domains where the velocity is not 0,
the convective mass flux rises:
J convmass,i = ρεvωi (3.75)
Combining the fluxes given by Equations (3.69) and (3.75), and using continuity equation,
Equation (3.59), the species conservation equation in terms of the mass fraction is written as:
ρεv ·∇ωi =∇·
(
ρDeffi ∇ωi
)
+ m¨iMi, (3.76)
where the last term, m¨i, describes the mass production or consumption caused by the cell’s
electrochemical reactions. Amount of the mass production during the electrochemical reaction
is connected with the current produced at the phase boundaries, the result of the electrochemical
model. The source terms come from the Faraday laws of electrolysis and they are shown in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. The mass production/consumption during the electrochemical reactions
species H2 H2O O2 N2
mass source m¨
[mol m−3 s−1]
−j
ano
TPB
2F
janoTPB
2F
−j
cath
DPB
4F
0
The mass fraction of a species i, ωi, is connected with the mole fraction χi with the molar
masses: ωi = χi
Mi
M
. For the ideal gas, the mole fraction is also connected with the partial
pressure: χi =
pi
P
. Thus, the mass fraction in terms of the partial pressure is given by:
ωi =
pi
P
Mi
M
. (3.77)
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Introducing Equation (3.77) into Equation (3.76) and using the equation of state, Equation
(3.57), the species conservation equation in terms of the partial pressure is obtained:
ε
RT
v ·∇ pi =∇·
(
Deffi
RT
∇ pi
)
+ m¨i. (3.78)
3.6.5. The energy transport
To formulate the energy transport, the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) approach [188] is
introduced inside porous domains. LTE model assumes that the fluid and solid are always in the
thermal equilibrium, i.e. have the same temperature (Tsolid = Tmix = T ).
The diffusion flux of energy is described by the Fourier’s law of heat conduction:
Jdiffheat = −keff∇T, (3.79)
where the effective thermal conductivity keff is dependent on the thermal conductivity of a solid
ksolid and a mixture of gases kmix and it is given by the following formula [188]:
keff = εkmix + (1− ε) ksolid. (3.80)
Equation (3.80) is valid when heat is conducted inside the porous media in parallel [188]. This
model gives an upper bound for the thermal conductivity [213] and probably more advanced
model, for example Maxwell model, could be more sufficient [213]. However, here the simplified
model is used and it is assumed that the heat conduction occurs only in parallel.
The thermal conductivities of solid materials are taken from the literature and they are shown
in Table A.2 in Appendix A. The thermal conductivity coefficient of a gases mixture depends on
the thermal conductivity coefficient of the N pure gases in the system and it is calculated using
the formula of Wassiljewa [211, 214]:
kmix =
N∑
i=1
piki∑N
j=1 piAij
, (3.81)
where ki is the thermal conductivity of a pure gas i, calculated using Todd and Young data [215]
(see Table A.1, Appendix A), and Aij is the function specified by Mason and Saxena [211, 215,
216] as:
Aij = ϑ
[
1 +
(
koi
koj
)1/2(
Mi
Mj
)1/4]2 [
8
(
1 +
Mi
Mj
)]−1/2
, (3.82)
and Aii = 1. The symbol ϑ is the constant, which value is usually close to the unity, and,
according to Poling et al. and Todd and Young [211, 215], here it is assumed, that ϑ = 1. The
symbol koi is the thermal conductivity for polyatomic gas i with the rotational and vibrational
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degrees of freedom frozen [216]. For the monoatomic gases koi = ki [216], because in such
case the thermal conductivity is related only to the translational motion of the atoms. Since it is
not possible to measure koi for a polyatomic gas, but it is connected to the translational motion
contribution to the thermal conductivity, it can be calculated using Roy and Todos method for
estimation of the thermal conductivities of gases at low pressures [217, 218]:
koi
koj
=
kcri [exp (0.0464Ti,red)− exp (−0.2412Ti,red)]
kcrj [exp (0.0464Tj,red)− exp (−0.2412Tj,red)]
. (3.83)
Here, the local reduced temperature of a species i, Ti,red, is connected with a gas critical temper-
ature: Ti,red =
Ti
Ti,cr
, and the critical thermal conductivity depends on the critical properties of
gases (see Table A.1, Appendix A) and it is computed as [211, 219]:
kcri =
[
210
(
Ti,crM
3
p4i,cr
)1/6]−1
, (3.84)
for pressure in bar and molar mass in g mol−1.
As reported by Todd and Young [215], the method of estimation mixture thermal conductivity
coefficient based on the Roy and Thodos correlation [217, 218] gives the standard deviation of
6.47 % from the empirical measurements. The calculation of the thermal conductivity is also
possible using the viscosities of pure substances [211, 216], as originally proposed by Mason and
Saxena [216], which gives even better results (standard deviation of 5.93 % [215]). However, in
the current model the former technique is used, because in this case there is no need to calculate
the viscosity during iterative computations.
Please mind that above correlations, Equations (3.82) and (3.83), are valid for gas mixtures
at low pressure, i.e. approximately below 20 bar [211].
A contribution of the convective heat transfer to the energy balance, in terms of temperature
may be written as [192]:
J convheat = ρmixcp,mixεvT. (3.85)
The density of a mixture is calculated using the ideal gas law, Equation (3.57), as:
ρmix =
N∑
i=1
piMi
RT
, (3.86)
and the specific heat of a mixture is calculated using the mixing laws [211, 215]:
cp,mix =
N∑
i=1
pi
P
cp,i. (3.87)
The properties of pure gases are calculated using Todd and Young data [215] (see Table A.3,
Appendix A).
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Combining Equations (3.79) and (3.85), the energy conservation equation in terms of the
temperature is given as:
ρmixcp,mixεv ·∇T =∇·
(
keff∇T)+ q˙V . (3.88)
Symbol q˙V stands for the heat production within a cell. Heat in the SOFC is produced in three
ways:
– the Joule heat q˙JouleV , produced because of the resistance for the electronic or ionic charge
flow;
– the activation heat q˙actV , the result of irreversible activation barrier;
– the water formation heat q˙H2OV , the heat formed when a molecule of water is created.
All of these contributions to the total heat source are generated in different parts of the PEN. The
summary of the heat sources is shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. The heat sources in the SOFC
element anode electrolyte cathode
Joule heat - electrons
flow q˙Joule,elV [W m−3]
i2el
σeffel
— i
2
el
σeffel
Joule heat - ions flow
q˙Joule,ionV [W m
−3]
i2ion
σeffion
i2ion
σeffion
i2ion
σeffion
activation heat q˙actV
[W m−3]
ηanoact j
ano
TPB — η
cath
act j
cath
DPB
heat of water formation
q˙
H2O
V [W m
−3]
−∆H2xO2h
2F
janoTPB — —
Please note that the mass conservation and energy conservation equations, Equations (3.78)
and (3.88), are valid for the pure fluid, porous and solid domains (in case of the energy equation).
It is achieved by setting the porosity to a proper value, i.e. ε = 1→ pure fluid domain, 0 < ε <
1→ porous domain, ε = 0→ solid domain.
3.6.6. The charge transport
The charge conservation equation is formulated using the Ohm’s law, which states that the
flux of the current per unit area of conductor, i.e. the current density i, is proportional to the
gradient of the electric potential of a phase ph, φph:
i = σeffph∇φph, (3.89)
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where σeffph is the effective electronic or ionic conductivity.
The electronic and ionic conductivities are influenced by the microstructure of the appropriate
phase and the effective conductivity is calculated as follows (see Section 1.5.4 and Equation
(3.74)):
σeffph =
ψph
τ 2ph
σph. (3.90)
The conductivities of the pure phases are taken from the literature:
– the Ni/YSZ cermet conductivity relation is fitted to the data provided by Anselmi-
Tamburini et al. [220];
– the pure YSZ conductivity is fitted to the data of Gong et al. [221];
– the properties of the LSCF are taken form the model published by Matsuzaki et al. [156],
who used the experimental results of Bouwmeester et al. [222].
And so the conductivities of the phases may be described with the following relations:
σel,ano = 1.25867 · 106 · exp
(
544.744
T
)
, (3.91a)
σion,ano = 32605 · exp
(
−10028
T
)
, (3.91b)
σel,cath = 0.3716T
2 − 782.7924T + 4.7534 · 105, (3.91c)
σion,cath = −8F
2vˆcath
RT
C. (3.91d)
In Equation (3.91d), vˆcath is the specific molar volume of LSCF, vˆcath = 28 170 mol m−3. The
constant C is calculated using the following formula:
C =
(
2.4939 · 10−14 · T 2 − 4.5604 · 10−11 · T + 2.0978 · 10−8)(−3.3626 · 10−5 · T + 2.59403 · 10−2) , (3.92)
which is a combination of the ions diffusion coefficient and the relation between the non-
stoichiometry and the oxygen partial pressure.
The potential of phase is changed by the electrochemical reactions, therefore the change is
proportional to the current calculated by the Butler-Volmer equation (Equations (3.53)) with the
right sign (production or consumption). Please note that the equation for the electronic phase
potential is necessary to solve in the anode and cathode and the equation for the ionic phase
potential is required to be solved in all of the elements of the PEN.
0 =∇· (σeffph∇φph)+ jPB. (3.93)
The summary of the sources of the electric potential is shown in Table 3.4
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Table 3.4. The source terms for the charge conservation model
charge
electronic -
anode
electronic -
cathode
ionic - anode
ionic -
electrolyte
ionic -
cathode
potential
source jPB
[A m−3]
−janoTPB jcathDPB janoTPB 0 −jcathDPB
3.6.7. The charge transport between cells in a stack
The relation between the voltage of two adjacent cells in a stack connected in series can be
written as follows [223, 224]:
∇2E = 0. (3.94)
electrolyte
anodes
cathodes
electrical
connection
between cells
cell 1
cell 2
cell 3
Figure 3.8. Example of an electrical connection between cells in the EAST stack (cross-section)
For the one-dimensional electric connection between two cells in a stack it can be written as
(see Figure 3.8):
∂2E
∂xˆ2
= 0, (3.95)
where xˆ is the direction of an electric connection. This equation is possible to be solved using
the finite difference scheme and the Ohm’s law to obtain:
∂2E
∂xˆ2
=
∂
∂xˆ
(
∂E
∂xˆ
)
=
1
L
[(
∂E
∂xˆ
)
1
−
(
∂E
∂xˆ
)
2
]
=
i2 − i1
σicL
. (3.96)
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Combining Equations (3.95) and (3.96) it is possible to describe the relation between the voltage
of two adjacent cells in a stack:
∂2E
∂xˆ2
=
i2 − i1
σicL
. (3.97)
No current cross the ends of an interconnector, therefore at the boundaries the relation
∇E = 0 is achieved. In this study it is assumed that the interconnector has infinite conductivity,
therefore Equation (3.97) reduces to:
∂E
∂xˆ
= 0, (3.98)
Which means that the same potential is applied to the anode surface of a first cell and to the
cathode surface of a second cell (see Figure 3.8).
3.6.8. Boundary conditions
To close the transport model, the boundary conditions for Equations (3.78), (3.88) and (3.93)
should be described. The scheme of a SOFC is shown on Figure 3.9.
cathode
channel inlet
anode
channel inlet
cathode
channel outlet
anode channel
outlet
wall
wall
cathode surface
anode surface
electrolyte
anode
cathode
Figure 3.9. The boundaries of a SOFC
At the cathode channel inlet and the anode channel inlet:
– for Equation (3.78): given inlet composition pO2 and pN2 (cathode), and pH2, pH2O and pN2
(anode);
– for Equation (3.88): given inlet temperature.
At the cathode channel outlet and the anode channel outlet:
– for Equation (3.78): outflow condition∇ pi = 0;
– for Equation (3.88): outflow condition∇T = 0.
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At the walls:
– for Equation (3.78): walls impermeable Jmass = 0;
– for Equation (3.88): constant temperature Twall.
At the cathode surface:
– for Equation (3.78): transmission condition pi,cathch = pi,cath, Jmass,cathch = Jmass,cath;
– for Equation (3.88): transmission condition Tcathch = Tcath, Jheat,cathch = Jheat,cath;
– for Equation (3.93) for electrons: the potential equals the terminal voltage φel = EOP;
– for Equation (3.93) for ions: no current flow iion = 0.
At the anode surface:
– for Equation (3.78): transmission condition pi,anoch = pi,ano, Jmass,anoch = Jmass,ano;
– for Equation (3.88): transmission condition Tanoch = Tano, Jheat,anoch = Jheat,ano;
– for Equation (3.93) for electrons: the potential equals the open circuit voltage φel = EOC;
– for Equation (3.93) for ions: no current flow iion = 0.
Between the cathode and the electrolyte:
– for Equation (3.78): electrolyte impermeable Jmass = 0;
– for Equation (3.88): transmission condition Tcath = Telec, Jheat,cath = Jheat,elec;
– for Equation (3.93) for electrons: electrolyte impermeable iel = 0;
– for Equation (3.93) for ions: transmission condition φion,cath = φion,elec, iion,cath = iion,elec.
Between the anode and the electrolyte
– for Equation (3.78): electrolyte impermeable Jmass = 0;
– for Equation (3.88): transmission condition Tano = Telec, Jheat,ano = Jheat,elec;
– for Equation (3.93) for electrons: electrolyte impermeable iel = 0;
– for Equation (3.93) for ions: transmission condition φion,ano = φion,elec, iion,ano = iion,elec.
At the other boundaries it is assumed, that no flux crosses these boundaries or Jmass = Jheat =
iph = 0.
3.7. Calculation of the averaged cell performance parame-
ters
To estimate the performance of a cell and to compare different cells, some averaged parame-
ters, that describe a cell behavior, are introduced.
The average current density drawn form an electrode is defined as the volume integral of the
phase boundary volumic current density to the active area of an electrode:
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anode:
ianoavg =
∫
Vano
janoTPB dVano
Aano
, (3.99a)
cathode:
icathavg =
∫
Vcath
jcathDPB dVcath
Acath
. (3.99b)
The fuel utilization factor is calculated using the following formula [225]:
Uf =
iavgAano
2FJ inmass,H2
, (3.100)
where J inmass,H2 is the molar flux of the hydrogen at cell inlet. Similarly, the air utilization factor
is given as [168]:
Uair =
iavgAcath
4FJ inmass,O2
. (3.101)
3.8. Summary of the mathematical model
The mathematical model presented in this section is a tool, which allows exact and complete
description of SOFCs and SOFC stacks. This model connects macroscale description of a cell’s
behavior with information about microstructure. Now is a need to develop the numerical method
to resolve the governing equations. The numerical method will be described in Chapter 6. How-
ever, first some experiments on the electricity generation in the short stack and the microstructure
observation will be described.
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Chapter 4. Experimental investigation on the SOFC
stack
It is impossible to verify and validate a numerical model of any natural system [226]. How-
ever, a model can be confirmed if it can accurately predict results of an experimental investi-
gation [226], but this confirmation is intrinsically partial in its nature (it is not possible to say,
that a model can predict any future experimental data). Nevertheless, a confirmed model may be
trusted.
To gain the data to confirm the mathematical model presented in Chapter 3, in this Chapter,
the methodology and results of the experimental investigation on a short stack of SOFCs will be
presented.
4.1. Experimental set-up
The test module for a SOFC stack, so-called modular stack test bench (MSTB), was manu-
factured by the Italian company SOLIDPower S.p.a. This module was designated to test stacks
with the power output up to 300 W. The MSTB was installed at the Department of Fundamental
Research in Energy Engineering at the AGH University of Science and Technology in Krakow,
Poland.
Table 4.1. Thicknesses of the cell components
element anode electrolyte cathode
anode
channel
cathode
channel
thickness
[µm]
240 10 50 700 1400
The short stack containing of the 9 solid oxide fuel cells, with the nominal power output
100 W. The stack was designed and provided by the SOLIDPower S.p.a. and was installed in the
MSTB. Each of the cells was an anode-supported P-SOFC. The porous anode was prepared from
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the Ni/YSZ cermet, the electrolyte was made from the pure dense YSZ and the layered porous
cathode was fabricated from the gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC), which serves as a buffer layer,
functional layer was made from the LSCF/GDC, and the pure LSCF was a current collector
layer. The thicknesses of the elements of a PEN are shown in Table 4.1. The PEN was placed
inside a cassette, which provides a pathways for gases flow in co-flow configuration. The anodic
current collector was made from a metal mesh, whereas the cathodic current collector was made
from a metal plate, bent in the way, which creates channels for an oxidant flow. Each of the cells
has the active area 80 x 60 mm2.
The scheme of the MSTB test module is shown on Figure 4.1. The stack was located inside
the electric furnace. The air and fuel were supplied through the electromagnetic valves, mass
flow controllers and inlet electric heaters to the stack. After the fuel and air left the stack, they
were mixed and burned in the afterburner. The product was cooled down and the condensate
and exhaust have been released. The temperature inside the system was controlled using 6
thermocouples: at top and bottom of the stack and at the fuel and air inlet and outlet. The
temperature of the furnace, inlet heaters and afterburner, as well as the flow rates and the electric
load could be controlled by the driver software, written in LabVIEW.
The mixture of compressed hydrogen and nitrogen served as a fuel. The nitrogen and hy-
drogen come from the gas cylinders and the pressure of the fuel mixture was regulated to 3 bar.
The volumetric flow rates of the nitrogen and hydrogen might be manipulated, however, the total
flow rate of fuel should always be 2.6 L min−1 and the concentration of the hydrogen should
be not greater than 70 % to avoid post-combustion. The fuel is heated in the inlet heater, which
temperature was set at 350 ◦C. During the operation, the manipulation of the load and flow rate
should not lead to the situation, when the fuel utilization factor exceed 75 %, due to the safety
guidelines.
The air, supplied from the compressor, served as an oxidant. The air pressure was kept at
5 bar and the flow rate of air was set constant and equals 28.8 L min−1. The air heater temperature
was set at 550 ◦C.
In addition, the afterburner temperature was set constant and equals 400 ◦C. The cell voltage
should not fall below 0.6 V to achieve safe operation.
The summary of the MSTB operating conditions is shown in Table 4.2.
To evaluate the cell performance, the total power output can be calculated. The total power
output Pout is a sum of power outputs of every single cell in stack:
Pout = IENcell. (4.1)
It is assumed, that the potentials of single cells in the stack are the same, as it comes from the
previous results on similar set-up [74, 227]. Therefore the power output of the single cell may
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mass flow
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exhaust
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Figure 4.1. Configuration of the MSTB
be given as:
Pout = IE. (4.2)
4.2. Results
The static characteristics of the stack, i.e. relation between the current and potential, have
been investigated, since it corresponds to the operation under constant load and to the proposed
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Table 4.2. MSTB operating conditions
fuel flow rate 2.6 L min−1
fuel pressure 3 bar
fuel inlet heater temperature 350 ◦C
air flow rate 28.8 L min−1
air pressure 5 bar
air inlet heater temperature 550 ◦C
afterburner temperature 400 ◦C
steady-state mathematical model. The influence of the furnace setpoint temperature and the
fuel composition on the stack performance has been examined. The results are shown as the
current-voltage characteristics, so-called IV-curves, and current-power characteristics, so-called
IP-curves
Figure 4.2. Comparison of the typical method and the thermally-stabilized method of measuring
IV-curves
The answer of the stack to the change of load, controlled by the electric load device, has been
examined. So-called “thermally-stabilized cell characteristics” have been measured. Typically,
during the static testing, the load is changed with a constant rate, from 0 to the setpoint value
[227]. However, when the current increases, the temperature of the cell also increases, which lead
to increase of cell voltage, as can be observed on Figure 4.2, especially for the high current range.
Therefore, it is sufficient for a reference for the time-independent model to wait a while, until
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the thermal stabilization occurs. The waiting time between a moment, when the load reaches its
setpoint and the thermal stabilization of the stack was chosen at 15 min and it was confirmed,
that this time is sufficient. The confirmation was done by changing the load from 6 A to 5 A
and measuring the voltage distribution in time (the measurement was done every second). The
results are shown on Figure 4.3. As can be seen, after even shorter time (around 500 s) only
Figure 4.3. Distribution of the voltage in time for change of the load from 6 A to 5 A (time 0)
some random oscillations can be observed. Therefore, the time of 15 min has been chosen as a
proper to exclude all undesired effects.
4.2.1. Influence of the furnace temperature
The furnace temperature, which determines mostly the stack operating temperature, has
been examined, since the operating temperature is a key factor, which governs the YSZ ionic
conductivity. The study to observe this effect has been conducted. The temperature of the
furnace electric heater has been changed from 650 ◦C to 800 ◦C with a step 50 ◦C. At every
temperature, the thermally stabilized IV-curve has been measured and the power of the stack has
been calculated using Equation (4.1). The results are shown on Figure 4.4. The fuel contains
60 % of hydrogen, which was mixed with 40 % of nitrogen, i.e. the hydrogen flow rate was
1.56 L min−1.
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Figure 4.4. Current-voltage and current-power characteristics for different operating temperature
The current was manipulated from 0 A (open circuit conditions) to 10 A at the lowest temper-
ature (650 ◦C) and to 18 A for the highest temperature (800 ◦C), because higher currents leads
to potential less than 0.6 V. The OCV is higher when the temperature is lower, which is also
predicted by the Nernst equation. At the low current region and at all of the temperatures the
stack behavior is similar, however, when the current is higher than 3 A, the differences start to be
visible. As can be observed, at the higher furnace temperature, the stack power is higher, which
is connected with better ionic conductivity of the electrolyte and a faster electrochemical kinetics
in elevated temperature. The highest achieved power of the stack was more than 100 W when the
furnace temperature was set at 800 ◦C, which is in strong contrast with the operation at 650 ◦C,
when maximal achieved power was less than 60 W. What is interesting, at the low temperature,
the performance is much worse than in higher temperature. To sum up, the operating temperature
is a parameter, which strongly affects cells and stack performance.
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4.2.2. Influence of the fuel composition
Figure 4.5. Current-voltage and current-power characteristics for different fuel composition
To examine the effect of the fuel composition on the stack performance, the studies with
a different amount of the hydrogen in the fuel mixture of the hydrogen and nitrogen were
conducted. The molar fraction of the hydrogen was changed from 0.4 to 0.7 with a step 0.1 and
the thermally-stabilized IV-curves have been observed. The temperature was keep constant and
equals 750 ◦C. The results are shown on Figure 4.5.
As can be seen, the effect of the hydrogen concentration in the fuel is far less important than
the effect of the temperature. The OCV is higher for the higher amount of H2 in the fuel mixture,
which is also predicted by the Nernst equation, likewise the influence of temperature. For all of
the concentrations, the IV-curves are similar, especially in the low current region. At the high
current, the stack fueled with the hydrogen-rich fuel can achieve a higher power, up to 100 W,
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whereas the stack fueled with 40 % of the hydrogen reaches the power around 80 W, but this
limit is caused by the safety reasons (high fuel utilization factor). However, the concentration of
the hydrogen in the fuel mixture is a minor factor, which influences the stack operation.
4.3. Summary
The experimental examination of the short stack of SOFCs has been conducted. The effect of
the operating temperature and the composition of the fuel has been observed. It can be concluded,
that the temperature is a crucial parameter, which can significantly raise a cell performance,
however, high operating temperature leads to various problems, described briefly in Chapter 1.
The concentration of the hydrogen in the fuel mixture (hydrogen and oxygen) is a secondary
parameter and for different concentrations in range 0.4–0.7 the observed short stack performance
is similar.
Obtained results will be used for the confirmation of the mathematical model, proposed in
Chapter 3. However, to achieve proper results, the microstructure should be extracted from the
cell.
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the FIB-SEM method
The focused ion beam combined with the scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) tech-
nique has been recently applied to observe directly the porous structures of SOFC’s electrodes
[74, 94, 103, 154, 156, 228, 229]. First 3-D FIB-SEM observation of a porous anode was reported
in the 2006 by Wilson et al. [228], whereas a porous LSCF cathode was firstly observed by Gos-
tovic et al. [229]. The advantage of the FIB-SEM method over the typical microscopy methods,
such as the scanning electron microscope (SEM), is the possibility to obtain a reconstruction
of the microstructure in three dimensions (for example the SEM gives only two-dimensional
insight into the microstructure). Imaging of the microstructure in two dimensions has serious
limitations, such as the impossibility of the tortuosity measurement [228].
As discussed in Chapter 1, the numerical models of a SOFC suffer from the lack of real
microstructure data. Therefore, the studies devoted to the observation and quantification of the
microstructure of the stack, experimentally investigated in Chapter 4, have been undertaken.
5.1. Basis of the FIB-SEM-based microstructure quantifica-
tion
The dual beam microtomography technique, FIB-SEM, makes possible to obtain the high
quality microscopic data about the investigated volume of a sample [228]. The carbon is de-
posited on the sample to protect the material. The focused ion beam (FIB) is first used to mill a
trench in the investigated material using the focused beam of Ga+ ions. The SEM is then used
to make an image of cross-section of the investigated sample. The thin layer of a material is re-
moved and the next SEM image is taken. This procedure is sometimes refereed to as “cut-and-see”
procedure [94]. The result is a set of two-dimensional images, which should be postprocessed -
the segmentation or phase recognition is necessary to digital reconstruction of the sample. The
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three-dimensional reconstruction is performed in order to execute the quantitative estimation of
the microstructure parameters.
The typical procedure of the quantification of a microstructure is as follows [230]:
1. images acquisition using the FIB-SEM device;
2. alignment and combination of raw data to create the voxel array;
3. filtering of images and bias correction;
4. phase segmentation;
5. calculation of phase properties from the set of segmented images.
5.2. FIB-SEM observation
52o
Ga+
e−
e−
Ga+
FIB
SEM
70 nm
sample
acquired set of images
direction of
measure-
ments
trench
Figure 5.1. Scheme of the Versa 3D Dual Beam FIB-SEM apparatus and image collection procedure
The samples used to examine the microstructure have been provided by the producer, SOLID-
Power S.p.a. The samples were impregnated under the vacuum conditions using the EpoFix resin,
produced by the Struers company. This procedure is important to achieve the pore recognition by
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the FIB-SEM device. Next, the samples were cut and polished with the sand paper and diamond
paste.
The observation of the electrodes’ microstructure was conducted with the FEI™ Versa 3D
Dual Beam FIB-SEM device. The apparatus is located at the Academic Center of Materials and
Nanotechnology at the AGH University of Science and Technology in Krakow, Poland. The
schematic of the FIB-SEM setup and image acquiring process is shown on Figure 5.1. The raw
images from the FIB-SEM are presented on Figure 5.2.
1 µm
(a) Anode
1 µm
(b) Cathode
Figure 5.2. Raw images from the FIB-SEM observation
Now the images should undergo the alignment, filtering and segmentation procedure, i.e.
every voxel from the set of FIB-SEM images has to be assigned to one of the structural phases.
5.3. Semi-automatic segmentation procedure
Before any segmentation, raw images from the FIB-SEM measurements should be aligned
and cropped. This was done using the commercial Avizo® Fire 3-D analysis software, developed
by the FEI™ company. Figure 5.3 shows the images after this preliminary treatment. Please note
that from the cathode only the functional layer is cropped.
Segmentation of the obtained images, shown on Figure 5.3, is often done by hand. This
process is time-consuming and tiring. Moreover, segmentation is not free from the errors, since
the process is operated by a human. Therefore, the framework for semi-automatic segmentation
procedure is proposed. The summary is as follows:
1. apply the homomorphic filter to normalize the brightness of the image;
2. enhance contrast;
3. use the unsharp masking;
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1 µm
(a) Anode
1 µm
(b) Cathode
Figure 5.3. Cropped and aligned FIB-SEM images
4. apply the Gaussian blur;
5. apply the Kuwahara filter;
6. use the statistical region merging (SRM) to initial phase separation;
7. use the unsharp masking;
8. apply the Kuwahara filter;
9. use the Trainable Weka Segmentation 3D software to separate the phases;
10. apply the Kuwahara filter;
11. change colors and remove bad pixels.
This procedure was developed by the trial-and-error method. The Fiji (Fiji is just ImageJ) dis-
tribution of the open source software ImageJ [231, 232], together with in-house scripts in the
Python programming language with use of the scikit-image library [233] were used to filter the
images.
The Python script which applies the homomorphic filtering with low and high frequency
filters (γ1 = 0.1, γ2 = 0.25), and with Gaussian blur (σ = 10) on the set of images was written.
The homomorphic filter is designed to normalize the brightness of the images [234]. This is
important step, since the geometry of the sample and detector often leads to non-uniform illumi-
nation of the SEM photographies (see Figure 5.3). Next, the set of filters provided with the Fiji
were applied on the images: the enhance contrast (with options: normalize, equalize histogram
and use stack histogram) was used to brighten the images, the unsharp masking (with σ = 1.0 px
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raw image homomorphic filter enhance contrast unsharp mask
Gaussian blur Kuwahara filter SRM unsharp mask
Kuwahara filter Weka Kuwahara filter final result
1 µm
Figure 5.4. Semi-automatic segmentation procedure for the cathode FIB-SEM image
and mask weight 0.6) was used to sharpen the image and emphasize the phases, the Gaussian
blur (with σ = 2.0) was used to remove artifacts, which appear at the phase boundaries, the
Kuwahara filter (with sampling window 5) was used to smooth the images and remove artifacts,
wherein the edges were preserved. The statistical region merging (SRM) algorithm (Q = 30)
[235] was used for initial recognition of the phases. The 3-D version of the Trainable Weka
Segmentation software [236], distributed together with the Fiji, was used to segment the images.
The Trainable Weka Segmentation is based on the artificial neural networks. The user provides
a set of the training data - in this case the several images were segmented by hand in the Weka
software. Weka on the basis of these training data develops the classifier, which automatically
recognizes the phases. The training features of Weka were chosen as follows: Gaussian blur
(σmin = 1.0, σmax = 8.0), Laplacian, Hessian, Structure, Edges. After the processing in the Weka
software, the Kuwahara filter is applied, however, this procedure causes appearance of several
bad pixels. The coloring and bad pixel removing procedure was done using the in-house script
in the Python programming language. The semi-automatic segmentation procedure is shown on
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the example of the part of the cathode on Figure 5.4, however, it was found that this procedure
is suitable for the anode as well as cathode.
raw FIB-SEM image segmented image
pore
YSZ
Ni
Figure 5.5. Segmentation of the anode FIB-SEM image
raw FIB-SEM image segmented image
pore
GDC
LSCF
Figure 5.6. Segmentation of the cathode FIB-SEM image
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the part of the anode and cathode before and after the semi-
automatic segmentation procedure. The chosen color levels on the grayscale palette were as
follows: for the anode 0 is the pore, 127 is the YSZ and 255 is the nickel; for the cathode 0 is
the pore, 127 is the GDC and 255 is the LSCF.
5.4. Microstructure quantification
Segmented microstructure now can be reconstructed in three dimensions, analyzed and quan-
tified. The 3-D reconstructions of the anode and cathode are shown on Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8.
The spatial distribution of the TPB inside the anode is shown on Figure 5.9. The quantification
is accomplished using automatic algorithms. The sample and voxel sizes are shown in Table 5.1.
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Ni
YSZ
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1 µm
Figure 5.7. 3-D reconstruction of the examined volume of anode
LSCF
GDC
x
z
y
1 µm
Figure 5.8. 3-D reconstruction of the examined volume of cathode
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y
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1 µm
Figure 5.9. Distribution of the TPB inside the representative volume of the anode
5.4.1. Volume fraction and mean particle diameter
To calculate the volume fractions, the voxels which belong to each phase were calculated
and the percentage of the voxels which belong to the phase of interest to the total voxel number
has been computed [94, 157].
For the evaluation of the mean diameter of solid particles and pores, the 3-D version the line
intercept method has been used [94, 237]. This algorithm draws lines from the voxel of interest
in the three spatial directions and the length of these lines is calculated. The average length is
calculated to obtain the mean diameter.
The results of the volume fractions and mean diameters computations are presented in Ta-
ble 5.2.
Table 5.1. Sample sizes and voxel sizes
sample
sample size [µm] voxel size [nm]
x y z x y z
anode 10.04 10.04 10.43 26.98 26.98 70.00
cathode 10.33 10.33 10.92 38.54 38.54 70.00
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Table 5.2. Volume fractions and mean particle diameters of each phase
anode
phase Ni YSZ pore
volume fraction ψ 0.33 0.41 0.26
mean diameter d¯ [µm] 0.77 0.81 0.71
cathode
phase LSCF GDC pore
volume fraction ψ 0.34 0.27 0.39
mean diameter d¯ [µm] 1.00 1.30 1.02
5.4.2. Tortuosity factors
The tortuosity factors of each phase are calculated using the random walk method [157, 238].
The algorithm is as follows: at first, the large number of virtual particles, called random walkers,
are randomly distributed in the considered phase’s percolated voxels. Then the time-dependent
simulation of the random walkers movement is conducted: in each time step the random walker
choses randomly one of the neighboring voxels, however, when the chosen voxel belongs to the
different phase, the random walker does not change its location in the considered time step. It
is possible to calculate the mean square displacement 〈r2 (t)〉 of N random walkers using the
following formula [157, 238]:
〈
r2 (t)
〉
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
{
[xi (t)− xi (0)]2 + [yi (t)− yi (0)]2 [zi (t)− zi (0)]2
}
, (5.1)
where xi (t), yi (t) and zi (t) are the positions of the random walker i in time t. The coordinates
x and y are in the plane of 2-D SEM images and the z coordinate is the direction of FIB milling
(see Figure 5.1). Using the mean square displacement, it is possible to evaluate the diffusivity Γ
of the random walkers in phase ph as [157]:
Γph = ψph
1
6
d 〈r2 (t)〉ph
d t
. (5.2)
In the free bulk space, the diffusivity is higher than the effective diffusivity in the porous
media. The degree of diffusivity reduction is described quantitatively with the tortuosity factor
(see also Section 1.5.4) [157]:
τ 2ph =
Γ bulkph
Γ effph
=
V bulkph
V effph
[
d 〈r2 (t)〉ph
d t
]
bulk
[
d 〈r2 (t)〉ph
d t
]−1
eff
. (5.3)
The results of the tortuosity factor calculations are presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3. Tortuosity factors of each phase
phase tortuosity factor τ 2
anode
Ni 3.647
YSZ 2.240
pore 24.534
cathode
LSCF 3.953
GDC 10.324
pore 2.419
5.4.3. Phase boundaries’ densities
The calculation of the phase boundaries’ densities has been performed in the Avizo® soft-
ware.
To compute the length density of the three-phase boundaries, the volume expansion method
has been employed [103]. In this method the phases in the segmented images are expanded.
Overlapped regions form tube-like volumes, which contains the TPBs. The centerlines of the
tubes are then reconstructed and their length is measured. The total length divided by the sample
volume gives the TPB length density.
The results of phase boundaries’ densities computations are shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. Effective phase boundaries’ densities
anodic TPB length density ρLTPB,ano [µm µm−3] 4.44
cathodic TPB lendth density ρLTPB,cath [µm µm−3] 2.11
cathodic DPB area density ρADPB,cath [µm2 µm−3] 1.63
5.5. Summary
The averaged microstructure parameters of the stack of SOFCs investigated experimentally
(see Chapter 4) has been extracted from the FIB-SEM images. Now these parameters may be
included into the mathematical model, presented in Chapter 3. The observation of microstructure
was three-dimensional, however, the averaged parameters are one-dimensional. In the model
these parameters are used to reduce the transport coefficients and to evaluate the current. It is
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assumed that microstructure is homogeneous. Please note that in this model it is assumed, that
the cathode is made from the pure LSCF, therefore the GDC phase is treated as the LSCF in the
numerical computations.
To resolve the mathematical model it is necessary to formulate the proper numerical method.
This is the scope of the forthcoming chapter.
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Chapter 6. Numerical model
The mathematical model, presented in Chapter 3 now is complete and it is ready to be
resolved. The transport model is described mathematically using PDEs. For such models, the
mesh-based methods, namely the finite difference method (FDM), the finite volume method
(FVM) and the finite element method (FEM) are the most common and attractive [118]. The
FVM-based solver is formulated, since the FVM is a method, which has unique property for the
transport equations: it is conservative [239].
This chapter focuses on the foundations of the FVM. The linear solver and tests of the
proposed numerical method are presented, together with the discussion on the imposed grid
system. Based on these fundamentals, the complete algorithm to solve thermo-electrical and
transport model is formulated.
6.1. Formulation of the numerical method
There are several textbooks, which describe the FVM on structured and unstructured grids in
details [239–242]. In this section, the finite volume method and discretization techniques applied
to the steady transport equations presented in Chapter 3, are described.
6.1.1. General conservation equation
Any of the conservation equations introduced in presented model (see Chapter 3) can be
reduced to a common convective-diffusive differential form:
∇· (ρϕvϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection term
=∇· (Γϕ∇ϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion term
+ Sϕ︸︷︷︸
source term
, (6.1)
where particular terms describe convection transport, diffusion transport and source effects,
respectively. The symbol ϕ stands for any dependent variable (i.e. pressure, temperature or
electric potential), ρϕ is the pseudo-density, the term which is located in the place occupied by
the density in the Navier-Stokes equations [243], Γϕ is the diffusion coefficient and Sϕ stands
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for the source term. Since the model is essentially two-dimensional, the del operator is written
as∇ = ex ∂
∂x
+ ey
∂
∂y
and Equation (6.1) may be reformulated to:
∂
∂x
(ρϕuϕ) +
∂
∂y
(ρϕvϕ) =
∂
∂x
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂y
)
+ Sϕ. (6.2)
The particular terms in Equation (6.2) come from the analysis of the transport equations and
the definitions of these terms are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Definition of the terms which appear in Equation (6.2)
equation ϕ ρϕ Γϕ Sϕ
species
transport,
Equation
(3.78)
pi
ε
RT
Deffi
RT
m¨i
unit Pa mol Pa−1 m−3 mol Pa−1 m−1 s−1 mol m−3 s−1
energy
transport,
Equation
(3.88)
T ρmixcp,mixε k
eff q˙V
unit K J m−3 K−1 W m−1 K−1 W m−3
charge
transport,
Equation
(3.93)
φph 0 σ
eff
ph jPB
unit V — S m−1 A m−3
6.1.2. Discretization of the governing equations
The aim of the discretization procedure is to transform the governing equations, given in
common form by Equation (6.1), to the system of linear algebraic equations. To reach this aim,
the domain of calculation should be divided into the several finite volumes or control volumes
(CVs). Here, the structured regular cell-centered grid is used. The sample control volume is
shown on Figure 6.1. In two dimensions, all of the control volumes have 4 faces (denoted with
small letters) and central point (marked with capital letter). The central CV, marked with gray
on Figure 6.1, has the central point named P. The neighboring CVs central points’ names are
derived from the compass notation and so the left cell’s central point has the name W, the right
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cell’s central point - E, the lower cell’s central point - S and the upper cell’s central point - N. In
similar fashion, the names of interfaces between CVs are created: the w face is a face between
the cells P and W and so on. The distance between two adjacent cell centers are denoted with δ,
e.g. the distance between the cells P and W is named δxw and it is calculated as δxw = xP−xW,
where x is the x-coordinate of the cell center. The control volumes have also their lengths ∆x
and heights ∆y. The widths of the cells, ∆z, are not visible on Figure 6.1, however, they have
non-negligible impact on the calculated fluxes. The dimensions are calculated as the distance
between the cell’s faces, e.g. ∆xP = xe − xw. The volume of the single CV is computed as
∆V = ∆x ·∆y ·∆z. The whole grid has g central points or grid points.
control volume
PW E
N
S
y
x
w
e
n
s
δyn
δys
δxw
δxe
∆x
∆y
center of a
control
volume
Figure 6.1. Scheme of a numerical grid
Now, Equation (6.2) can be integrated over the CV P, as follows:
∫∫∫
CV
[
∂
∂x
(ρϕuϕ) +
∂
∂y
(ρϕvϕ)
]
dx d y d z =∫∫∫
CV
[
∂
∂x
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂y
)]
dx d y d +
∫∫∫
CV
Sϕ dx d y d z, (6.3)
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which leads to the following solution:
(ρϕuϕ)e∆y∆z − (ρϕuϕ)w ∆y∆z + (ρϕvϕ)n ∆x∆z − (ρϕvϕ)s ∆x∆z =(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂x
)
e
∆y∆z −
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂x
)
w
∆y∆z +
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂y
)
n
∆x∆z −
(
Γϕ
∂ϕ
∂y
)
s
∆x∆z
+ S¯ϕ∆V, (6.4)
where S¯ϕ denotes the source term averaged per the control volume.
The values of the diffusion coefficients, the products of the velocities and pseudo-densities,
the variables and the variables’ derivatives at the control volume faces are required. The products
ρϕv on the control volumes’ faces are refereed as the convection conductances Fˆ . They are
evaluated assuming the linear variation between two adjacent control volumes. Only the velocity
u in x direction is considered in the described model and v ≡ 0 (see Appendix C), thus:
Fˆw = (ρ
ϕu)w ∆y∆z =
[
f¯wρ
ϕ
PuP +
(
1− f¯w
)
ρϕWuW
]
∆y∆z, (6.5a)
Fˆe = (ρ
ϕu)e∆y∆z =
[
f¯eρ
ϕ
PuP +
(
1− f¯e
)
ρϕEuE
]
∆y∆z, (6.5b)
Fˆs = (ρ
ϕv)s ∆x∆z = 0, (6.5c)
Fˆn = (ρ
ϕv)n∆x∆z = 0, (6.5d)
where f¯ are the weighting factors of the grid, calculated as:
f¯w =
xw − xW
δxw
, (6.6a)
f¯e =
xE − xe
δxe
, (6.6b)
f¯s =
ys − yS
δys
, (6.6c)
f¯n =
yN − yn
δyn
. (6.6d)
The interface diffusion coefficients are calculated using the harmonic mean procedure of
Patankar [240]:
Γϕw =
(
1− f¯w
ΓϕP
+
f¯w
ΓϕW
)−1
, (6.7a)
Γϕe =
(
1− f¯e
ΓϕP
+
f¯e
ΓϕE
)−1
, (6.7b)
Γϕs =
(
1− f¯s
ΓϕP
+
f¯s
ΓϕS
)−1
, (6.7c)
Γϕn =
(
1− f¯n
ΓϕP
+
f¯n
ΓϕN
)−1
. (6.7d)
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ϕ
xW w P e E
ϕ (x)
Figure 6.2. Linear profile assumption between adjacent control volumes (1-D case)
To evaluate the variables’ derivatives, the proper interpolation function is necessary. For the
derivatives calculation, it is assumed that the change of the value of dependent variable ϕ between
the two adjacent control volumes’ centers is described by a linear function (see Figure 6.2, on
this Figure the 1-D case is presented in order to achieve clarity, but it may be easily generalized
to two dimensions) [240]. Therefore:
(
∂ϕ
∂x
)
w
=
ϕP − ϕW
δxw
, (6.8a)(
∂ϕ
∂x
)
e
=
ϕE − ϕP
δxe
, (6.8b)(
∂ϕ
∂y
)
s
=
ϕP − ϕS
δys
, (6.8c)(
∂ϕ
∂y
)
n
=
ϕN − ϕP
δyn
. (6.8d)
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Combining Equations (6.7) and (6.8) it is possible to calculate the diffusion conductances Dˆ
as follows:
Dˆw =
Γϕw
δxw
∆y∆z, (6.9a)
Dˆe =
Γϕe
δxe
∆y∆z, (6.9b)
Dˆs =
Γϕs
δys
∆x∆z, (6.9c)
Dˆn =
Γϕn
δyn
∆x∆z. (6.9d)
Now the fluxes of variables between two CVs may be evaluated: ϕ˙ =
(ρϕuϕ− Γϕ∇ϕ)∆y∆z (in west-east direction) or ϕ˙ = (ρϕuϕ− Γϕ∇ϕ)∆x∆z (in
south-north direction). This is accomplished using the power law scheme of Patankar [240, 244].
This scheme is dependent on local value of the Peclet number, defined as:
Pe =
Fˆ
Dˆ
. (6.10)
The fluxes which crosses the control volumes faces are evaluated as[244]:
ϕ˙w = FˆwϕP −
[
Dˆw max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pew|)5
)
+ max
(
0, Fˆw
)]
(ϕP − ϕW) , (6.11a)
ϕ˙e = FˆeϕP −
[
Dˆe max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pee|)5
)
+ max
(
0,−Fˆe
)]
(ϕE − ϕP) , (6.11b)
ϕ˙s = FˆsϕP −
[
Dˆs max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pes|)5
)
+ max
(
0, Fˆs
)]
(ϕP − ϕS) , (6.11c)
ϕ˙n = FˆnϕP −
[
Dˆn max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pen|)5
)
+ max
(
0,−Fˆn
)]
(ϕN − ϕP) . (6.11d)
The diffusion and convection conductances are calculated using equations, which are de-
pendent on the local temperature and partial pressures values (refer to Section 3.6). Similarly,
the source terms are calculated using the Butler-Volmer equation, which depends on the lo-
cal temperature, partial pressures and potentials (see Section 3.5). These issues introduce the
non-linearity into the governing equations. Therefore, the linearization is required to achieve the
transformation of Equation (6.4) to the linear algebraic equation. In this model, the conductances
are linearized by calculations with use of values of the variables from a previous iteration. The
source term is divided for two parts:
S¯ϕ = SC + SPϕP, (6.12)
where SC is the constant part, calculated using the values of variables from a previous iteration,
and SP describes the dependence of the source term on the value of variables from a current
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iteration. However, since the Butler-Volmer model is complicated and the computational cost
of sophisticated linearization is high, therefore it is assumed that SP = 0, as recommended by
Patankar [240]. Please note that this linearezation procedure forces the iterative solution of the
coupled governing equations.
Now it is possible to introduce results of Equations (6.5), (6.7), (6.8), (6.9) and (6.11) into
Equation (6.4). In this way, Equation (6.4) may be reformulated to the following form:
aPϕP + aWϕW + aEϕE + aSϕS + aNϕN = b, (6.13)
where:
aW = −Dˆw max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pew|)5
)−max(0, Fˆw), (6.14a)
aE = −Dˆe max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pee|)5
)−max(0,−Fˆe), (6.14b)
aS = −Dˆs max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pes|)5
)−max(0, Fˆs), (6.14c)
aN = −Dˆn max
(
0, (1− 0.1 |Pen|)5
)−max(0,−Fˆn), (6.14d)
aP = − (aW + aE + aS + aN) +
(
Fˆe − Fˆw + Fˆn − Fˆs
)
− SP∆V, (6.14e)
b = SC∆V. (6.14f)
Similar linear algebraic equations may be built for every of the g grid points (except the
boundaries). These equations may be assembled into the system of equations:
Aϕ = b. (6.15)
Here, the matrix A is combined from the coefficients ai. This matrix has the dimensions g x g
and it is sparse:
A =

a
(0)
P a
(0)
E 0 · · · 0 a(0)N 0 · · · 0 0
a
(1)
W a
(1)
P a
(1)
E 0 · · · 0 a(1)N 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 a(g−2)S 0 · · · 0 a(g−2)W a(g−2)P a(g−2)E
0 0 · · · 0 a(g−1)S 0 · · · 0 a(g−1)W a(g−1)P

. (6.16)
The typical sparse pattern of matrixA is shown on Figure 6.3 for an example on 5 x 5 grid. The
vector of variables ϕ represents the solutions of the discretized equation:
ϕ =

ϕ(0)
ϕ(1)
...
ϕ(g−2)
ϕ(g−1)

. (6.17)
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aP
aE
aN
aS
aW
Figure 6.3. Typical sparse pattern of matrixA (on 5 x 5 grid)
The vector of constants is constructed to include the effect of source terms and it is written as:
b =

b(0)
b(1)
...
b(g−2)
b(g−1)

. (6.18)
To solve the system of discretized equations (Equation (6.15)), the inclusion of the boundary
conditions is necessary. Without the boundary conditions, the system of equations is underdeter-
mined and an unequivocal solution is not possible to be found.
6.1.3. Treatment of the boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are introduced using the special boundary grid points, shown on
Figure 6.4. There are two general types of the boundary conditions, which are used in the
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proposed model: the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. In addition, the transmission
condition, which is a combination of the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions, is used, however, it
is treated differently. For the Dirichlet boundary condition, in the boundary points, the values of
variables are given. The only Neumann boundary conditions used in the model are zero-gradient
and zero-flux (see Section 3.6.8), which is equivalent to setting the derivative of the variable to
0.
PW
N
S
y
x
normal grid point
boundary grid point
Figure 6.4. Numerical grid near the boundaries
The boundary conditions are included into Equation (6.15) by modification of the source
term and the neighbors coefficients ai in the point P near the boundary (see Figure 6.4). For the
Dirichlet boundary condition, the sources are modified as follows:
SC = SC − aiϕBC,i, (6.19a)
SP = SP + ai. (6.19b)
Then, the appropriate coefficient ai is set to 0 and the coefficient aP is recalculated using Equation
(6.14e).
For the zero-flux or zero-gradient Neumann boundary conditions, the only required modifi-
cation is to reset the value of the appropriate coefficient ai to 0 and to recalculate the coefficient
aP. The value of the variable at the boundary is simply taken as the value in the adjacent grid
point.
The transmission boundary condition is used to conjugate adjacent subdomains. The values
of appropriate fluxes and variables should be the same on both sides of the domains. Using this
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assumption, the value of the variable at the boundary may be calculated and the transmission
condition reduces to the Dirichlet condition. For example of the south-north conjugation (see
S
N
y
x
boundary
B
Figure 6.5. Treatment of the transmission boundary condition
Figure 6.5), it is assumed that the flux between the S point and the B point is the same as the flux
between the B and N: ϕ˙S = ϕ˙N. The flux may be written as ϕ˙ = Γ
∂ϕ
∂y
. With the assumption of
equality of the fluxes it is possible to calculate the value of the variable at the boundary point B,
as follows:
ϕB =
ϕS
∆yN
ΓN
+ ϕN
∆yS
ΓS
∆yS
ΓS
+ ∆yN
ΓN
. (6.20)
This value is then used as the typical Dirichlet boundary condition for the calculations in both
subdomains.
6.1.4. Relaxation procedure
The model equations are strongly coupled, therefore the procedure of solution should be
iterative [241]. To achieve the convergence in such case, the under-relaxation procedure is
required. In this numerical model, the implicit Patankar’s under-relaxation technique is imposed
[239, 240].
In the Patantar’s under-relaxation is assumed, that the solution is calculated using the values
of variables calculated during the current iteration ϕiter and from the previous iteration ϕiter−1,
as follows:
ϕP = ϕ
iter−1
P + ω
ϕ
(
ϕiterP − ϕiter−1P
)
. (6.21)
The under-relaxation factor ωϕ can take the values from 0 (no change of variable) to 1 (no
relaxation). The value of variable at the current iteration can be calculated from Equation (6.13)
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and Equation (6.21) and it can be written as:
ϕP = ϕ
iter−1
P + ω
ϕ
(−aWϕW − aEϕE − aSϕS − aNϕN + b
aP
− ϕiter−1P
)
. (6.22)
Equation (6.22) can be rearranged to the discretized form (see Equation (6.13)):
aP
ωϕ
ϕP + aWϕW + aEϕE + aSϕS + aNϕN = b+
1− ωϕ
ωϕ
aPϕ
iter−1
P . (6.23)
Equation (6.23) is used to assemble the system of equations (Equation (6.15)), rather than
Equation (6.13). However, the converged solution should satisfy the original Equation (6.13). In
the system of equations built on the basis of Equation (6.23), the diagonal coefficient aP and the
constant b are modified. Moreover, since the diagonal coefficient is increased, this method boosts
the diagonal dominance of the system of equations given by Equation (6.15), which enhances
the stability of variety of linear solvers (most of linear solvers have bad performance for not
diagonally dominant matrix).
The volumic current densities resulting from the Butler-Volmer equations (Equations (3.53))
are also under-relaxed. Since these equations are solved directly, without assembling the system
of linear equations, the explicit procedure is involved:
jTPB/DPB = j
iter−1
TPB/DPB + ω
j
(
jiterTPB/DPB − jiter−1TPB/DPB
)
. (6.24)
The relaxation factors are chosen on the empirical basis to achieve the convergence of
equations. After the tests, proper relaxation factors were found and it was observed, that every
of the equations has to have its own relaxation factor. The summary of the chosen relaxation
factors for the governing equations is shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2. Under-relaxation factors for the governing equations
equation relaxation factors
species transport,
Equation (3.78)
0.5
energy transport,
Equation (3.88)
0.5
charge transport,
Equation (3.93)
0.8
Butler-Volmer model,
Equations (3.53)
0.5
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6.1.5. Stop conditions
The systems of equations, given by Equation (6.15), are solved and under-relaxed during
the inner iterations by the linear solver, discussed below. However, due to the linearization,
relaxation and the strong coupling of the governing equations, the outer iterations should be
controlled if the solution is converged or not. For these iterations, the proper stop conditions to
estimate the convergence level are required.
For the PDEs the absolute measure of the change between values of the variables in two
subsequent iterations was chosen as the convergence criterion:
if ϕiter − ϕiter−1 < tol, then stop. (6.25)
For the calculations of the volumic current densities using the Butler-Volmer model (Equa-
tions (3.53)) the convergence is measured using the relative change between values of the
volumic current densities in two subsequent iterations:
if
jiterTPB/DPB − jiter−1TPB/DPB
jiterTPB/DPB
< tol, then stop. (6.26)
The stop conditions were chosen empirically. The summary is shown in Table 6.3. Please
note that the same stop conditions were used for the single cell and the stack simulations.
Table 6.3. Under-relaxation factors for the governing equations
equation tolerance tol
species transport,
Equation (3.78)
1 · 10−1 Pa
energy transport,
Equation (3.88)
1 · 10−6 K
charge transport,
Equation (3.93)
1 · 10−5 V
Butler-Volmer model,
Equations (3.53)
1 · 10−4
6.2. Linear solver
To resolve the discretized system of linear algebraic equations (Equation (6.15)), the linear
solver is required. Since the direct solvers are computationally inefficient for the large sparse
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systems, the iterative solver which operates in the Krylov subspace, the bi-conjugate gradients
stabilized method (Bi-CGSTAB) of van der Vorst [245–247], has been chosen as the linear
solver.
The Krylov subspace methods are devoted to found the approximate solution in the Krylov
subspace. It is possible to derive that the solution of the iter iteration, ϕiter, of the system of g
equationsAϕ = b is given by the following formula [246]:
ϕiter = ϕ0 + span
{
r0,Ar0, . . . ,A
iterr0
}︸ ︷︷ ︸
i-th Krylov subspace Ki(A,r0)
, (6.27)
where r is the residuals vector for the initial guess ϕ0, computed as:
r0 = b−Aϕ0. (6.28)
The Krylov subspace methods usually construct the solution ϕiter using the different pro-
jection of the Krylov subspace Ki (A, r0). There are 3 possibilities [246]: the Ritz-Galerkin
approach, which leads to the conjugate gradients method (CG), the minimum residual approach,
which leads to the minimal residual method (MINRES) and the generalized minimal residual
method (GMRES) and the Petrov-Galerkin approach, which produces the bi-conjugate gradients
method (Bi-CG). The more extended discussion of the Krylov subspace methods can be found
in the appropriate textbook [247].
The Bi-CGSTAB is the hybrid method, the product of the Bi-CG and GMRES [247]. This
leads to the convergence of the Bi-CGSTAB smoother than the CG or Bi-CG. Here, only the
summary of the Bi-CGSTAB without preconditioning algorithm is presented. The detailed
deviation can be found in the original research paper by van der Vorst [245]. The algorithm is as
follows:
1. Initialize the iterations: iter = 1 and set the constants: ρCG0 = ω
CG = 1, αCG = 0 and the
auxiliary vector: ν = 0.
2. Choose the initial guess: ϕ0.
3. Calculate the residuals: r0 = b−Aϕ0 and assume the initial search direction: p1 = r0.
4. Choose the vector orthogonal to the vector of residuals: rˆ (it can be rˆ = r0).
5. Recalculate the constant ρCGiter = rˆ
T · riter−1.
6. Check if ρCGi 6= 0 - if ρCGi = 0 the method fails.
7. Calculate the constant: βCG =
ρCGiter
ρCGiter−1
αCG
ωCG
.
8. Choose the new search direction: pi = riter−1 + βi
(
piter−1 − ωCGν
)
.
9. Calculate the auxiliary vector: ν = Apiter.
10. Recalculate the constant αCG =
ρCGiter
rˆT ·ν .
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11. Compute the degree of the residuals reduction: siter = riter−1 − αCGν.
12. Check the convergence for siter - if the Euclidean norm ‖s‖2 falls below chosen tolerance,
calculate the solution vector: ϕiter = ϕiter−1 + αCGpiter and stop further computations.
13. Calculate the auxiliary vector: t = Asiter.
14. Recalculate the constant: ωCG =
tT · siter
tT · t .
15. Compute the solution vector: ϕiter = ϕiter−1 + αCGpi + ωCGsiter.
16. Calculate the residuals: riter = siter − ωCGt.
17. Check the convergence; if the relative change of the solution in two subsequent iterations
falls below the chosen tolerance, stop computations; if the solution is not converged, update
the iteration counter iter = iter + 1 and go back to the point 5.
The implementation of the Bi-CGSTAB solver from the SciPy scientific package for the
Python programming language [248] was chosen to resolve Equation (6.15), since it is optimized
for the large sparse systems and due to this issue SciPy implementation converges faster than
the written in-house Bi-CGSTAB code. The preconditioner was not used. The tolerance tol for
the Bi-CGSTAB solver is set to 10−8 for every of the governing equations (see point 17 in above
algorithm).
6.3. Solver verification
The presented numerical method for the solution of the PDEs was implemented in the com-
puter code written in the Python programming language, with the extensive use of SciPy sci-
entific ecosystem [248]. The solver has to be verified, to make sure that the results of the
computations can be worthed. The method of manufactured solutions (MMS) for the solver test
is utilized in this work.
The method of manufactured solutions is the general technique of solver testing [249]. In
this method, the analytical solution of an equation is generated (“manufactured”) and physical
realism of this solution is not important. Based on this solution, the boundary conditions and the
source terms are computed. The boundary conditions and source terms are then used as an input
for the numerical solver and the results of analytical and numerical solutions should (ideally) be
the same.
The general procedure of manufacturing solutions, source terms and boundary conditions
will be shown on simple example.
For the exemplary benchmark solution given by the following equation:
ϕbench (x, y) = [C1 + C2x (L− x)] + [C3 + C4y (H − y)] , (6.29)
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Figure 6.6. Surface plot of the benchmark equation (Equation (6.29)) with the following parameters:
C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0, L = H = 1.0 m
where L and H are the length and height of the computational domain, respectively. C are some
constants, which can be set at random level. Equation (6.29) is then differentiated:
∂ϕbench
∂x
= C2L− 2C2x, (6.30a)
∂ϕbench
∂y
= C4H − 2C4y, (6.30b)
∂2ϕbench
∂x2
= −2C2, (6.30c)
∂2ϕbench
∂y2
= −2C4, (6.30d)
and introduced into Equation (6.2):
ρϕu (C2L− 2C2x) + ρϕv (C4H − 2C4y) = −2ΓϕC2 − 2ΓϕC4 + Sϕ. (6.31)
Please note that for the simplicity it is assumed that the velocity, pseudo-density and diffusion
coefficient are constants. Now the source term may be evaluated from the simple reformulation
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(a) 50 x 50 grid points
(b) 100 x 100 grid points
Figure 6.7. The relative percent error between the numerical and manufactured solution. Parameters for
Equation (6.29) are: C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0, L = H = 1.0 m. Parameters for Equation (6.31)
are: ρϕ = 1.0, u = v = 1.0, Γϕ = 10.0
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of Equation (6.31):
Sϕ = ρϕ [uC2 (L− 2x) + vC4 (H − 2y)] + 2Γϕ (C2 + C4) . (6.32)
This source term is an input for the numerical calculations of the distribution of the dependent
variable ϕ. The boundary conditions for this calculations can be calculated from the benchmark
solution, Equation (6.29) as follows:
west boundary, x = 0:
ϕBCW = C1 + [C3 + C4y (H − y)] , (6.33a)
east boundary, x = L:
ϕBCE = C1 + [C3 + C4y (H − y)] , (6.33b)
south boundary, y = 0:
ϕBCS = C3 + [C1 + C2x (L− x)] , (6.33c)
north boundary, y = H:
ϕBCN = C3 + [C1 + C2x (L− x)] . (6.33d)
To measure the level of discrepancy between the numerical and benchmark solution, the
relative percent error is calculated:
δ% =
|ϕbench − ϕnum|
|ϕbench| · 100 %. (6.34)
For the preliminary test of the solver, the following parameters for Equation (6.29) were
chosen: C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0. The physical parameters for Equation (6.31) were set
at the following values: ρϕ = 1.0, u = v = 1.0, Γϕ = 10.0. The computational domain is the
rectangle with the unit length and height. For the numerical calculations, the grids composed of
50 x 50 and 100 x 100 elements were chosen. The surface plot of the solution of Equation (6.29)
is shown on Figure 6.6. The relative error for both grids is shown on Figure 6.7 and please mind
that for the better visualization the boundary points are not shown, since in these points error
is 0 % for the Dirichlet boundary conditions. As can be noticed from Figure 6.7, doubling the
resolution of the grid leads to dramatic error reduction. However, even in the case of coarse grid,
the maximal error is smaller than 5.5 · 10−4 %, which is an acceptable value.
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Figure 6.8. Surface plot of the benchmark equation (Equation (6.35)) with the following parameters:
C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0, L = H = 1.0 m
Equation (6.29) is rather simple and linear. Therefore, highly non-linear equation is devel-
oped for the actual testing, in order to give the solver more demanding task. Moreover, this
equation is built in the way, which conserves all of the essential features of the governing equa-
tions and the boundary conditions (see Chapter 3). The manufactured benchmark solution, which
has this properties is as follows:
ϕbench (x, y) =
{
C1 +
C2
2
ex (x− 1) [(x+ 1) sin (L− x) + (x− 1) cos (L− x)]
}
+
{
C3 +
C4
2
ey (y − 1) [(y + 1) sin (H − y) + (y − 1) cos (H − y)]
}
. (6.35)
Please note that the first derivatives of above function in both directions equal 0 at the boundaries
(at x = 0, x = L, y = 0 and y = H), which makes possible to emulate the zero-flux and
outflow boundary conditions. The sample plot of the function given by Equation (6.35) is shown
on Figure 6.8. The following parameters are assumed: C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0,
L = H = 1.0 m, ρϕ = 1.0, u = 1.0, v = 0.0, Γϕ = 10.0.
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Table 6.4. Summary of the numerical tests with the method of manufactured solution
test
number
length L height H
west
boundary
condition
east
boundary
condition
south
boundary
condition
north
boundary
condition
1 8.0 cm 1.4 mm ϕBCW
∂ϕ
∂x
|E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
2 8.0 cm 0.7 mm ϕBCW
∂ϕ
∂x
|E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
3 8.0 cm 50 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
4 8.0 cm 10 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
5 8.0 cm 240 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
6 8.0 cm 50 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |S = 0 ϕBCN
7 8.0 cm 240 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ∂ϕ∂x |N = 0
8 8.5 cm 1.0 cm ϕBCW
∂ϕ
∂x
|E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
9 8.5 cm 300 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
10 8.5 cm 100 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |S = 0 ϕBCN
11 8.5 cm 100 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ∂ϕ∂x |N = 0
12 1.0 cm 100 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
13 0.5 cm 100 µm ∂ϕ
∂x
|W = 0 ∂ϕ∂x |E = 0 ϕBCS ϕBCN
Table 6.5. Grid resolution for the presented method of manufactured solution tests
test number grid resolution
1 80 x 60
2 80 x 30
3 80 x 25
4 80 x 5
5 80 x 60
6 80 x 25
7 80 x 60
8 85 x 100
9 85 x 150
10 85 x 50
11 85 x 50
12 10 x 50
13 5 x 50
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Figure 6.9. The maximal relative percent errors for the method of manufactured solutions tests,
presented in Table 6.4
For the manufactured benchmark solution the chosen computational domains mimics the
elements and the boundary conditions of the simulated systems’ (single cell and stack) subdo-
mains. The summary of the numerical tests which use the method of manufactured solution is
shown in Table 6.4. The grid resolutions for the presented results are shown in Table 6.5. For all
of the tests the following parameters were chosen: C1 = C3 = 10.0, C2 = C4 = 1.0, ρϕ = 1.0,
Γϕ = 10.0, u = 1, v = 0.
The maximal relative percent error is shown on Figure 6.9 for all of the numerical tests from
Table 6.4. As can be noticed, for all of the cases the maximal relative percent error is less than
0.1 %, which is acceptable value for the chosen grid resolutions. The detailed examination of
the error of a single test may also be interesting. For example, for the test 5 from the Table 6.4,
the relative error distribution is shown on Figure 6.10. As can be seen, the maximal error occurs
near the boundary positioned on y = H or the south boundary. The error is reduced in the
south-north direction. Since most of the transport occurs in this direction, the zero-gradient
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Figure 6.10. The relative percent error spatial distribution for the test 6 from Table 6.4
Neumann boundary conditions on the west and east boundaries not impact the error distribution
significantly.
6.4. Numerical grid system for SOFC simulations
For the simulation of SOFCs and their stacks, the proper grid system is necessary. In this
model, the set of individual grids for the every of the subdomains involved in calculations is
generated. The values of variables are conjugated between the grids using the method presented
in Section 6.1.3. This method leads also to the possibility to declare grid with different number
of the grid points in y direction for every of the subdomains. Since in the channels the most of
the transport phenomena occur in the horizontal (x) direction and inside the PEN the transport
phenomena occur generally in the vertical (y) direction, the computational time may be reduced
by the proper choice of the grid system.
The resolution of the grid is based on the results from the method of manufactured solutions.
When it was found that further increase of the number of grid points does not significantly reduce
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the errors, the resolution was chosen as optimal. This was further confirmed by the computations
of the cell/stack behavior with finer and coarser grids. The actual grid resolution will be shown
in appropriate chapters (Chapters 7 and 8).
6.5. Algorithm for the SOFC simulations
Now the overall numerical procedure can be formulated. The algorithm is presented on
Figure 6.11.
At first, the initial setup is performed. The geometry and grid resolutions are chosen. On
this basis, the grids and the variables are generated. The averaged microstructural parameters
are introduced into the code. Then, the boundary conditions, which also represent the operating
conditions should be set. The OCV is calculated on the basis of the inlet conditions. Then, the
transport equations and the Butler-Volmer equation are resolved in the following order: (1) the
electrons transport, (2) the ions transport, (3) the Butler-Volmer equation, (4) the velocity profile,
(5) the species transport, (6) the energy transport. Each of the partial differential equations is
discretized using the method presented above and the resulting systems of algebraic equations
are solved with the Bi-CGSTAB solver. On the basis of the results, the averaged performance
parameters, i.e. the current density, the fuel and air utilization factors and the efficiency, are
calculated. The convergence of the outer iteration is checked and if it is satisfied, the results of
computations are saved and the calculations are stopped.
All of the computations have made use of the Prometheus computing cluster [250]. A single
computational node HP ProLiant XL730f Gen9 is equipped with two 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-
2680v3 processors with the total of 24 cores per node. The amount of RAM memory per node is
128 GB. In total, the Prometheus cluster has 2160 HP ProLiant XL730f Gen9 nodes, however,
the computations were performed on the single nodes, without the code parallelism. The time
of computation of a single case (i.e. one operating voltage) was in average about 20 h.
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initial setup: geometry, grid
resolution, averaged
microstructure parameters
choose the boundary
conditions
calculate the OCV
calculate the ionic potential
of ion-conducting phases
calculate the velocity profiles
calculate the electronic
potential of
electron-conducting phases
calculate the TPB/DPB
volumic current densities
calculate the partial
pressures of gases
calculate the performance
parameters
calculate the temperature
field
check the convergence of the
outer iterations
save results
convergence
achieved?
start
stop
yes
no
Figure 6.11. Algorithm for the SOFC simulations
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Chapter 7. Simulation of planar SOFC single cell
The two-dimensional simulation of the single planar SOFC is primarily devoted to examine
the impact of various operating parameters and the relations between the microstructural param-
eters and the cell performance. The parametric study is chosen as a tool, which can show these
relations. The reference microstructure comes from the FIB-SEM analysis (see Chapter 5).
At first the computed cell performance is compared with the experimental results from
Chapter 4 to confirm the model. Then the analysis of the current production within the cell is
discussed. At last, the results of parametric studies on an effect of the microstructure change at
the cell performance and the temperature field are discussed.
7.1. Computational domain
The computational domain for the single P-SOFC simulations is shown on Figure 7.1. The
electrolyte
anode
cathode
flow direction
flow direction
cathode channel
anode channel
computational domain
Figure 7.1. Computational domain for the single SOFC simulations
computational domain contains of 5 subdomains: two channels (the anode and cathode channels),
two electrodes (the anode and cathode) and the electrolyte. Since the stack examined experimen-
tally works in the co-flow configuration and several studies show, that this is preferable flow
configuration for the P-SOFCs [121, 122, 167], only the co-flow configuration is considered.
The geometry is the same as the geometry of the experimentally investigated stack and it is
shown in Table 7.1 (please note that the channels are thin, but the length and width are large
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compared to the thickness). The cell may be treated as a cell taken out from the short stack,
described in Chapter 4. The channels are assumed as filled with the porous material. From the
analyses of the photographs of the channels the following parameters was chosen: porosity of
the anode channel εanoch = 0.55, hydraulic diameter danoch = 1.05 · 10−4 m, porosity of the
cathode channel channel εcathch = 0.54, hydraulic diameter dcathch = 1.24 · 10−4 m.
Table 7.1. Geometry of the analyzed cell
element anode electrolyte cathode
anode
channel
cathode
channel
thickness
[µm]
240 10 50 700 1400
length [cm] 8
width [cm] 6
The reference microstructure for all of the simulations presented in this chapter is shown in
Table 7.2. It is based on the microstructure directly observed with the FIB-SEM (see Chapter 5
for details). However, in these calculations GDC phase on the cathode is treated as the part
of LSCF phase, in order to reduce error which comes from neglecting the GDC phase in the
model. The tortuosity of the connected GDC-LSCF phase was recalculated. As can be seen, the
tortuosity is close to the unity, which is expected for a large volume fraction of the phase.
The chosen grid resolution is presented in Table 7.3. This grid resolution comes from the
study of methods of manufactured solutions and its validity was confirmed by the numerical
computations on the grids with different resolutions.
7.2. Confirmation of the model
The model may be confirmed by the calculations under the same operating voltage as the
voltage achieved in the electrochemical experiment (see Chapter 4). The comparison of the nu-
merical and experimental results is shown on Figures 7.2 (for a different temperature) and 7.3 (for
a different fuel composition) as the current-voltage (I-V) and current-power (I-P) characteristics.
For the examination of the temperature impact (see Figure 7.2) the cells which works under
650 ◦C, 700 ◦C, 750 ◦C and 800 ◦C (wall temperature) were chosen. The fuel composition is 60 %
of hydrogen and 40 % of nitrogen. In this case, the inlet temperature was set as the same as the
wall temperature, both on anode channel and cathode channel inlet. For the examination of the
fuel composition impact, the cells which works under the constant temperature of 750 ◦C (wall
and inlet temperatures) with the fuel containing of 40 % of H2 and 60 % of N2, 50 % of H2 and
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Table 7.2. Reference microstructure
parameter reference microstructure
ψpore,ano 0.26
ψNi 0.33
ψYSZ 0.41
ψpore,cath 0.39
ψLSCF 0.61
τ 2pore,ano 24.534
τ 2Ni 3.647
τ 2YSZ 2.240
τ 2pore,cath 2.419
τ 2LSCF 1.850
dpore,ano [µm] 0.71
dpore,cath [µm] 1.02
ρLTPB,ano [µm µm
−3] 4.44
ρADPB,cath [µm
2 µm−3] 2.59
Table 7.3. Grid resolution for the single SOFC simulation
x direction
y direction
cathode
channel
cathode electrolyte anode
anode
channel
80 60 25 5 60 30
50 % of N2, 60 % of H2 and 40 % of N2, as well as 70 % of H2 and 30 % of N2 were chosen. For
both numerical tests, the oxidant is an air and it is assumed that the air composition is χO2 = 0.21
and χN2 = 0.79. The pressure in anode and cathode channels was set at 101 325 Pa. The inlet
volume flow rates were the same as in the experiment, i.e. 0.28 L min−1 at the anode channel
inlet and 3.2 L min−1 at the cathode channel inlet (please note that this is the value of the flow
rates from Chapter 4 divided by the number of the cells in examined short stack). The cell active
area is 48 cm2. In the experiment the dry fuel was used. However, in the model it is impossible
to simulate the behavior of the cell fueled with dry fuel, because it is not possible to compute
the OCV. Therefore, the amount of water vapor in the fuel is calculated on the basis of the
experimental OCV, using the Nernst equation. In this way it is possible to simulate the same
voltage at 0 current conditions. In all cases the calculated amount of water is less than 1 %.
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(a) T = 650 ◦C (b) T = 700 ◦C
(c) T = 750 ◦C (d) T = 800 ◦C
Figure 7.2. Comparison of the experimental and numerical results for different operating temperatures,
fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4
As can be noticed from Figures 7.2 and 7.3, the numerical and experimental results are in
fair agreement, both in terms of I-V and I-P curves. Examining the results reached in different
working temperatures (see Figure 7.2), the current density calculated with the mathematical
model is overestimated in comparison to the experimental data. This effect is visible especially
for higher working temperatures and higher electric load. For the data obtained at 650 ◦C there
is almost a perfect fit between experimental and computational results, as can be observed
on Figure 7.2a. However, when operating temperature grows, the numerical results tend to
diverge and the difference between experimental and numerical data is slightly less than 0.1 V
at 0.32 A cm−2 for 800 ◦C.
Similar results are obtained for different hydrogen concentration in the fuel mixture, as can
be seen on Figure 7.3. For the higher concentration of hydrogen in the fuel, the maximal current
is higher and the effect of the model overestimation becomes to be visible.
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For both sets of results the performance of the cell is somewhat overestimated, but the
trends of the current-voltage and current-power curves are the same as in the experiment. The
best fit may be observed in the low current densities region and low temperatures. Maximal
relative difference between experimental and numerical data can be observed for 800 ◦C and
this difference is about 10 %. It is worth to note that most of the solid oxide fuel cell models
overestimate cell performance at elevated temperature (for example, [94, 154, 172, 206, 251], to
mention several works).
Several possible sources of the numerical errors may be found. The stack, which was inves-
tigated experimentally, works under the elevated pressure, whereas the kinetics for the Butler-
Volmer model, presented in Section 3.4.5 is derived for the cells, which works under the atmo-
spheric pressure. Moreover, the actual kinetics of electrochemical reactions seems to be strongly
dependent on electrode production method [109]. The cathode layered structure is neglected
in this model and it is assumed that the cathode is made from the pure LSCF, which probably
(a) χH2 = 0.4, χN2 = 0.6 (b) χH2 = 0.5, χN2 = 0.5
(c) χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4 (d) χH2 = 0.7, χN2 = 0.6
Figure 7.3. Comparison of the experimental and numerical results for different fuel compositions,
operating temperature: T = 750 ◦C
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strongly influence the current generation. Also, some errors may be a result of the mistakes in
the microstructure quantification. Nevertheless, the model may be trusted as a tool which can
predict the qualitative relations.
Figure 7.4. Distribution of the electronic and ionic potentials, and the volumic current density in cell
depth direction, averaged by the cell length
7.3. Current generation within the cell
For the discussion of current generation within the solid oxide fuel cell, the cell which works
under the voltage 0.8 V or the load 0.363 A cm−2 was chosen. The wall and inlet temperatures
were 750 ◦C, the fuel composition was χH2 = 0.97 and χH2O = 0.3 and the air composition
was χO2 = 0.21 and χN2 = 0.79. The total pressure in both channels equals 101 325 Pa The
flow rates were 0.28 L min−1 at the anode channel inlet and 3.2 L min−1 at the cathode channel
inlet. In this case the fuel utilization factor is Uf = 39.28 % and the air utilization factor is
Uair = 45.62 %.
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(a) x = 0 cm (b) x = 27 cm
(c) x = 54 cm (d) x = 80 cm
Figure 7.5. Distribution of the electronic and ionic potentials, and the volumic current density in cell
depth direction for various cell cross sections
The distribution of the averaged electronic and ionic potentials as well as the distribution of
the average volumic current density along the cell depth, averaged by the cell length, is shown on
Figure 7.4, whereas the distributions at the selected cell cross sections are shown on Figure 7.5.
The potential of the electron conducting phase is almost constant along the electrode depth,
whereas the ionic potential gradually falls from about 1.05 V at the cathode surface. This is
connected with different mobility of charged species: the electrons conduction process is fast
comparing to the conduction of heavy oxygen anions through the vacancies in crystal structure.
Therefore, vast of electrochemical reactions takes place near the inferface between electrodes
and electrolyte. This can noticed by examining the averaged volumic current density at the TPB
and DPB - current densities expect large growth near this interface.
The distribution of ionic potential varies along the cell length. This can be observed at
Figure 7.5. Near the inlet (see Figure 7.5a) the ionic potential on the anode side (near the
surface) reaches higher value than in another cell cross-sections (Figures 7.5b - 7.5d). Similar
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situation can be noticed on the cathode: near the inlet the difference between electronic and ionic
potential is small and it growths along the cell. It can be seen that the averaged volumic current
density on the cathode DPB is decreased along the cell, whereas the volumic current density at
the anodic TPB is almost constant.
From the results presented on Figures 7.4 and 7.5 it may be noticed, that the ionic current
appears far away from the anode-electrolyte interface, because of non-zero slope of the line
representing potential of the ion conducting phase. However, this is the result of limited applica-
bility of the Butler-Volmer model. In fact, the Butler-Volmer equation should be solved only in
the functional layer, but the thickness of the functional layer probably cannot be calculated with
the assumed boundary conditions.
Figure 7.6. Distribution of the partial pressures of the species inside the anode averaged along the
electrode depth
Figure Figure 7.6 presents distribution of hydrogen and water inside porous anode, aver-
aged along the anode depth. As can be observed, the amount of hydrogen falls almost linearly,
from value at the electrode surface to the value at the electrode/electrolyte interface. On the
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opposite, the amount of water vapor growths, also almost linearly. This effect is caused by the
electrochemical reactions in the anode: hydrogen is consumed to produce water.
(a) In channels (b) Inside electrodes
Figure 7.7. Distribution of the averaged partial pressures of the species along the cell length
Figure 7.7 shows the distribution of the partial pressures of the species inside the anode
and cathode channels (Figure 7.7a) and inside the electrodes (Figure 7.7b) along the cell length.
Only the species which take part in the electrochemical reactions are presented (i.e. there is
no nitrogen distribution on the cathode side, since it is almost constant). As can be seen, the
amount of the hydrogen and oxygen fall from the inlet conditions, since these species are used
in the electrochemical reactions. Opposite, the amount of water vapor, which is produced during
the electrochemical reactions growths. The oxygen partial pressure falls with almost constant
rate, whereas the hydrogen and water expect relative large change near the inlet and it is almost
constant in the channels and in the electrodes.
Further information about the partial pressure distribution can be obtained from the analysis
of pressure fields. Pressure fields of appropriate electrochemically-active species are shown
on Figure 7.8 (H2 partial pressure on the anode side), Figure 7.9 (H2O partial pressure on the
anode side) and Figure 7.10 (O2 partial pressure on the cathode side). As can be observed, at the
anode side large change of partial pressures in the gas channels occurs near the inlet (which is
also confirmed by Figure 7.7). The part most depleted in hydrogen (partial pressure less more
than 10 000 Pa than the inlet value) lies near the anode/electrolyte interface, where the majority
of electrochemical reactions occurs. At this site, the maximum partial pressure of water vapor
occurs. On the other hand, oxygen partial pressure expects the smooth change, as presented
Figure 7.10. Please note that the oxygen partial pressure changes almost only in the horizontal
direction.
Figure 7.11 presents the temperature distribution inside the single planar SOFC. The gases
are heated near the electrodes, where the source heats are present. However, the overall tem-
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Figure 7.8. H2 partial pressure distribution at the anode side (not in scale)
Figure 7.9. H2O partial pressure distribution at the anode side (not in scale)
perature rise is not significant, about 1 K and the temperature field is smooth. This effect may
be caused by the small thickness of the gas transport channels, which are also filled with the
porous material and large inlet temperature (same as the wall temperature). These design choices
enhance heat transfer from the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly. More-
over, the short stack, which was tested electrochemically (see Chapter 4), was located in a furnace
which keeps constant temperature and these simulations mimics the experimental setup. In this
case, the heat production is negligible. Therefore, solid oxide fuel cell with thin gas channels
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Figure 7.10. O2 partial pressure distribution at the cathode side (not in scale)
Figure 7.11. Temperature distribution inside the cell (not in scale); from bottom there are marked with
black lines: anode channel, anode, electrolyte, cathode, cathode channel
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and constant wall temperature may be treated approximately as an isothermal cell [124]. This
phenomena is desirable, since it prevents against the large thermal stresses along the cell.
Figure 7.12. Average cell overpotential by its cause
Figure 7.12 presents the overpotentials inside the cell classified by its origin. Please note that
Ohmic overpotential due to the electrons transport is not presented in here, because it is relatively
low. It comes from the fact, that the electron conduction is fast process and the conductivity of the
electron conducting phases is high. As can be noticed from Figure 7.12, the total overpotential
of the anode is the largest of all overpotentials (around 270 mV). This indicates that for the cell
analyzed here the improvement of the anode - usage of different ionic-conducting material to
decrease the Ohmic overpotential or better diffusion process inside the anode to decrease the
concentration overpotential - may lead to the better performance. The overpotential of cathode
is around 60 mV, however, this result may be affected by the simplified microstructure of the
cathode in the model (lower tortuosity factor of the LSCF phase leads to decrease in Ohmic
overpotential).
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Table 7.4. Numerical tests on the single cell operation parameters
numerical
test
number
operating voltage
EOP [V]
fuel inlet
composition
H2/H2O/N2
wall temperature
Twall [◦C]
inlet temperature
Tano/Tcath [◦C]
inlet volume flow
rate V˙ano/V˙cath
[m3 s−1]
1
(reference)
0.8 0.97/0.03/0.0 750.0 750.0/750.0 4.8 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
2 0.8
from 0.07 to
0.87/0.03/from 0.0
to 0.90
750.0 750.0/750.0 4.8 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
3 0.8
from 0.85 to
0.99/from 0.01 to
0.15/0.0
750.0 750.0/750.0 4.8 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
4 0.8 0.97/0.03/0.0
from 550.0 to
850.0
750.0/750.0 4.8 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
5 0.8 0.97/0.03/0.0 750.0
from 650.0 to
740.0/from 650.0
to 740.0
4.8 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
6 0.8 0.97/0.03/0.0 750.0 750.0/750.0
from 1.1 · 10−6 to
11.1 · 10−6/5.3 · 10−5
7 0.8 0.97/0.03/0.0 750.0 750.0/750.0
4.8 · 10−6/from
1.1 · 10−5 to
11.1 · 10−5
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7.4. Parametric studies on the operation parameters
To analyze, how the operating parameters influence the current generation in the examined
cell, the parametric studies on the effect of various parameters have been undertaken. The
summary of numerical tests is shown in Table 7.4. Parameters, which are changed, are marked
with red. For all of the tests presented here, the oxidant was an air, assumed as containing of
79 % of nitrogen and 21 % of oxygen. The reference case is the same as the case presented in
Section 7.3.
7.4.1. Influence of the hydrogen amount in the fuel mixture
Figure 7.13. Relation between hydrogen ratio in the fuel mixture, fuel utilization factor and current
density
To examine the influence of the hydrogen amount in the fuel mixture, the hydrogen
concentration varies from 7 % to 87 % with a step 10 %. The fuel was filled by nitrogen
(χN2 = 1 − χH2 − χH2O). The results are shown on Figure 7.13 as a relation between the
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amount of hydrogen and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the
amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
As can be seen, the depletion of fuel in hydrogen leads to bad performance of the cell - for
the fuel containing 7 % of hydrogen, 90 % of nitrogen and 3 % of water vapor, the cell produces
extremely small amount of fuel (average current density: 0.064 A cm−2). However, for the higher
amounts of hydrogen (above 30 %) the change in the cell performance is not so large, which is in
agreement with experimental results and with the I-V curves (see Figure 7.3) - the difference in
the produced current between χH2 = 0.27 and χH2 = 0.87 is 0.11 A cm
−2, whereas the difference
between χH2 = 0.07 and χH2 = 0.27 is 0.173 A cm
−2. It can be also observed that the utilization
of hydrogen in fuel growths when the amount of hydrogen in the fuel increases.
7.4.2. Influence of the water vapor amount in the fuel mixture
Figure 7.14. Relation between water vapor ratio in the fuel mixture, fuel utilization factor and current
density
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Figure 7.15. Open circuit voltage for different water vapor ratio in the fuel mixture
To check the influence of the steam amount in the fuel mixture, the hydrogen concentration
varies from 1 % to 15 % with a step 2 %. The rest of the fuel was hydrogen (χH2 = 1 − χH2O).
The results are shown on Figure 7.14 as a relation between the amount of water vapor and the
fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current.
The red dot represents the reference case.
The amount of water vapor in the fuel has a minor influence on the current generation. For
all of the examined cases (see case 3 from Table 7.4) there is no change in performance and fuel
utilization. However, as can be seen on Figure 7.15, the increasing amount of water in fuel leads
to lower OCV, as it comes from the Nernst equation (see Equation (3.21)).
7.4.3. Influence of the wall temperature
To check the influence of the wall temperature, the wall temperature was changed from
550 ◦C to 850 ◦C with a step 50 ◦C. The results are shown on Figure 7.16 as a relation between
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Figure 7.16. Relation between wall temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
the and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of
generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
As can be observed, the wall temperature is one of the most crucial parameters, which
can control the cell performance mostly. This is caused primarily by the enhanced rate of the
electrochemical kinetics in elevated temperature. Moreover, in high temperature the transport
of oxygen ions is faster and the conductivity of ionic-conducting phases is one of the limiting
parameters of the SOFC performance [76]. As can be seen on Figure 7.16, the current generated
at the wall temperature Twall = 1123.15 K or Twall = 850 ◦C is almost 1.8 times higher than in
the reference case, when wall temperature is 100 K lower. The fuel utilization factor achieves
70 % in the elevated temperature of 800 ◦C. On the other hand, slow electrochemical kinetics in
low temperature leads to bad performance. Indeed, in the temperature of 700 ◦C the current is
only 60 % of the current achieved in the temperature 750 ◦C and in 550 ◦C the analyzed cell has
limited performance, with current less than 0.05 A cm−2 and fuel utilization factor less than 5 %.
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7.4.4. Influence of the inlet temperature
Figure 7.17. Relation between inlet temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
The next analyzed parameter is the inlet temperature (case 5 from Table 7.4). Here, the inlet
temperature on both anode and cathode inlets was set at the same level and was changed from
650 ◦C to 740 ◦C with a step 50 ◦C. The results are shown on Figure 7.17 as a relation between
the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents
the amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
For the analyzed cell, the decrease in the inlet temperature does not lead to worse perfor-
mance. As can be seen in Figure 7.17, the performance is the same for all of the inlet tempera-
tures, both in terms of the generated current and fuel utilization. This effect comes from the fact,
that cell is almost isothermal and the heat transfer in porous gas channels is a fast process - the
gases are heated rapidly near the inlet of the fuel. This rapid heating of gases can be observed
on Figure 7.18, where the temperature field for the case with inlet temperature Tin = 650 ◦C is
presented.
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Figure 7.18. Temperature field for the inlet temperature Tin = 650 ◦C
7.4.5. Influence of the inlet volume flow rate at the anode inlet
To examine the influence of the inlet flow rate at the anode inlet, the volume flow rate at the
anode inlet varies from 1.11 · 10−6 m3 s−1 to 11.1 · 10−6 m3 s−1 with a step 1.11 · 10−6 m3 s−1.
The results are shown on Figure 8.13 as a relation between the volume flow rate and the fuel
utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current.
The red dot represents the reference case.
As can be seen from Figure 8.13, the anode inlet volume flow rate has pretty limited influence
on the current generation. For the highest volume flow rate (V˙ano,in = 11.1 · 10−6 m3 s−1) the
generated current is 0.001 A cm−2 higher than in the reference case. Please note that this may
be caused by small values of the flow rates, however, small flow rates are typical in the SOFC
operation design.
7.4.6. Influence of the inlet volume flow rate at the cathode inlet
The last analyzed parameter was the inlet flow rate at the cathode inlet (case 7 from Table 7.4).
The volume flow rate at the anode inlet varies from 1.11 · 10−5 m3 s−1 to 11.1 · 10−5 m3 s−1 with
a step 1.11 · 10−5 m3 s−1. The results are shown on Figure 8.13 as a relation between the volume
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Figure 7.19. Relation between inlet anode volume flow rate, fuel utilization factor and current density
flow rate and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of
generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
The value of the flow rate at the cathode inlet is usually higher than the volume flow rate
at the anode inlet, since air is used as a coolant for the SOFC. In this case, the influence is still
limited, but the effect of cathode volume flow rate is a little bit stronger than the influence of
the anode flow rate. In the case with V˙cath,in = 11.1 · 10−5 m3 s−1 the current is 0.008 A cm−2
higher than in the reference case.
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Figure 7.20. Relation between inlet cathode volume flow rate, fuel utilization factor and current density
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7.5. Change of the microstructure
Table 7.5. Reference microstructure and the microstructure taken from the literature
parameter
reference
microstructure
microstructure from the
literature
reference
ψpore,ano 0.26 0.49 [157]
ψNi 0.33 0.26 [157]
ψYSZ 0.41 0.25 [157]
ψpore,cath 0.39 0.26 [229]
ψLSCF 0.61 0.74 [229]
τ 2pore,ano 24.534 1.74 [157]
τ 2Ni 3.647 6.91 [157]
τ 2YSZ 2.240 8.85 [157]
τ 2pore,cath 2.419 2.63 [229]
τ 2LSCF 1.850 2.63 [229]
dpore,ano [µm] 0.71 0.80 [157]
dpore,cath [µm] 1.02 0.19 [229]
ρLTPB,ano [µm µm
−3] 4.44 2.43 [157]
ρADPB,cath [µm
2 µm−3] 1.63 3.27 [229]
To examine if the microstructure has an impact of the simulation, the calculations with
the microstructure parameters changed artificially to the different microstructure, taken from
the literature [157, 229], have been performed. The summary of the reference and literature
microstructures is shown in Table 7.5.
For the computations, the wall and inlet temperatures were 750 ◦C. The fuel composition
was χH2 = 0.6 and χN2 = 0.4, and the air composition was χO2 = 0.21 and χN2 = 0.79. The
total pressure equals 101 325 Pa The flow rates were 0.28 L min−1 at the anode channel inlet
and 3.2 L min−1 at the cathode channel inlet.
The results of computations are shown on Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 as the I-V and I-P
characteristics. The cell with the microstructure taken from the literature has the worse behavior
in all of the examined temperature range. For example for 800 ◦C the maximal achieved current
for the microstructure examined in this thesis (see Chapter 5) is 0.2 A cm−2 higher than for the
microstructure from the literature (see Figure 7.22c).
The results are also compared with the experimental data from from Chapter 4. For the
temperature of 650 ◦C the results are shown in Figure 7.23. As can be observed, the visible
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(a) Current-voltage characteristics, T = 650 ◦C (b) Current-power characteristics, T = 650 ◦C
(c) Current-voltage characteristics, T = 700 ◦C (d) Current-power characteristics, T = 700 ◦C
Figure 7.21. Comparison of the results of numerical computations with two different microstructures for
two operating temperatures, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4
discrepancy occurs. The microstructure from the references [157, 229] is not proper to predict
the experimental results.
These results show, that the microstructure plays a key role in the SOFC modeling and the
multiscale model is necessary to analyze the impact of the microstructure on the cell performance.
Therefore, the numerical studies on the impact of different microstructure parameters on the cell
performance are prepared.
7.6. Parametric studies on the microstructure impact
To analyze the impact of the microstructure on the temperature distribution along the cell
and on the cell performance, the parametric studies have been conducted. Single parameter
was changed, whereas other parameters were keep constant (if possible). The reference case
is characterized by the microstructure from Chapter 5 (see Table 7.2). All of the following
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(a) Current-voltage characteristics, T = 750 ◦C (b) Current-power characteristics, T = 750 ◦C
(c) Current-voltage characteristics, T = 800 ◦C (d) Current-power characteristics, T = 800 ◦C
Figure 7.22. Comparison of the results of numerical computations with two different microstructures for
two operating temperatures, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4
(a) Current-voltage characteristics (b) Current-power characteristics
Figure 7.23. Comparison of the results of numerical computations with two different microstructures
and experimental results, operating temperature: T = 650 ◦C, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4
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simulations are conducted under the following conditions: the operating voltage is 0.8 V, the
temperatures of the wall and at the inlets equal 750 ◦C, the fuel is composed of 97 % of hydrogen
and 3 % of water and the oxidant is the air (χO2 = 0.21 and χN2 = 0.79). The flow rates are as
follows: 0.28 L min−1 at the anode channel inlet and 3.2 L min−1 at the cathode channel inlet.
7.6.1. Reference case
The reference case is the same as the case presented in Section 7.3. For the reference case,
the average current density is 0.363 A cm−2, the fuel utilization factor is Uf = 39.28 % and the
air utilization factor is Uair = 45.62 %.
7.6.2. Impact of the volume fraction of the anode’s phases
Figure 7.24. Relation between nickel volume fraction, fuel utilization factor and current density
To measure the impact of the volume fractions of the anode’s phases, the volume fraction
of nickel phase was changed from 0.2 to 0.5 with a step 0.1. For the examination of the YSZ
phase, the volume fraction was changed from 0.2 to 0.6 with the step 0.1. The limits was chosen
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Figure 7.25. Relation between YSZ volume fraction, fuel utilization factor and current density
to achieve that the volume fractions of all phases are equal or greater than 0.2. To complete the
volume fractions to 1.0, the amount of pore phase was recalculated (ψpore = 1 − ψNi − ψYSZ)
(in this case, other parameters cannot be keep constant). The results are shown on Figures 7.24
and 7.25 as a relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size of
the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current.
As can be noticed from Figure 7.24, which shows the various volume fractions of nickel, the
increase in the Ni fraction and decrease in the pore fraction leads to worse performance and lower
utilization factor. For the ψNi = 0.2 the current is 0.55 A cm−2 than in the case of ψNi = 0.5.
This may be caused by the enhanced diffusion limitations and concentration overpotential when
the amount of pores is decreased.
On the other hand, increasing the amount of YSZ phase leads to better performance to the
point of ψYSZ = 0.5, where the current density and fuel utilization reaches a peak. After this
point, the performance experiences rapid aggravation. Probably the relatively large amount of
YSZ phase leads to the better transport of oxygen anions.
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7.6.3. Impact of the volume fraction of the cathode’s phases
Figure 7.26. Relation between LSCF volume fraction, fuel utilization factor and current density
To check the influence volume fractions of the cathode’s phases, the volume fraction of
LSCF phase was changed from 0.2 to 0.8 with a step 0.1. To complete the volume fractions to
1.0, the amount of pore phase was recalculated (ψpore = 1− ψLSCF). The results are shown on
Figure 7.26 as a relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size
of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current.
As can be seen from Figure 7.26, the best performance is reached for the highest LSCF
volume fraction. This probably is caused by lowering the activation and ohmic overpotential
for the discussed case. The lowest average current density and utilization factor is achieved for
the composition ψpore,cath = 0.8 and ψLSCF = 0.2, which may be caused by the high activation
overpotential because of low amount of the LSCF and difficult charge transport.
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Figure 7.27. Relation between anode mean pore diameter, fuel utilization factor and current density
7.6.4. Impact of the mean pore size
The pore size can limit the diffusion from and to the electrodes. To examine the mean pore
diameter impact, the parametric studies with the pore diameter changed from 0.1 µm to 1.9 µm
with a step 0.1 µm have been computed. The results are shown on Figures 7.27 and 7.28 as a
relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the
plot represents the amount of generated current.
On the anode side the best performance is observed for dpore,ano = 1.9 µm (see Figure 7.27).
The worst performance is noticed for the small mean pore diameter (dpore,ano = 0.1 µm, see
Figure 7.27). This effect is caused probably by the lower concentration overpotential for the
high pore diameter.
The impact of the pore size on the cathode is insignificant and for the different mean pore
diameters leads to almost identical performance, as shown on Figure 7.28. This may be caused
by the large amount of the oxygen on the anode side, since the volume flow rate is high and the
diffusion limitations are not important.
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Figure 7.28. Relation between cathode mean pore diameter, fuel utilization factor and current density
7.6.5. Impact of the tortuosity factors of the anode’s phases
The tortuosity factors strongly influence the transport properties of the electrodes. To check
the tortuosity factors impact on the anode side, the parametric studies with the tortuosity factors
changed from 1 to 30 with a step 3 have been prepared. The results are shown on Figures 7.29,
7.30 and 7.31 as a relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size
of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot represents the
reference case.
For the nickel tortuosity factor, the change is insignificant, since the electrons transport is fast
[76]. However, the tortuosity factor of YSZ and pore phase has higher impact on the performance.
The most important seems to be the YSZ tortuosity factor (see Figure 7.30) - for tortuoisty
factors larger than 10, the performance is bad (current density is less 0.2 A cm−2 and reaches
0.112 A cm−2 for τ 2YSZ = 30) and the maximum current is achieved for τ
2
YSZ = 1. This may be
caused by the slow conduction of oxygen anions. Effect of the pore phase tortuosity is minor,
however, small tortuosity leads to enhanced performance (0.423 A cm−2 for τ 2pore,ano = 1 versus
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Figure 7.29. Relation between nickel tortuosity factor, fuel utilization factor and current density
0.357 A cm−2 for τ 2pore,ano = 30). Probable source of this effect is the better gases diffusion
through less complicated pore structure.
7.6.6. Impact of the tortuosity factors of the anode’s phases
To analyze the tortuosity factors impact on the cathode side, the parametric studies with the
tortuosity factor of pore phase changed from 1 to 30 with a step 3 have been prepared. For the
LSCF phase, the tortuosity factor varies from from 1 to 8 with step 1 The results are shown
on Figures 7.32 and 7.33 as a relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization
factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot
represents the reference case.
LSCF tortuosity factor has a similar effect to the pore tortuosity factor on the anode and the
smaller tortuosity factor of the LSCF, the better the performance. The pore tortuosity factor has
limited effect and it can be caused by the large amount of the oxygen on the anode side, similarly
to the small mean pore diameter on the cathode side.
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Figure 7.30. Relation between YSZ tortuosity factor, fuel utilization factor and current density
7.6.7. Impact of the TPB length density on the anode
Since the TPB length density describes the amount of reaction sites available for the elec-
trochemical reactions, this is one of the key parameters, which can control current produc-
tion. The numerical tests with ρLTPB,ano varied from 1.0 µm µm
−3 to 10.0 µm µm−3 with a step
1.0 µm µm−3 were performed and the results are shown on Figure 7.34 as a relation between the
inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the
amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
As can be seen from the Figure 7.34, the higher the TPB length density, the larger amount of
the current is produced. For the small amount of the TPB (ρLTPB,ano = 1.0 µm µm
−3), the current
is small (0.268 A cm−2), whereas the large amount of TPB (ρLTPB,ano = 10.0 µm µm
−3) leads to
the current density 0.405 A cm−2.
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Figure 7.31. Relation between anode pore tortuosity factor, fuel utilization factor and current density
7.6.8. Impact of the DPB area density on the cathode
Similarly to the anode, the DPB area density describes the amount of reaction sites on
the cathode. The numerical computations for different values of ρADPB,cath, which varies from
1.0 µm2 µm−3 to 10.0 µm2 µm−3 with a step 1.0 µm2 µm−3 were performed. The results are
shown on Figure 7.35 as a relation between the inlet temperature and the fuel utilization factor.
The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot represents
the reference case.
The DPB area density on the cathode has the similar properties as the TPB length density
on the anode. The higher the DPB area density, the higher the generated current. However, the
effect of DPB is not so strong as the effect of the TPB.
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Figure 7.32. Relation between LSCF tortuosity factor, fuel utilization factor and current density
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Figure 7.33. Relation between cathode pore tortuosity factor, fuel utilization factor and current density
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Figure 7.34. Relation between TPB length density on the anode, fuel utilization factor and current
density
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Figure 7.35. Relation between DPB length density on the cathode, fuel utilization factor and current
density
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7.7. Improved microstructure
Table 7.6. Improved microstructure
parameter improved microstructure
ψpore,ano 0.3
ψNi 0.2
ψYSZ 0.5
ψpore,cath 0.2
ψLSCF 0.8
τ 2pore,ano 1.0
τ 2Ni 3.647
τ 2YSZ 1.0
τ 2pore,cath 1.0
τ 2LSCF 1.0
dpore,ano [µm] 1.9
dpore,cath [µm] 1.9
ρLTPB,ano [µm µm
−3] 10.0
ρADPB,cath [µm
2 µm−3] 10.0
Based on the results of numerical computations, the microstructure improved in comparison
to the microstructure taken from the FIB-SEM measurements (shown in Table 7.2) is proposed.
The parameters of the improved microstructure are shown in Table 7.6. Only the tortuosity factor
of nickel phase remain unchanged. The volume fractions of nickel in the anode and pores in
the cathode is reduced, whereas another volume fractions are increased. Also, the tortuosities
of all phases (except nickel) are changed to unity. Mean pore diameters in the anode as well
as cathode are set to 1.9 µm and the phase boundaries densities are ρLTPB,ano = 10.0 µm µm
−3
and ρADPB,cath = 10.0 µm
2 µm−3. All of the simulations are conducted under the following
conditions: temperatures of the wall and at the inlets equal and the oxidant is the air (χO2 = 0.21
and χN2 = 0.79). The flow rates are as follows: 0.28 L min
−1 at the anode channel inlet and
3.2 L min−1 at the cathode channel inlet. The results are shown on Figure 7.36.
As can be observed on Figure 7.36, where the relation between utilization factors and the
current density is presented, the performance of the improved cell is much better. The current
density generated is almost 220 % higher than for the reference microstructure. Also, the utiliza-
tion of species (both fuel and oxidant) in the improved cell is higher - fuel utilization factor is
Uf = 86 %, whereas the air is almost completely utilized (Uf = 99.98 %).
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Figure 7.36. Relation between air utilization factor, fuel utilization factor and current density for
reference and improved microstructures, operating voltage Eop = 0.8 V, operating temperature
T = 750 ◦C, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.97, χH2O = 0.03
(a) Current-voltage characteristics (b) Current-power characteristics
Figure 7.37. Comparison of the results of numerical computations with reference and improved
microstructure, operating temperature: T = 750 ◦C, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4
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From the examination of I-V and I-P curves, shown on Figure 7.37, it also can be seen that
the behavior of improved cell is better than the reference microstructure. Current density is
higher in whole range of analyzed voltages.
(a) Examined microstructure (b) Improved microstructure
Figure 7.38. Comparison of the overpotentials for the cell with examined and improved microstructure,
operating temperature: T = 750 ◦C, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.6, χN2 = 0.4, average cell voltage:
Eop = 0.85 V
As can be seen from Figure 7.38, which shows the overpotential by its origin, the main
cause of the better performance is the lower concentration overpotential of the anode. Also
ohmic overpotential due to the flow of oxygen ions in the anode is lower, however, the ohmic
overpotential of the electrolyte is higher in the improved case. This may be a result of larger
ionic current flow through the electrolyte and fact, that more of the electrochemical reactions
occurs near the electrolyte.
7.8. Conclusions
The results, which come from the mathematical model, presented in Chapter 3, were com-
pared with the experimental data and a fair agreement was found. Therefore, it may be concluded
that the model is properly designed and it presents a possibility to analyze wide range of fuel
cell designs in fast and efficient way.
The mechanism of generation of the current inside the SOFC was examined and it is con-
firmed, that most of the current is generated near the electrolyte. From the numerical results, the
extremely small temperature rise of the gases in the cell was found and it is concluded the cell
from the short stack (see Chapter 4) behaves like an isothermal cell.
The parametric studies on the operation parameters were conducted. It is shown that the wall
temperature and hydrogen fraction in the fuel has the highest influence on the cell performance,
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whereas another parameters has only limited impact on the current generation and fuel utilization
factor
The computations with the microstructure taken from the literature show, that the microstruc-
ture is one of the key parameters in the SOFC simulation. Change in the electrodes’ microstruc-
ture leads to different calculated cell performance. Improper microstructure parameters may lead
to the large discrepancy with the experimental results.
The parametric studies were performed to examine the different microstructure parameters
impact on the cell performance. It was found that the volume fraction of the nickel may be
reduced and the large volume fraction of the YSZ leads to good performance. From the results
it comes that the optimal cathode should contain large amount of LSCF. The mean pore diam-
eter inside the cathode is rather insignificant, however, large value leads to the slightly better
performance. The mean pore diameter inside the anode should be keep at high level. Also, it is
confirmed that the large amount of reaction sites on the anode, represented by the TPB length
density leads to improved current production.
However, the results presented here are only parametric studies on the impact of the mi-
crostructure on the current generation. These studies does not give any information about the
possibility of the real electrodes’ fabrication. In fact, the microstructure parameters depend on
each other and further studies to grasp the relations between the values of the parameters itself
are required to propose the microstructure possible to production.
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Chapter 8. Simulation of EAST-type SOFC stack
To analyze the performance and thermal behavior of the EAST SOFC stack, the numerical
studies devoted to this task were undertaken. The parametric studies to analyze various operation
parameters are presented in this Chapter. The microstructure of the cells, which consist of the
stack are taken from the FIB-SEM observation (see Chapter 5) and are the same as in the single
cell numerical computations (see Table 7.2).
flow direction
flow direction
cathode channel
anode channelelectric connection
between cells
cathode
electrolyte
anode
inactive material
computational domain
Figure 8.1. Computational domain for the EAST stack simulations
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8.1. Computational domain
The computational domain for the EAST simulation is shown on Figure 8.1. The compu-
tational domain contains of the 6 positive and negative electrodes, embedded on the single
electrolyte. Between the cells, the electrochemically inactive porous material is located. The
gases can diffuse through this material, but it does not take part in the electrochemical reactions
and the electrons and ions transport. The cells in the stack are connected in series. The gas
channels have the rectangular cross-section. This is in contradiction with the idea of enclos-
ing the stack in the tube (see Section 1.4.1), however, for the first experimental tests the stack
will be enclosed in the testing device with rectangular channels, without the tube. Moreover,
the modeling of the gas transport in the interface between the tubular channel and the planar
geometry requires more sophisticated analytical models or full three-dimensional model of the
stack, which leads to extraordinary computational time at this preliminary stage of EAST design
testing.
The detailed geometrical information about the analyzed EAST stack are shown in Table 8.1.
The electrolyte-supported design is chosen for the analysis, since the EAST stack also will be
mechanically supported on the electrolyte.
Table 8.1. Geometry of the analyzed cell
element anode electrolyte cathode
inactive
material
anode
channel
cathode
channel
thickness 100 µm 300 µm 100 µm 100 µm 1 cm 1 cm
length [cm] 1 8.5 1 0.5 8.5 8.5
width [cm] 2
The chosen grid resolution is shown in Table 8.2. This resolution comes from the MMS
results and it was confirmed by the numerical simulations with different resolutions.
Table 8.2. Grid resolution for the EAST stack simulation
x direction
y direction
cathode
channel
cathode electrolyte anode
anode
channel
85a 100 50 150 50 100
a 10 elements for the electrode, 5 elements for the inactive material
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8.2. Electrochemical performance
To analyze the electrochemical behavior of the EAST stack, the numerical test to compute the
I-V and I-P curves have been performed. The temperature of the walls was set at 650 ◦C, 700 ◦C,
750 ◦C and 800 ◦C, respectively. The inlet temperatures were the same as the wall temperatures.
The fuel composition at the inlet was χH2 = 0.97, χH2O = 0.03 and χN2 = 0.0. The air with 21 %
of oxygen and 79 % of nitrogen serves as the oxidant. The flow rates were 5.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1 at
the anode channel inlet and 5.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1 at the cathode channel inlet. The total pressure in
the channels was set at 101 325 Pa. The voltage varies from 6.8 V to 0.0 V.
(a) T = 650 ◦C (b) T = 700 ◦C
(c) T = 750 ◦C (d) T = 800 ◦C
Figure 8.2. Current-voltage and current-power characteristics of the EAST stack working in different
temperatures, fuel composition: χH2 = 0.97, χH2O = 0.03
The results of numerical computations are shown on Figure 8.2 as a current-voltage and
current-power characteristics. Since the cells are connected in series, the voltage is the sum of
the voltages of all single cells, whereas the current, which is conducted through the single cells
is constant for every of the cell. As can be seen on Figure 8.2, the current density for which the
power density reaches its top for the temperature 650 ◦C is about 0.1 A cm−2, which corresponds
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to the power density 0.25 W cm−2. For the maximum power for the case operating at 800 ◦C,
the current density and the power density are significantly higher and equal 0.5 A cm−2 and
1.25 W cm−2, respectively. This is caused by the enhanced rate of electrochemical kinetics and
by the high mobility of the oxygen ions in high temperature.
It can be noticed that the EAST stack performance is limited and the maximal power density,
achieved at the operating temperature of 800 ◦C is 1.25 W cm−2. The limited performance of the
stack is probably caused by the high Ohmic overpotential of the electrolyte, since the oxygen
anions transport through the electrolyte is the limiting process.
8.3. Temperature field inside the EAST stack
Figure 8.3. Temperature field inside the EAST stack (not in scale); the positive
electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly is between the horizontal white lines and the vertical
white lines marks the cells; from bottom there are marked with white lines: anode channel, anode,
electrolyte, cathode, cathode channel
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To analyze the temperature distribution in the EAST stack, the case with the stack operating
on the voltage 4.8 V was chosen. The wall temperature and the inlet temperatures on both
channels inlets are set at the same level: Twall = Tinlet = 750 ◦C = 1023.15 K. The composition
of the fuel was χH2 = 0.97 and χH2O = 0.03. The oxidant is an air and it is assumed, that the
air has the following composition: χO2 = 0.21 and χN2 = 0.79. The flow rates were set at
5.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1 at the anode channel inlet and 5.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1 at the cathode channel inlet.
Figure 8.4. Temperature field inside the EAST stack for the inlet volume flow rate 1.5 · 10−4 m3 s−1
In this case, the calculated current density is 0.107 A cm−2, the fuel utilization factor equals
12 % and the air utilization factor is 14 %. The temperature field is shown on Figure 8.3. As
can be noticed, the heat is generated near the PEN and the temperature of gases rises. The
maximal temperature in the system reaches 1028 K and on the average, since the air is treated
as a coolant for the stack, the temperature of gases on the cathode side is higher than on the
anode side. Because of the low volume flow rate the flow inside the stack on the cathode side
is extremely slow (5.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1, which leads to the average velocity 2.1 · 10−6 m s−1). The
heat is transported to the outlet mainly by the conduction, therefore the temperature field, shown
on Figure 8.3, looks like oscillating. If the inlet flow rate is higher, the convection plays more
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important role in cooling down the stack (see Figure 8.4). It was also checked that the energy
balance is fulfilled.
Figure 8.5. Temperature field inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly of the
EAST stack; from bottom there are marked with black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
Figure 8.6. Potential of the ionic phase inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode
assembly of the EAST stack; from bottom there are marked with black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
Figure 8.5 presents the temperature distribution inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-
negative electrode assembly. As can be noticed, the high temperature zones overlap with location
of electrodes and heat is generated in the part of electrolyte between electrodes. The parts filled
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with inactive material and the electrolyte between inactive parts have lower temperature, because
there are no electrochemical reactions in these parts. Also, the ions are transported between the
electrodes, which can be observed on Figure 8.6. Please note that ionic potential is above 0 only
in the parts of electrolyte between the electrodes, which shows, that ions are transported only
between electrodes by shortest pathways and there is no transport of oxygen anions between
adjacent cells.
From the distribution of the temperature inside the cells, which consist of EAST stack, (see
Figure 8.7), the highest temperature zone in all of the cells may be observed near the interface
between the cathode and electrolyte. The gradient of the temperature in vertical direction is
rather high. The anode is colder than the cathode in all of the cells. The temperature of the cells
decrease in the flow direction.
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(a) Cell 1 (b) Cell 2
(c) Cell 3 (d) Cell 4
(e) Cell 5 (f) Cell 6
Figure 8.7. Temperature field inside the cells of the EAST stack; from bottom there are marked with
black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
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Table 8.3. Numerical tests for the EAST stack
numerical
test
number
operating voltage
EOP [V]
fuel inlet
composition
H2/H2O/N2
wall temperature
Twall [◦C]
inlet temperature
Tano/Tcath [◦C]
inlet volume flow
rate V˙ano/V˙cath
[m3 s−1]
1
(reference)
4.8 0.97/0.03/0.0 750 750/750 5.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
2 4.8
from 0.07 to
0.87/0.03/from 0.0
to 0.9
750 750/750 5.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
3 4.8
from 0.85 to
0.99/from 0.01 to
0.15/0.0
750 750/750 5.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
4 4.8 0.99/0.01/0 from 550 to 900 Twall/Twall 5.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
5 4.8 0.99/0.01/0 800
from 650 to
740/from 650 to
740
5.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
6 4.8 0.99/0.01/0 800 750/750
from 1.0 · 10−6 to
15.0 · 10−6/5.0 · 10−5
7 4.8 0.99/0.01/0 800 750/750
5.0 · 10−6/from
1.0 · 10−5 to
15.0 · 10−5
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8.4. Parametric studies
The numerical tests have been undertaken to reveal the relations between the EAST stack
operating parameters and the temperature distribution. The summary is shown in Table 8.3, with
parameters changed in the numerical tests (relative to the reference case) marked with red. All of
the cells operate at the temperature 750 ◦C. For all of the cases, the oxidant is an air (χO2 = 0.21
and χN2 = 0.79). The reference case is discussed in Section 8.3.
8.4.1. Influence of the hydrogen fraction in the fuel mixture
Figure 8.8. Relation between hydrogen ratio in the fuel mixture, fuel utilization factor and current
density
The case 2 from Table 8.3 is devoted to analyze the effect of nitrogen admixture in fuel or
lower concentration of hydrogen. The amount of the hydrogen in the fuel mixture was changed
from 87 % to the 7 % with a step 10 % and the lack of hydrogen was filled with the nitrogen (the
fraction of water remains constant). The results are shown on Figure 8.8 as a relation between
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the amount of hydrogen and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents
the amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
Hydrogen amount in the fuel mixture has a limited impact on the current density, however,
similar to the single cell results, higher amount of H2 leads to the better performance. The fuel
strongly depleted in the hydrogen is not useful for the EAST stack: fuel with mole fraction of
hydrogen χH2 = 0.07 stands out with the current density of 0.063 A cm
−2 and fuel utilization
factor 7 %.
8.4.2. Influence of the water vapor fraction in the fuel mixture
Figure 8.9. Relation between water vapor ratio in the fuel mixture, fuel utilization factor and current
density
To analyze the influence of addition of water vapor to the fuel, the tests with amount of H2O
varies from 1 % to 15 % with a step 2 % were prepared. The results are shown on Figure 8.9 as a
relation between the amount of hydrogen and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on
the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference case.
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For the EAST stack, the higher amount of H2O in the fuel mixture leads to worse performance.
The dryer the fuel, the higher the current density generated. For the fuel containing 1 % of water
the current density is 0.112 A cm−2, whereas for the wet fuel (χH2O = 0.15) the current density
is 0.093 A cm−2.
8.4.3. Influence of the wall temperature
Figure 8.10. Relation between inlet temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
In this case, the wall temperature varies from 550 ◦C to 900 ◦C with a step 50 ◦C. The results
are shown on Figure 8.10 as a relation between the amount of hydrogen and the fuel utilization
factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot
represents the reference case.
As in the case of single cell, wall temperature is the most crucial performance parameter.
For the wall temperature 900 ◦C the performance is tripled comparing to the reference case
(750 ◦C). The current density is 0.348 A cm−2 in enhanced temperature and 0.107 A cm−2 in
the reference temperature. Moreover, the fuel utilization factor reached for this case is 40 %.
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For the temperature 550 ◦C the stack behaves bad and the current is 0.01 A cm−2, with the fuel
utilization at the level of 1 %.
8.4.4. Influence of the inlet temperature
Figure 8.11. Relation between inlet temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
The case 4 from Table 8.3 shows the impact of different inlet temperature. In this case, the
inlet temperature varies from 650 ◦C to 740 ◦C with a step 10 ◦C. The results are shown on
Figure 8.11 as a relation between the amount of hydrogen and the fuel utilization factor. The
size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot represents
the reference case.
The inlet temperature has limited impact on the current density. The reason may be seen on
Figure 8.12 - since the fuel flow rate is low and the wall temperature equals Twall = 1023.15 K,
the gases are heated fast near inlet and the temperature field in the whole stack remains uniform.
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(a) Tinlet = 1023.15 K
(b) Tinlet = 923.15 K
Figure 8.12. Temperature field inside the cells of the EAST stack for two different inlet temperatures;
from bottom there are marked with black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
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8.4.5. Influence of the inlet volume flow rate at the anode inlet
Figure 8.13. Relation between inlet temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
Test 5 from Table 8.3 compare the different inlet flow rates at the anode channel inlet: from
1.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1 to 15.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1 with a step 1.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1. The results are shown on
Figure 8.13 as a relation between the inlet flow rate and the fuel utilization factor. The size of the
dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current. The red dot represents the reference
case.
As can be observed on Figure 8.13, the anode inlet flow rate in the analyzed range has almost
no impact on the current generation: the current density is 0.107 A cm−2 for the smallest volume
flow rate (V˙ano,in = 1.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1) and grows only by 0.001 A cm−2, to 0.108 A cm−2 for the
largest volume flow rate (V˙ano,in = 15.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1). The only phenomena caused by various
inlet flow rate at the anode inlet is lower temperature of the gases in the anode channel, whereas
cell temperature remains unchanged, as shown on Figure 8.14.
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(a) V˙ano,in = 1.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1
(b) V˙ano,in = 15.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1
Figure 8.14. Temperature field inside the cells of the EAST stack for two different inlet volume flow
rates at the anode inlet; from bottom there are marked with black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
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8.4.6. Influence of the inlet volume flow rate at the cathode inlet
Figure 8.15. Relation between inlet temperature, fuel utilization factor and current density
from 1.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1 to 15.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1 at the cathode channel inlet (case 6 from Ta-
ble 8.3). The results are shown on Figure 8.15 as a relation between the inlet flow rate and the
fuel utilization factor. The size of the dots on the plot represents the amount of generated current.
The red dot represents the reference case.
Cathode inlet volume flow rate has even more limited effect in the examined range than
the anode flow rate. There is no observable change in the current density produced by the
cell. However, there is a slight change in the temperature field inside the cathode channel (see
Figure 8.16)
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(a) V˙cath,in = 1.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1
(b) V˙cath,in = 15.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1
Figure 8.16. Temperature field inside the cells of the EAST stack for two different inlet volume flow
rates at the cathode inlet; from bottom there are marked with black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
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8.5. Microstructure change
EAST stack offers a possibility to fabricate adjacent electrodes with different microstructure.
To examine this effect, several computational cases with electrodes with a different microstruc-
ture are analyzed. For all of the cases the voltage is EOP = 4.8 V, the wall temperature and
the inlet temperatures on both channels inlets are Twall = Tinlet = 1023.15 K. The composi-
tion of the fuel is χH2 = 0.97 and χH2O = 0.03 and oxidant is the air, contains of χO2 = 0.21
and χN2 = 0.79. The flow rates were set at 5.0 · 10−6 m3 s−1 at the anode channel inlet and
5.0 · 10−5 m3 s−1 at the cathode channel inlet.
In the first case, the TPB length density for electrodes grows in the streamwise direction: from
4.44 µm µm−3 to 9.44 µm µm−3 with a step 1 µm µm−3 per electrode. Temperature distribution
inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly in this case is shown on
Figure 8.17. It can be observed that next cells have higher temperature than the previous. In this
case the average current density is icell = 0.108 A cm−2, the fuel utilization factor is Uf = 12 %
and the air utilization factor is Uair = 14 %.
Figure 8.17. Temperature field inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly of
the EAST stack for electrodes with different TPB length density; from bottom there are marked with
black lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
In the next case, the DPB length density for electrodes grows in the streamwise direction:
from 2.59 µm2 µm−3 to 7.59 µm2 µm−3 with a step 1 µm2 µm−3 per electrode. Since from the
results on the single cell performance it comes that the DPB area density has not significant
impact on the current production. This is also indicated by the temperature field, shown on
Figure 8.18 - the cells increase temperature in flow direction, however, the changes are weaker
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than in the case of increasing TPB length density. Here, the average current density is icell =
0.107 A cm−2, the fuel utilization factor is Uf = 12 % and the air utilization factor is Uair = 14 %
Figure 8.18. Temperature field inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly of
the EAST stack for electrodes with different DPB area density; from bottom there are marked with black
lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
In the last case, the microstucture of second, fourth and sixth cell was replaced by the mi-
crostructure from the literature (see Table 8.4 for details). The average temperature of every
second cell is lower than cells 1, 3 and 5, as shown on Figure 8.19. In this case, the slight im-
provement in the performance (comparing to the reference case, presented in Section 8.3 can
be observed: the average current density is icell = 0.109 A cm−2, the fuel utilization factor is
Uf = 12 % and the air utilization factor is Uair = 15 %.
As can be seen, the change of microstructure of cells in the EAST stack may lead to better
temperature control. However, in the examined cases the performance is similar and only slight
change in generated current density and air utilization factor can be observed in single case (cells
2, 4 and 6 with different microstructure).
8.6. Conclusions
The results, which come from the model of the EAST stack were presented. It is confirmed,
that higher temperature causes the better performance, which may be the reason that model can
grasp basic relations between the operating parameters and the performance.
The parametric studies are devoted to analyze the impact of the various operating parameters
at the temperature distribution. It is observed, that the temperature of gases rises in the vicinity
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Table 8.4. Microstructures of the cells in the EAST stack
parameter cell 1, 3, 5 cell 2, 4, 6 reference
ψpore,ano 0.26 0.49 [157]
ψNi 0.33 0.26 [157]
ψYSZ 0.41 0.25 [157]
ψpore,cath 0.39 0.26 [229]
ψLSCF 0.61 0.74 [229]
τ 2pore,ano 7.51 1.74 [157]
τ 2Ni 5.06 6.91 [157]
τ 2YSZ 2.79 8.85 [157]
τ 2pore,cath 7.51 2.63 [229]
τ 2LSCF 3.78 2.63 [229]
dpore,ano [µm] 0.71 0.80 [157]
dpore,cath [µm] 1.02 0.19 [229]
ρLTPB,ano [µm µm
−3] 4.44 2.43 [157]
ρADPB,cath [µm
2 µm−3] 1.63 3.27 [229]
Figure 8.19. Temperature field inside the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode assembly of
the EAST stack for electrodes with different microstructure; from bottom there are marked with black
lines: anode, electrolyte, cathode
of the cells, which consist on the stack. It is shown that the wall temperature is one of the
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most important parameters and it helps in achieve of good results. Inlet temperature is rather
insignificant, since the gases are heated near the inlet zone.
Since the EAST stack makes possible to fabricate adjacent cells with different microstruc-
tures, the simulations to examine its effect have been prepared. The results show that it can
lead to better control of the temperature inside the PEN, however, it failed to increase the cell
performance.
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9.1. General remarks
In this work, the analyses of the single planar SOFC and the EAST-type SOFC stack were
presented. It was shown, on the basis of technology and the literature review, discussed in Chap-
ter 1, that solid oxide fuel cells’ physics is still not well known. Moreover, there is a gap in the
numerical modeling field - the multiscale models, which focuses on the non-isothermal simula-
tion of the SOFC cells and stacks, are still rare and the relations between the microstructure and
the cell’s behavior are not analyzed. Only a few publications in the open literature focuses on
this topic.
The mathematical model was formulated in Chapter 3. The model is multiscale, which
mean that it combines macroscopic description of the transport phenomena with the averaged
microstructure parameters of the cell’s electrodes. This model may be divided into two parts: the
thermo-electric model and the transport model. The thermo-electrical model describes the cell’s
thermodynamics and the electrochemistry. The thermodynamics is based on the well-known
Nernst equation to calculate the potential of the open circuit. The deviations from the OCV are
described by the overpotentials. The electrochemical model shows the reason of the activation
overpotential. This model is also used for the calculation of the volumic current density at the
phase boundaries. The Bulter-Volmer model of the electrochemical kinetics is used for these
calculations. The Butler-Volmer equation is expanded and reformulated to include the effects of
the microstructure on the current generation.
The transport model is based on the set of partial differential equations. These equations
describes the mass, momentum, species, energy and charge transport. However, the mass and
momentum transfer equations were simplified and solved analytically to obtain the simple ex-
pressions for the velocity profile in the channels. In addition to the transport model, the equation
which delineate the electrical connections between cells in a stack is presented. The stack con-
nected in series is analyzed.
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The experimental investigation of the SOFC stack were prepared using the MSTB test mod-
ule and the methodology and the results are shown in Chapter 4. The thermally stabilized cell
characteristics are obtained. The empirical data shows the influence of the temperature and the
fuel composition on the stack performance. These data are used mainly as the basis for the
verification of the model.
The microstructure of the investigated stack was observed and quantified using the state-of-
the-art FIB-SEM technique. The results are shown in Chapter 5. The images after the cut-and-see
procedure were segmented. The semi-automatic segmentation algorithm which use the commer-
cial Avizo® Fire software, the open source Fiji and some in-house Python scripts was prepared.
The detailed procedure was described. Based on the segmented images the quantification of the
microstructure was prepared and the averaged microstructure parameters, which are used in the
computations, are derived.
After collecting all of the necessary data, the numerical model was built and the simulation
code written in the Python programming language was tested, which is the scope of Chapter 6.
The numerical model was constructed on the basis of the FVM method. The Bi-CGSTAB solver
was chosen as a linear solver. The tests of the solver were based on the method of manufactured
solutions and it was shown, that the error of solution is not significant.
The confirmation of the model, the simulation of single P-SOFC and the analysis of the
microstructure impact on the cell performance and the temperature were presented in Chapter 7.
The model is in fair agreement with the experimental data from Chapter 4 and it is concluded that
the proposed mathematical model describes the SOFC well. The distributions of the temperature
and the partial pressure of species was discussed and it was found that the electrochemical reac-
tions occur most intensive near the electrolyte. From the analysis of the temperature field inside
the system it comes that the cell behaves similar to the cell in constant temperature. The paramet-
ric studies on the operation parameters showed, that the hydrogen fraction in the fuel mixture
and the wall temperature are the most crucial for current generation. The microstructure impact
on the simulations was confirmed by the simulation of the cell with the different microstructure
and this microstructure cannot predict the experimental data. On the basis of parametric studies
on the microstructure it was found that the volume fraction of the nickel may be reduced and
the large volume fraction of the YSZ leads to better results. The mean pore diameter inside
the anode should be high. Optimal cathode should contain large amount of LSCF. The mean
pore diameter inside the cathode is rather insignificant, however, large value leads to the slightly
better performance. Proper choice of the TPB on the anode and the DPB on the cathode allows
the control of the current generation and the temperature distribution, however, the DPB length
density has minor effect. The choice of the microstructure parameters was confirmed by the
calculations of the cell with improved microstructure and the performance was enhanced.
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Chapter 8 focused on the simulation of the EAST stack and the parametric studies on the in-
fluence of the various operating parameters on the stack temperature distribution were presented.
The cells in the stack are connected in series. It was shown that the wall temperature is one of the
crucial parameters to achieve good performance. The calculations with different microstructure
of adjacent cells were performed and the results indicate that it can help in the control of the
temperature. However, the performance is almost the same as in the reference case. The change
in microstructure of adjacent cells is one of the most advantageous feature of the EAST stack.
9.2. Suggestions for future work
This work focuses mainly on the numerical simulation of the single planar SOFC and the
EAST stack. However, the results of the research inspired some questions and possible studies,
which may be undertaken in the future.
The electrochemical model is based on the kinetic experiments. However, several fitting
parameters are used in the kinetic equations to calculate the exchange current density. It is not
known if these parameters are universal or limited in use to the selected types of the SOFCs.
Moreover, the kinetic equations are designated to be used only for the pressure of 1 atm. Better
kinetic model may be proposed on the basis of the numerical findings or detailed empirical
analysis of the electrochemical reactions’ kinetics.
The mathematical model of the species transport phenomena is based on the Fick’s laws
of diffusion, however, it is known that the Stefan-Maxwell model or the dusty gas model are
better for the SOFCs simulations. Nevertheless, the analyses of the influence of the species
transport were conducted in the microscale. No comprehensive studies of the influence of the
species transport model on the multiscale mathematical models are known, still, there is latitude
of approaches in the open literature. On the basis of presented model, the proper analysis may
be executed.
In the presented model, the layered structure of the cathode and the cathodic TPB are ne-
glected. The expansion of the model, where the cathode structure is treated in more detailed way,
may be proposed.
The parametric studies on the microstructure impact do not include relations between mi-
crostructure parameters. These relations are not well known and further studies may give deeper
insight into the cell optimization. The studies based on the optimization algorithms may require
relations between the microstructural parameters.
The results of the model indicate, that the temperature rise along the cell is not large. In the
experimental setup (see Chapter 4) the temperatures at the inlets and outlets of the cells in the
stack cannot be measured. It is interesting, if these numerical results are in good agreement with
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the real cell operation or if it is improper. The appropriate experiment should be designed to gain
experimental data to verify these results.
The mathematical model is used to simulate the EAST stack, but it may be also rebuilt to
compute the behavior of the planar SOFC stack. However, this task is not easy, because of the dif-
ficulties in the modeling of the electric connections between the electrodes and interconnectors,
the Ohmic losses in the interconnectors, the complicated distribution of the temperature and the
flow structure. The large computational domain, which leads to the extraordinary computational
time, requires usage of the code parallelization techniques. Moreover, the concept design of
EAST stack assumes that the whole structure will be enclosed in the tubular reactor. The full
three-dimensional model may be required to calculate behavior of this stack design.
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Appendix A. Properties databank
In this Appendix, the set of all of the physical properties of gases and solid materials neces-
sary to formulate a proper description of a SOFC behavior is presented.
Table A.1. Properties of gases
species H2 H2O O2 N2
atomic diffusion
volumes Σ
6.12 13.1 16.3 18.5
reference [211] [211] [211] [211]
molar mass M
[g mol−1]
2.016 18.015 31.999 28.014
reference [211] [211] [211] [211]
critical pressure pcr
[Pa]
1 293 000 22 064 000 5 043 000 3 390 000
reference [211] [211] [211] [211]
criticial temperature
Tcr [K]
32.98 647.14 154.58 126.20
reference [211] [211] [211] [211]
Table A.2. Properties of solid materials
material LSCF (cathode)
YSZ
(electrolyte)
Ni/YSZ (anode) interconnector
thermal
conductivity k
[W m−1 K−1]
0.88 2 6 22
reference [252] [253] [254] [255]
203
204
Table A.3. Polynomial coefficients to calculate the properties of gases, valid in the range 273 – 1473 K [215]
molar constant pressure specific heat polynomial coefficientsa
species acp0 a
cp
1 a
cp
2 a
cp
3 a
cp
4 a
cp
5 a
cp
6
H2 −6.473 46.903 −136.15 199.29 −150.55 56.036 21.157
H2O 14.015 −79.409 181.54 −217.08 146.01 −41.205 37.373
O2 14.776 −91.821 231.72 −300.37 203.68 −57.975 34.85
N2 −10.35 55.554 −113.56 105.17 −38.04 4.899 29.027
thermal conductivity polynomial coefficientsb
species ak0 ak1 ak2 ak3 ak4 ak5 ak6
H2 −1.895 11.972 −31.939 47.763 −47.19 62.892 1.504
H2O 4.153 −18.974 35.993 −41.39 35.922 −7.914 2.01
O2 −0.228 1.491 −4.18 6.713 −7.373 11.118 −0.186
N2 −2.274 13.493 −32.133 38.837 −25.473 14.81 −0.322
a cp =
1
M
∑6
i=0 a
cp
i
(
T
1000
)(6−i)
b k = 0.01
∑6
i=0 a
k
i
(
T
1000
)(6−i)
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Appendix B. Justification of the ideal gas assump-
tion
For common diatomic gases at the low pressure, the ideal gas approximation is sufficient.
However, the water has polar molecules and due to this property water molecules have strong
attraction to themselves. In the best situation, the other equation of state may be used (e.g. van
der Waals, Redlich-Kwong, Peng-Robinson), however, the calculations of the Nernst equation
would be rather difficult, since the Nernst model is derived with assumption of ideal gas behavior.
It is a need to examine this case.
The validity of the ideal gas approximation may be examined using the compressibility factor
z¯ - if this factor is close to unity, a gas may be treated as an ideal gas [256]. The generalized
compressibility chart from Reference [256] shows, that for a fluid with the reduced pressure
pred < 0.1 the compressibility factor 0.9 < z¯ ≤ 1. The reduced pressure is defined as:
pred =
p
pcr
, (B.1)
and the critical pressure for water is presented in Appendix A: pcr = 22 064 000 Pa ≈ 220 bar.
For a fuel cell working under the atmospheric pressure, or even a little bit elevated pressure, for
example 10 bar the
0.05 < p
H2O
red < 0.05, (B.2)
which makes the ideal gas assumption authorized.
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Appendix C. Analytical derivation of the velocity
profile
Since the momentum equations in their complete form (Equations (3.60) and (3.66) from
Chapter 3) are non-linear, a numerical solution of these equations requires long computational
time. Seeing that the momentum is strongly coupled with the temperature, the velocity should
be recomputed in every single iteration. For the stack-scale multiscale problem, this proce-
dure leads to the enormous time of computations, even for the simple problems. To avoid of a
time-consuming evaluation of the velocity field from the Navier-Stokes or the Darcy-Brinkman
models, the velocity profile within gas channels may be computed using the analytical solutions.
This Appendix is devoted to show the deviation of the velocity profile expressions. In these
calculations, it is assumed that the pressure gradient along a channel is constant.
The flow within a SOFC under operation is highly viscous and therefore the fully developed
flow is obtained near to the entrance [107]. Moreover, channels are wide and long, relative to the
thickness. Consequently, it is assumed that the flow is one-dimensional and axial, i.e. v = w = 0.
Next great simplification comes from the assumption of the incompressible flow, since the
density disappears from the continuity equation and it may be shown that the velocity is a
function of the single variable. However, the density as well as the viscosity are functions of
the temperature. In this case, the mass conservation is given by the equation (3.59) and the
momentum model is still difficult to be solved analytically. Therefore, the proper linearization
of the density is necessary. It is possible using the local cross-section averaged density, de-
fined as ρavg = 1H
∫ H
0
ρ(y). Then, the density is assumed to be constant in every cross-section,
represented by the numerical grid (see Figure C.1), but may be different in adjacent sections.
Therefore, from the continuity equation, Equation (3.59), it comes that du
dx
= 0 or u = u(y) only,
in every cross-section of a channel. Thus, the momentum equations reduce to:
void channel flow:
dP
dx
=
d
d y
(
µ
du
d y
)
, (C.1a)
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ρj =
∑N
i=0 ρi/N ρj+1 6= ρj
Figure C.1. Idea of the local cross-section averaging
flow within porous media:
dP
dx
=
d
d y
(
µ
du
d y
)
− εµ
K
u. (C.1b)
The same procedure is used for the viscosity calculation: µavg = 1H
∫ H
0
µ(y). In this way, the
momentum equations, Equations (C.1), further simplifies to a form possible to solve analytically.
If necessary, the density may be evaluated using temperature field from previous iteration and
the evaluation procedure should be continued until the convergence is achieved.
C.1. Void gas channels
The gases flow within void channels may be described mathematically by the mass conser-
vation equation:
du
dx
= 0 (C.2)
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and the momentum conservation equation:
dP
dx
= µavg
d2 u
d y2
. (C.3)
Integrating Equation (C.3) two times, the general solution is obtained:
u(y) =
dP
dx
y2
2µ
+ C1y + C2, (C.4)
where C1, C2 are integration constants. The scheme of the channel is shown on Figure C.2. It
H
L
inflow outflow
insulation
electrode
Figure C.2. A schematic view on the channel
has the height H and the width W . The no-slip conditions are as follows:
at the bottom surface:
u(y = 0) = 0, (C.5a)
at the top surface:
u(y = H) = 0. (C.5b)
Introducing Equations (C.5) into Equation (C.4), the constants of integration are evaluated:
C1 = − H2µavg dPdx and C2 = 0. Therefore, the velocity profile is described by:
u(y) = − 1
2µavg
dP
dx
(
Hy − y2) . (C.6)
The pressure gradient is constant along a channel, but unknown. However, introducing the
mass flow rate, defined as:
m˙ = ρavgW
H∫
0
u(y) d y, (C.7)
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the pressure gradient is evaluated as:
dP
dx
= − 12m˙µavg
ρavgWH3
, (C.8)
and, consequently, the velocity profile depends on volumetric flow rate and channel geometry
only:
u(y) =
6m˙
ρavgWH3
(
Hy − y2) . (C.9)
C.2. Porous media
The continuity equation is the same as in the void gas channels flow problem (Equation
(C.2)). The classical Darcy model may be used to describe the momentum transport, however, it
violates the no-slip conditions [198]. Therefore the momentum model introduced by Brinkman
[199], so-called Darcy-Brinkman equation [188, 199], is used here. This model makes possible
to utilize no-slip boundary conditions and in the simplified one-dimensional form (see Chapter 3)
may be written as:
dP
dx
= µavgε
d2 u
d y2
− εµ
K
u (C.10)
Using method of undetermined coefficients the general solution is found:
u(y) = C1 exp
(
yK−1/2
)
+ C2 exp
(−yK−1/2)− K
εµavg
dP
dx
. (C.11)
Boundary conditions are no-slip conditions:
at the bottom surface:
u(y = 0) = 0, (C.12a)
at the top surface:
u(y = H) = 0. (C.12b)
Using the boundary conditions, the integration constants may be calculated:
C1 =
K
εµavg
dP
dx
1− exp (−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
, (C.13a)
C2 =
K
εµavg
dP
dx
(
1− 1− exp
(−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
)
, (C.13b)
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and the velocity profile is determined by:
u(y) =
K
εµavg
dP
dx[
1− exp (−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
exp
(
yK
1/2
)
+
(
1− 1− exp
(−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
)
exp
(−yK1/2)− 1] .
(C.14)
The mass flow rate, defined in Equation (C.7), introduced to Equation (C.14), makes possible to
evaluate the pressure gradient as:
dP
dx
=
m˙εµavg
KρavgW
C−1, (C.15)
where C is evaluated as:
C =
1− exp (−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
√
K
(
exp
(
HK−1/2
)− 1)
−
(
1− 1− exp
(−HK−1/2)
2 sinh (HK−1/2)
)√
K
(
exp
(−HK−1/2)− 1)−H. (C.16)
Combining Equations (C.14) and (C.15), the velocity profile as a function of y, dependent
on the cross-section averaged density, the mass flow rate, the channel geometry and the porous
media permeability (calculated with the Kozeny-Carman relation, Equation (3.64)), can be ob-
tained.
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